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ON THE 120
th

 ANNIVERSARY OF THE BIRTH OF  

ACADEMICIAN M.M. DUBININ  

 

Fomkin A.A. 
 

Fomkinaa@mail.ru 

M.M. Dubinin’s Laboratory of Sorption Processes, A.N. Frumkin Institute of Physical 

Chemistry and Electrochemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, 119071, Moscow, 

Russia  

 

 

Mikhail M. Dubinin was born on January 01, 1901, in Moscow. His name is 

known to all researchers pursuing physical chemistry. Mikhail M. Dubinin is 

remembered as the founder of the largest scientific school in the field of adsorption 

phenomena. He has taken a rightful place in the list of members of the Academy of 

Sciences of Russia since 1724. It is difficult to overestimate his merits as a teacher and 

a science and social leader.  

After graduation from the Moscow high technical school (MHTS) in 1921, 

M.M. Dubinin started teaching and researching activities at the Faculty of Chemistry. 

His first scientific achievements were related to studies of adsorption of various 

substances onto activated carbons from solutions. In 1932, M.M. Dubinin headed the 

Department of Chemical Defense at the Military Academy of Chemical Defense, 

founded at the basis of MHTS. At this stage, his activity was related to teaching and 

solving the most relevant tasks of chemical defense, including test methods and 

technological aspects of the production of sorbents. In 1942, M.M. Dubinin was 

awarded the Stalin (State) prize in recognition of his achievements in chemical 

defense. In 1943, he was elected a full member of the USSR Academy of Sciences. In 

the same year, he was awarded a rank of Major-General-Engineer.   

In 1946, M.M. Dubinin created the Laboratory of Sorption Processes at the 

Institute of Physical Chemistry of the USSR Academy of Science. Then, it was 

expanded to the Department that brought together three laboratories dealing with 

various theoretical and practical aspects of adsorption. Academician Dubinin managed 

the research activity in thermodynamics, kinetics and dynamics of sorption processes, 

and porous solids characterization.  
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The famous theory of volume filling of micropores was created under Dubinin’s 

direction. Moreover, he proposed a scientifically grounded and rational classification 

of adsorbents according to their structural features with respect to the adsorption 

mechanism. The principle he proposed to distinguish porous solids formed the basis 

for the IUPAC pore size classification adopted in 1972. Without question, his works 

belong to those investigations which gave rise to the development of modern 

nanotechnologies. Indeed, his achievements in the theory of adsorption phenomena 

remain in high demand in gas and petroleum processing, the chemistry of high purity 

substances, synthesis of catalysts for polymer materials, pharmaceutical and food 

industry, medicine, and ecological proptection.   

In 1959, the Commission on zeolite attached to the Presidium of the USSR 

Academy of Sciences was created at the initiative of M.M. Dubinin and under his 

direction to coordinate work on creating the industry of zeolites and catalysts for some 

industries. In 1964, the Commission was transformed into the Scientific Council of the 

USSR Academy of Sciences on the synthesis, study, and application of adsorbents. 

This council coordinated all research, and practical works on adsorption and 

adsorbents carried out throughout the country and subsequently became a part of the 

modern united Scientific Council of the Russian Academy of Sciences on physical 

chemistry.  

From 1946 to 1950, M.M. Dubinin was the President of the All-Union Chemical 

Society named after D.I. Mendeleev. From 1948 to 1951, M. Dubinin served as 

Academician-Secretary of the USSR Academy of Sciences Department of Chemistry. 

He was elected a member of the Presidium of the Academy from 1948 to 1963.  

Along with scientific work, M.M. Dubinin directed efforts to educational and 

organizational work and social duty. He taught at MHTS, Moscow Institute of 

Transport Engineers, and Military Academy of Chemical Defense. He trained more 

than 100 Candidates of Sciences. More than 30 scientists defended the Doctor thesis 

under Dubinin’s supervision and thanks to his advice. For almost 40 years, M.M. 

Dubinin was the Editor-in-Chief of the Russian Chemical Bulletin, editorial board 

member of the Russian Chemical Reviews, and depute editor of the Carbon journal.  

https://elibrary.ru/contents.asp?titleid=2380
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The outstanding achievements and distinguished service of M.M. Dubinin as a 

scientist and social leader were highly appreciated. He was twice the winner of the 

Stalin (State) prize (in 1942 and 1950). Academician Dubinin was awarded numerous 

Soviet orders and medals, including three Orders of Lenin, two Orders of Red Banner, 

one first Order of the Patriotic War, one Medal for Valorous Labor. In 1969, Dubinin 

was awarded the title of the Hero of Socialist Labor.  

Academician M.M. Dubinin was distinguished by high erudition, deep 

knowledge, and exceptional work ethic. While remaining true to the fundamental 

principles of life and scientific principles, M.M. Dubinin always maintained a 

sensitivity and benevolent attitude towards people.  

Mikhail Mikhailovich Dubinin passed away on July 13, 1993, but the scientific 

school he created continues to develop. His numerous students and followers in Russia 

and all over the world follow in the footsteps of prominent scientist M.M. Dubinin. 
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CONCERTED STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF MOLECULES ON 

CARBON NANOSTRUCTURES 

 

K. Kaneko  

 

kkaneko@shinshu-u.ac.jp 

Research Initiatives for Supra-Materials, Shinshu University, 4-17-1 Wakasato, 

Nagano, 380-8553, Japan 

 

Importance of nanostructured carbons has been increasing for construction of 

sustainable technologies due to their high electrical conductivity, chemically and 

mechanically robustness, and biocompatibility. This presentation will introduce 

excellent nanoconfinement functions of nanostructured carbons, indicating new 

innovations. Confinement of atoms, molecules, and ions in nanoscale carbon pore 

spaces induces novel high pressure-compression effect. This is because the graphene-

like structure has the highly dense layer structure of carbon atoms, providing the 

strongest interaction with atoms and molecules per weight. For example, we can 

prepare an atomically 1D chain sulfur crystal inside single wall carbon nanotube 

(SWCNT) and double wall carbon nanotube[1]. The synchrotron XRD gives the sharp 

diffraction peak coming from the atomically 1D structure and the 1D sulfur inside 

carbon nanotube is metallic from Raman spectroscopy and the resistivity 

measurement. 

When ions are confined in the extremely narrow carbon micropores, the 

confined ions induce the image charges in the defective carbon walls. The in-wall 

image charges compensate the repulsion interaction between the same ions, showing 

the partial breaking of Coulombic law [2]. This partial breaking effect gives a new 

insight of the high performance supercapacitors [3]. 

The carbide-derived carbon should have novel in-pore strong adsorption sites, 

which induce highly selective adsorption property for mixed gas of 
18

O2 and 
16

O2.  

This does not come from so-called quantum molecular sieving for light isotope 

molecules such as H2 and D2.  The oxygen isotope is separable with a new lattice 

motion associated quantum mechanical mechanism [4]. 

We must introduce a new concept for 2D materials like graphene. If we donate 

a nanoscale window (nanowindow) in the graphene, the nanowindow has a different 
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function from nanopore spaces. The nanopore space is fit for adsorption of 

supercritical gas [5] and 

trace molecules [6], while the nanowindows are not efficient for adsorption, but 

separation. The promising air separation ability of the nanowindow was shown [7] 
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THERMODYNAMICS OF ADSORPTION DEFORMATION OF 

MICROPOROUS CARBONS  
 

A.V. Neimark  

 

aneimark@rutgers.edu 

Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering, Rutgers University, USA 

 

Phenomenon of adsorption-induced deformation recently attracted a 

considerable attention owing to its relevance to practical problems of mechanical 

stability and integrity of novel nanoporous materials and their adsorption properties. 

Guest molecules adsorbed in nanopores cause a substantial stress in the host matrix 

leading to its contraction or swelling depending on the specifics of host-guest 

interactions. Dubinin and his disciples pioneered the studies of deformation of 

microporous carbons and zeolites during gas adsorption, revealing enigmatic specifics 

of this phenomenon. In particular, it has been demonstrated in multiple examples that 

adsorption-induced deformation does not necessarily imply swelling. In many cases, 

the strain isotherm is nonmonotonic, indicating that upon the increase of adsorption, 

the adsorbent contracts at low pressures and then expands. I will present a general 

thermodynamic approach to predicting adsorption stress and respective deformation 

based on the classical theoretical models of adsorption, including Dubinin-

Radushkevich and Langmuir models, as well as on the molecular level methods of 

Monte Carlo simulation and density functional theory. As a topical practical 

application, I will discuss the deformation of coal and shale in the process of methane 

displacement by carbon dioxide during the enhanced gas recovery and CO2 

sequestration at the geological conditions of elevated pressures and temperatures. 

about:blank
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL 

CHARACTERIZATION 

 

S. Lucena  

 

lucena@ufc.br 

Federal University of Ceará - UFC, Brazil 

 

The use of adsorption experiments with different probe gas molecules has 

helped reveal the intricate microstructure of carbonaceous materials. Modeling and 

simulation tasks become exceptionally challenging because carbon material lacks 

long-range order and the difficulty of extracting data from advanced experimental 

techniques. Our group has sought procedures for generating less arbitrary 

heterogeneous model morphologies, particularly explicit heterogeneous structures 

based on reactive molecular dynamics. We obtained new heterogeneous models that 

organically reproduce the simultaneous structural defects (edges, corrugations, and 

amorphization) that coexist on real carbonaceous surfaces, experimentally identified 

by studies carried out in recent years. This new heterogeneous model, appropriated to 

kernels, allows extensive studies which were previously not possible. As examples of 

these studies, we present the concept of multikernel, the virtual pore model based on 

reactive molecular dynamics, kernels comparative performance, and how 

homogeneous and heterogeneous surfaces impact the pore size distribution obtained by 

different probe molecules. 

mailto:lucena@ufc.br
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THREE TYPES OF TWO-PHASE SURFACE TENSIONS OF ADSORBATE  

IN MESOPOROUS SYSTEMS 

AND METHODS FOR CALCULATING IT 

 

Yu.K. Tovbin, E.S. Zaitseva  

 

tovbinyk@mail.ru 

Kurnakov Institute of General and Inorganic Chemistry RAS,  

119991 Moscow, Russia 

 

In many adsorption porous systems at temperatures T below the critical 

separation temperature Tc(H), the two-phase state of the adsorbate “vapor in the pore” 

and “liquid in the pore” is realized as two coexisting phases with the formation of a 

meniscus of the vapor-liquid interface. Such menisci arise both in the equilibrium 

distribution of the adsorbate and in the case of the so-called capillary mechanisms of 

fluid flows. Surface tension (ST) determines the nature of the spatial distribution of 

mobile phases inside the solid lattice of polydisperse matrices (adsorbents, absorbents, 

catalysts, membranes, composites, etc.), which have a wide degree of heterogeneity 

caused by the porous, grain, and mixed porous-grain structure of real materials [1-4]. 

In such matrices, direct observations and measurements of all characteristics are 

difficult. Therefore, the development of a sufficiently accurate theory is required to 

provide reliable modeling of the properties of mobile components, especially ST. 

It is shown in [5] that all existing methods for calculating the ST even for the 

vapor-liquid interface in the bulk phase [69] are incorrect since they don’t correspond 

to the thermodynamic definition of Gibbs [10] as an excess value of the free energy of 

the phase boundary by in relation to the free energies of the coexisting phases. In 

[11,12], a method for calculating the ST according to Gibbs definition was formulated: 

the calculation of the volume state of coexisting phases of vapor and liquid should 

satisfy the Yang – Lee condensation theory [13,14], additional conditions of chemical 

and mechanical equilibrium are imposed on the properties of the transition region of 

the equilibrium boundary of any curvature in each layer. The new method for 

determining the ST is correct for considering other types of boundaries in a three-

aggregate system [15]. 
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The report provides an analysis of the state of molecular theory, focused on the 

description of three-aggregate systems from a unified point of view, including their 

three bulk phases and three types of phase boundaries: vapor-liquid, solid–vapor, and 

solid-liquid [15]. The calculation is carried out within the framework of the lattice gas 

model (LGM), which takes into account the direct correlations of interacting adsorbate 

molecules in the quasi-chemical approximation (QCA) [16,17]. The ideas of this 

model were used to describe a two-level structural model of mesoporous bodies and 

calculate the distributions of the adsorbate in a given structure of the adsorbent 

[17,18]. The supramolecular level of the model is presented in the form of a 

granule/grain of a porous material with a given distribution function, interconnected 

pores of different types and sizes. At the molecular level, LGM makes it possible to 

describe with equal accuracy the molecular distributions of the adsorbate in coexisting 

phases and at the interface between them. The transition region of the liquid-vapor 

interface between the pore walls is a complex inhomogeneous system in which the 

density of the substance changes both along the pore width and along the transition 

region between vapor and liquid, depending on the pore width and the potential of its 

walls. In this case, the existence of a multilayer adsorbate film on the surface of the 

pore wall in both the vapor and liquid phases is taken into account. The menisci 

between the vapor and liquid phases inside the pores are regions of coexistence of 

three phases of vapor, liquid, and solid [19]. 

The methodology for calculating the three types of ST consists of the following 

stages: 

1) Formulation of the structural model of the sample observed (two-level model). In 

[18], a two-level structural model was proposed for porous systems: the 

supramolecular level reflected the type of pores and their size distribution, including 

taking into account the inhomogeneity of the pore walls in the joints of pores of 

different types, as well as their connectivity through paired structural distribution 

functions. 

2) Calculation of local isotherms for different parts of an inhomogeneous system as a 

function of the external pressure of the adsorptive gives a description of molecular 

distributions over inhomogeneous sites of the general system in the LGM, which 
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reflects the intrinsic volume of molecules, excluding the double filling of the site with 

different molecules, and the interaction between them in the QCA [16,17]. 

3) Calculation of the total adsorption isotherm by weighing local isotherms using the 

structural distribution functions of sites of different types. This step is necessary for 

comparison with the experimentally observed adsorption isotherm. 

4) Identification of areas of adsorbate condensation inside different sections of pores 

and finding coexisting densities of vapor and liquid inside each section of pores. The 

average densities of the coexisting vapor and liquid phases of the adsorbate in each of 

the pore types are determined using the Maxwell construction [1417]. 

5) Calculation of the densities in the transition regions between the identified 

coexisting phases vapor-liquid, as well as concentration profiles between the 

coexisting phases liquid-vapor in their transition regions with a solid inside each type 

of pore [19-22]. This stage requires the expansion of the dimension of the structural 

functions of the first stage in order to reflect the transition region of the meniscus 

between two mobile phases within the pore under consideration. In the junction of 

pores of variable diameter and for any structural heterogeneity of the pore walls, the 

type of the site in the fluid-solid transition region depends both on the distance from 

the pore wall and on the coordinate along with the pore space. 

6) Calculation according to the found profiles in point 5 of the vapor–solid and liquid-

solid ST [2022]. 

7) Calculation according to the found profiles in point 5 of the local values of 

meniscus vapor-liquid ST [19,20]. 

The developed method for calculating the ST allows one to obtain the average 

value of vapor-liquid ST, which is needed for comparison with the experiment, and its 

local changes depending on the physical properties of the system for analyzing the 

mechanisms of hysteresis. The difference between theoretical information and 

thermodynamic information lies in its more detailed nature, reflecting the dimensional 

and energy characteristics of the system. According to the existing tradition, solid-

fluid STs are practically not used in adsorbents, although they are essential for 

analyzing the behavior of thin films outside porous systems. On the other hand, 

without these ST values, it is impossible to discuss the values of the contact angles of 
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the menisci in the pores. It is also shown that the traditional use of the ST value in 

thermodynamic estimates based on the Laplace and Kelvin equations [6,23] leads to 

distorted information about the system [13,17]. 

The traditional problem of assessing the ST is taking into account the roughness 

of a solid [6,21]. The real surface has chemical and structural heterogeneity, including 

different levels of roughness. The complex geometry of the pore walls is always a 

consequence of their nonequilibrium state with respect to the adsorbate. In 

thermodynamics, roughness is taken into account in an efficient way through the 

concept of the ratio of the areas of real and observed surfaces [24]. This introduces an 

empirical parameter into the assessment of areas and the ST value itself. 

To clarify the analysis of the mechanisms of the appearance of adsorption-

desorption hysteresis, the stability of a junction in slot-like porous systems was 

considered [25] depending on the length of the section and the energy of the walls. All 

the listed possibilities of the theory are generalized to the case of taking into account 

the deformation of the adsorbent under the influence of the adsorbate and external 

forces [26]. 

Thus, at present, a three-aggregate version of the discrete-continuum theory for 

calculating the distributions of molecules at the interface and a method for calculating 

three types of ST in a wide temperature range has been developed. A method for 

localizing three-phase contact areas and a description of the properties of these areas 

have been developed. Proposals for the algorithmization of approximating 

constructions of three-phase contact regions are discussed. Criteria for the organization 

of calculations in the region of three-aggregate solid-liquid-vapor contact are 

formulated, and the size effects for the contact angle are investigated depending on the 

geometry of the pore cross-section and the potential of the pore walls. 

The proposed approach was used to study slit-like pores with smooth and rough 

walls, as well as isolated and interconnected cylindrical pores and small closed pores 

limited in volume. 
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SURFACE TENSION OF STRATIFYING ADSORBATE INSIDE 

CYLINDRICAL PORES 

 

E.S. Zaitseva, Yu.K.Tovbin  

 

zaya261011@gmail.com 

Kurnakov Institute of General and Inorganic Chemistry RAS, 119991, Moscow, Russia  

 

Various methods of molecular modeling based on interparticle potential 

functions [1] have played an active role in studying the properties of the adsorbate–

adsorbent system. These methods make it possible to obtain detailed information on 

numerous features of molecular distribution and their effect on the observed 

characteristics of adsorption processes. The greatest difficulty is presented by the work 

on calculating surface tension (ST) in porous systems. This is connected both with the 

complexity of calculating the free energy of the system in order to estimate the ST 

value and with the existing problems of thermodynamic analysis within the framework 

of classical Gibbs thermodynamics [2]. In [3], the conditions for calculating the ST 

value were formulated, and in [4], these conditions were realized for an isolated slit 

pore. 

In the present work, we study the molecular distributions of the adsorbate at the 

interface between vapor and liquid located in cylindrical pores of infinite length, 

diameter D, and field potential Q in a monolayer adjacent to the pore wall. The 

equations of the studied solid–mobile phase system were obtained in [5]. 

The cylindrical pores contain (see Fig. 1) homogeneous regions of liquid (1) 

and vapor (2). Liquid and vapor are separated from the pore walls by transition regions 

solid-liquid (4) with width κsl and solid – vapor (5) with width κsv, respectively. 

Between the phases, there is a transition region liquid-vapor (3) with a width of κlv, 

and below, near the pore wall, there is a region of three phases solid – liquid-vapor (6). 

 

Fig. 1. Scheme of phase regions and transition regions between coexisting phases and a solid 

wall in cylindrical pores 
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Between the homogeneous regions (1) and (2) (Fig. 1) of the phases, a density 

gradient θq is realized in the liquid – vapor transition region (region (3), Fig. 1), shown 

in Fig. 2 for system 1 (pore of diameter D = 100 with potential Q = 5) – (curve 1), and 

system 2 (pore of diameter D = 30 with Q = 0.5) – curve 2, at κlv = 6 and reduced 

temperature τ = 0.82 normalized to the critical stratifying temperature outside the 

pores. 
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Fig. 2. Local density profiles Fig. 3. Profile of local values of the liquid-

vapor ST 

Fig. 3 demonstrates the profiles of the local values of the liquid-vapor ST, 

normalized to liquid-vapor ST in an unlimited system σlv(b), for systems 1 and 2 

(curves 1-2, respectively), which were obtained from the density profiles in Fig. 2 in 

the area (3), Fig. 1. The local value of the liquid-vapor ST is calculated by the method 

[6] at each point of the equimolecular surface (a line with square symbols in Fig. 1). 

At the boundary with a solid, the values of ST are calculated for a solid-liquid 

and a solid–vapor interfaces inside regions (4) and (5) in Fig. 1, respectively. 

The table below demonstrates for systems 1 and 2: the values of the widths κlv, 

κsl, and κsv, the values of the liquid-vapor ST at the center of the pore σ
*

lv, the liquid-

vapor σ
av

lv value averaged over the pore width, the solid-liquid ST σsl and the solid – 

vapor ST σsv. 

Table. The ST values of three two-phase boundaries 

Systems κlv κsl κsv σ
*
lv/σlv(b) σ

av
lv/σlv(b) σsl/σlv(b) σsv/σlv(b) 

1 8 8 12 1.023 1.028 -53.81 -52.52 

2 8 6 8 1.010 1.017 -1.78 -0.51 
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Negative values of the solid-fluid ST are due to the accepted condition for 

choosing the position of the phase boundary for nonequilibrium states of the walls of 

the adsorbent [4]. 

This work demonstrates the possibilities of the microscopic approach for 

calculating the ST, which excludes the introduction of any thermodynamic 

constructions and the presence of metastable states. The results obtained make it 

possible to arrive at the calculations of the molecular distributions within the liquid-

vapor menisci and the ST values in polydisperse materials. This possibility will make 

it possible to study the role of the distributions of two phases in complex porous 

materials, which affect both the equilibrium distribution of adsorbate during capillary 

condensation and the flows in various models of adsorbate transport. 
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 Carbon-based solid materials form a wide and actively studied class of 

adsorbents proving useful for the storage and transportation of energy gases [1] such 

as methane, hydrogen etc. However, with all the advances made in carbon adsorbents, 

many problems devoted to the characterization of their crystal structures or adsorption 

on the defected surfaces remain unsolved. Most of these problems require the 

involvement of theoretical modeling due to the inability of modern experimental 

techniques to measure all the desired properties in such complex systems directly. In 

turn, theoretical modeling substantially relies on the quality and effectiveness of 

quantum chemical methods used to calculate the electronic structure. 

 In the present contribution, authors demonstrate their recent advances in the 

development and programmatic realization of quantum chemical methods suitable for 

the theoretical modeling of adsorbents. Two new methods are presented available in 

the form of standalone programs: deductive molecular mechanics of carbon allotropes 

(ADAMAS) [2,3] and the Green’s function method to describe defected crystals 

(GoGreenGo) [4]. The first program employs group function formalism and valence 

bond theory to describe the energy, structural and mechanical properties of solid 

carbon allotropes. It demonstrates accuracy comparable to one of the high-level PAW-

DFT methods, being more efficient by order of magnitude. The second program 

performs efficient calculations of the electronic structure of locally perturbed crystals 

and, therefore, allows the modeling of single adsorption acts on the defected surfaces. 

The authors present a theoretical basis, workflow, and test results for both approaches. 

 As a practical application of the proposed methods, we introduce and analyze a 

structural model of the bulged graphite with C2 bridge defects connecting graphite’s 

mono-layers arranged in the AAA configuration (see the Figure below). Our results 
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obtained with ADAMAS and GoGreenGo supported by the PAW-DFT calculations 

show that the proposed structural model demonstrates an increase of inter-layer 

distance experimentally observed in the bulged graphite. Moreover, results indicate 

that in the case of the low concentration of the C2 bridges, the energy of the defected 

structure exceeds the energy of the hexagonal graphite by 10-20 kJ/mol, which means 

it could be formed under experimental conditions. First estimations show that mass-

fraction of adsorbed H2 in the proposed model can reach 5-6%. A more detailed study 

of adsorption processes in the C2-bridge model of the bulged graphite will be 

performed in the future. 
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A new recent concept in the screening of porous materials for carbon capture 

using Pressure Swing Adsorption is based on multiscale workflows, where data from 

molecular simulation is passed on to detailed process models to evaluate the 

performance of a particular candidate material [1]. For PSA processes based on either 

experimental data or data from simulations, a single Pareto front linking energy 

penalty and productivity of the process is commonly taken as the performance 

indicator for a given material. 

In reality, experimental measurements performed on the same materials by 

different groups indicate a significant degree of scattering. Recently, Park et al. [2] 

discussed how to systematically quantify the uncertainty of experimental adsorption 

data and identify potential outliers amongst interlaboratory data sets. Recent studies 

from Farmahini et al. [3] indicate that uncertainty in the material properties, such as 

heat capacity, may have a significant effect on the overall performance of the material 

at the actual process level. 

The question we pose in this study is how the uncertainty in all material-

specific experimental data propagates across the multiscale workflows and manifests 

itself in the process level of description.  

We consider the case of 13X zeolite, a well-known benchmark for carbon 

capture studies. Using curated experimental data from the literature, we develop a 

probabilistic isotherm model using hierarchical Bayesian inference. In the next step, 

we combine detailed process optimization and surrogate models to explore how the 

uncertainty of all experimental data propagates to the process level. 

We observe that i) the performance of the 13X material is more accurately 

represented by a cloud of possible performances rather than by a single Pareto front; ii) 

the dimensions of this cloud are comparable to the differences in performance of 

various materials based on their single Pareto front. These observations cast some 
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doubts on the reliability of performance rankings for materials recently reported in 

process-based computational screening.  We, therefore, encourage future studies to 

publish their Pareto data along with some uncertainty analyses for a more 

representative interpretation of performance.   

 

 
Fig. 1. Error propagation in multiscale workflows, on the left. Performance cloud for 

13X zeolite (green symbols) compared to the Pareto performance fronts for several 

materials based on a single set of experimental data (on the right). 
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Compressibility of a fluid in a porous medium determines the response of the 

medium to mechanical loads and elastic waves propagation in particular. If the pores 

of the medium are in the nanometer range, many thermodynamic properties of the 

fluid confined in such pores are altered. In this talk, I will show that fluid 

compressibility is not an exception [1]. I will show how the compressibility of a fluid 

in a mesopore can be calculated based on Monte Carlo molecular simulation and 

illustrate them with the example calculations for simple fluids: argon, nitrogen, and 

methane. The results of the simulations agree well with the compressibilities of these 

fluids measured in adsorption-ultrasonic experiments on Vycor glass samples [2]. In 

addition to that, molecular simulations for a range of pore sizes showed that there is a 

simple relation between the compressibility of the confined fluid and the size of the 

confining pore. Finally, I will also show preliminary results on the compressibility of 

water in mesopores, which behavior differs from that of the simple fluids. 
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The problem of identifying the optimal conditions of the adsorption-based 

accumulation and separation of normal hydrocarbons, especially methane and ethane, 

is relevant. To solve it, one needs to have an idea of the structure and behaviors of 

adsorbed molecules in the micropores of an adsorbent. In the present work, the 

molecular dynamics (MD) method was used to carry out numerical experiments in a 

model microporous carbon adsorbent. Two graphene layers form the model pore, and 

the distance between the outer parts of carbon atoms on the opposite pore walls was 

varied from 0.8 to 1.2 nm. Recently [1], a model system composed of such micropores 

was analyzed in terms of Dubinin’s theory of volume filling of micropores. The 

modeling cell was a parallelepiped with a square base with a side of 10 nm and a 

height limited by the planes drawn along the centers of carbon atoms of the graphene 

layers. Periodic conditions were set at the boundaries of the simulation cell. A 

different number of methane and ethane molecules was introduced into the cell in such 

a way that a molar ethane/methane ratio was constant and equal to 95/5.  

The MD simulation was carried out for the microcanonical ensemble (N,V,T) at 

a constant temperature. The temperature of the numerical experiment was 298 K. The 

Tinker Molecular Modeling [2] software package was employed. The structure of 

adsorbed hydrocarbons was simulated using the atom-atom potential in the form of a 

universal OPLSAA force field [3]. For all the systems, we examined the MD 

trajectories with the same length of 2×10
-9

 s. Numerical integration of the equation of 

motion was performed with the elementary step of 10
-15

 s. 

The MD simulations revealed that the distribution of the mixture components 

depended on the pore width (see Figs. 1 and 2).  
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Fig. 1. MD trajectory snapshots for the simulated system, involving two graphene 

layers, which compose a pore with a width of 0.8 (a) and 1.2 nm (b), and 300 

molecules of the 95%СН4 + 5%С2Н6 mixture. Solid lines show the atom bonds in the 

graphene layers. Methane and ethane molecules are represented by non-scalable blue 

and orange graphic objects, respectively. Methane and ethane molecules outside the 

pore are not shown. 

 

At the early stage (Fig. 2), the adsorption of methane and ethane increases 

smoothly with the number of molecules in the simulation system. The adsorbed 

methane and ethane molecules are predominantly located near the graphene surfaces. 

Ethane molecules are closer to the edges of the graphene layers due to potential 

barriers at the exit of the pore. With a further increase in the total number of molecules 

in the simulation system, methane molecules almost completely fill near-surface 

regions, whereas ethane molecules change their location depending on the pore width. 

In the pore with a width of 0.8 nm, ethane molecules are gradually displaced from the 

pore (see Fig. 1a) until their adsorption does not become zero (Fig. 2). In the 1.2 nm 

pore, ethane molecules move close to the central regions of the pore due to the changes 

in the balance between the enhancing ethane-ethane intermolecular attraction and 

methane-ethane interactions. In this case, the number of adsorbed methane molecules 

in the pore remains virtually unchanged. In contrast, the number of adsorbed ethane 

increases progressively (see Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. The number of 

adsorbed ethane molecules, 

n(C2H6), versus the number of 

adsorbed methane molecules, 

n(CH4),   during adsorption of 

the 95%СН4 + 5%С2Н6 

mixture in the model pore with 

a width Х0 = 0.8 and 1.2 nm. 

Thus, the distribution of adsorbed molecules of the methane-ethane mixture 

depends on the micropore width and the degree of its filling. In the region of small 

fillings, the adsorption of the mixture components occurs mainly near the pore walls 

regardless of the pore width in the studied range (Fig. 2). With the increase in the pore 

filling, the redistribution of the mixture components in a pore (and the corresponding 

value of adsorption) is determined by the pore width and the molecular structure.  
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The molecular dynamics (MD) method provides valuable insights in the 

structure of adsorbate in pores and the time variations in intermolecular interactions 

under given conditions [1]. The MD method was used to study the adsorption of one n-

pentane molecule in the slit-like microporous carbon structure at the temperature of 

293 K. The model slit-like pore was formed by graphene layers. The pore width was 

calculated as a distance between the outer parts of carbon atoms on the graphene layers 

and varied from ~6 Å to ~15 Å. The TINKER software package [2] and the OPLS-AA 

atom force field potential [3] were employed for the MD simulations. The numerical 

experiment was carried out in a simulation cubic cell with an edge length of 10 nm. 

Two separated graphene layers composed the model carbon adsorbent in the central 

part of the simulation cell. One n-pentane molecule was introduced in the simulation 

cell. When the molecule occurred in the pore, the probability density functions and its 

spatial orientations were evaluated.  

The numerical experiments revealed the changes in the position of the adsorbed 

molecule in the adsorbent, which depended on the pore width.  

When the pore width ranged from 6 to 10 Å, the n-pentane molecule was found 

in the central region of the pore. As the pore width increased, the n-pentane molecule 

changed its orientation. The wider the pore, the greater the angle of rotation of the 

symmetry axis of the molecule relative to the axial plane in the center of the pore. 

When the pore width was 11 Å, the n-pentane molecule is predominantly 

oriented perpendicular to the pore walls (Fig. 1). There was also a possibility that the 

molecule would turn in a plane parallel to the pore walls while it was located closer to 

one of the pore walls (Fig. 2).  
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Fig. 1. The probability density of the spatial orientation of the n-pentane molecule in 

the xz plane (perpendicular to the pore walls) in the pore with the width of 11 Å 

plotted in polar coordinates. 

 

  

Fig. 2. The probability density of the location of the n-pentane molecule along the z-

axis (perpendicular to the pore walls) of the pore. The pore width is 11 Å. The dashed 

lines show the pore surfaces composed of the outer parts of the carbon atoms of 

graphene layers.  
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As seen from Fig. 1, the n-pentane molecule is predominantly (with a 

probability 0f 73 %) located at the angle of 80.5 degrees to the graphene walls. The 

probability of the parallel orientation of the n-pentane molecule relative to the pore 

walls was 27 %.  

According to the calculations for the wider pores with the width from 12 to 15 

Å, the n-pentane molecule could be found with equal probability near one of the pore 

walls at a distance of 3.1 Å. Note that it is oriented parallel to the pore walls.   
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The work considers the adsorption of vapors of volatile organic compounds on 

the basal plane of graphite crystal in the region of extremely low surface coverage 

(Henry's law region for adsorption equilibria). The aim is to establish the possibility of 

calculating the thermodynamic characteristics of adsorption (TCA) of various 

compounds, including isomers. Such calculations make it possible to identify the 

components of mixtures separated by gas-adsorption chromatography (on columns 

with graphitized thermal blacks) and establish the order of the release of isomers from 

the chromatographic column [1]. If the composition of the mixture to be separated is 

known (even if only partially), then predicting the TCA values of its intended 

components can be used to establish the possibility (or impossibility) of separating 

from each other substances similar in properties (primarily isomers) under the given 

conditions, as well as for the selection of optimal conditions separation of the mixture 

as a whole. 

Henry's constants, heat values, and entropy changes during adsorption were 

calculated by the Gibbs Ensemble Monte Carlo method (GEMC) [2, 3]. The potential 

energy of the adsorbed molecule was computed using the well-known Crowell 

approximation [4] (see also [5]) by summing the semiempirical atom-atom potentials 

(AAP) in the form of Lennard-Jones potentials. For nonrigid molecules with one or 

two degrees of freedom of internal rotation, the corresponding hindered internal 

rotation potentials were assigned, approximately assuming that adsorption does not 

affect the value of the internal rotation barriers. The structural parameters of the 

adsorbate molecules were taken from the literature. 

The main objects are isomeric xylenes (o-, m- and p-) and anthracene and 

phenanthrene. Methane (H, C(sp
3
)) and benzene (C(ar)) molecules are the references 

in determining the AAP constants. The AAP parameters of the graphite carbon atom 
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(C(gr)) were taken from the literature [6, 7], the parameters of mixed potentials were 

calculated according to the most straightforward combination rules. The assumptions' 

correctness was tested using the example of toluene (a molecule with one degree of 

freedom of internal rotation). The rotation of two methyl groups in the case of xylene 

molecules was considered independent. The possibility of transferring the AAP 

parameters to atoms that make up polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules 

was tested using naphthalene as an example. PAH molecules can be considered quasi-

rigid molecules (there are no intramolecular types of motion), which significantly 

simplifies the TCA calculation. 

The results obtained by modeling adsorption were compared with experimental 

and calculated data taken from the literature [5, 8, 9]. In all cases, the calculation by 

the Monte Carlo method is in perfect agreement with the experiment. Thus, for o- and 

p-xylenes, the calculated TCA values are identical, i.e., there is no selectivity for the 

adsorption of their molecules on graphitized carbon blacks, which entirely agrees with 

the experimental data (see, for example, [10]). In the case of phenanthrene and 

anthracene, practically identical values of the heat of adsorption are observed; 

therefore, the difference in the experimental Henry constants of these isomers is due to 

the difference in the change entropy during adsorption [5]. 

Thus, the results obtained in this work confirm the possibility of using the 

Monte Carlo method for predicting TCA for isomers of organic compounds. 
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Gas porosimetry has become widespread nowadays as never due to the 

worldwide availability of numerous instruments for adsorption-desorption isotherms 

measurements from different manufacturers. More and more researchers with 

insufficient background in adsorption science apply this method in various fields. 

There are two ways to meet this wave: the scientific popularization of the essential 

features and complications of this method through webinars, teaching programs, etc., 

and, the second, employment of prior analysis of raw experimental data into modern 

software prompting inexperienced researchers the most reliable ways for the proper 

analysis. Both ways are important. In this contribution, we discuss the possibility of 

automatic recognition of the adsorption-desorption hysteresis loop type by means of 

the machine learning based on numerous data accumulated in the Boreskov Institute of 

Catalysis for dozens of years.  

The proper attribution of the hysteresis loop type is important for the successive 

choice of the method for the pore size distribution, prompting which branch reflects 

more reliable information on porous structure, presence or absence of evaporation 

induced cavitation, pore-blocking effects, and their deconvolution. There are six 

known canonical types of the hysteresis loops. But our practice shows that 

intermediate shapes are also important. E.g., frequently, we observed the loops very 

similar to the case of incomplete pore filling, as it is observed when the hysteresis loop 

scanning technique is applied (Figure 1). In this case, the traditionally recommended 

desorption branch cannot be used for the pore size distribution evaluation since only 

the unknown part of pores is involved in desorption. This and some other illustrative 

examples are discussed in the presentation, showing the significance of the problem. 
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Fig 1. Possible shapes of plateau-absent loops (red) compared to their canonical 

ancestor loops (black). 

According to our cumulative knowledge inspection of only one mathematical 

parameter, such as the slope, inflection, widening, narrowing towards both axis of 

adsorption-desorption curves, is not sufficient for the robust attribution of the loop. 

The particular values of all these parameters show a fairly widespread, and only the 

machine learning approach allows establishing the reliable correlations that allow the 

proper attribution of the loop type with the reliable probability. These aspects are 

discussed in the presentation. 
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All adsorption measurements need temperature control and monitoring. In 

industrial applications, it is necessary to know how the adsorbent pellets heat up 

during adsorption and cool down during desorption. Often, information about the 

adsorption temperature and its accuracy are mandatory in order to calculate the 

enthalpy of adsorption or to evaluate the adsorption activation energy in kinetic 

measurements. In the course of adsorption isotherm measurements, the temperature 

stability and the correct information about its value are required for a precise 

calculation of adsorption uptake and to be able to estimate the characteristics of the 

porous structure accurately. Despite this categorical demand, the measurements of 

several adsorption isotherms at different temperatures with some given steps, 

especially at cryogenic temperatures, are much less frequent in common research 

practice. Here we present the opportunities of our new temperature controlling device 

series cryoTune. 

The cryoTune series consists of three models of devices, which differ in their 

working temperature range (see Table 1). The accuracy of temperature control 

provides the standard deviation ±0.004 K.  

Table 1. The cryoTune series models 

Model  Working temperature, K Examples of gases at boiling points  

cryoTune 87 82 – 135  Ar at 87 K, O2 at 90 K, CH4 at 112 K, 

Kr  at 120 K 

cryoTune 

120 

115 – 230 Kr at 120 K, Xe at 165 K, CO2 at 195 

K 

cryoTune 

195 

180 – 323 CO2 at 195 K and 273 K, C2H6 at 185 

K, C3H8 at 231 K, n-C4H10 at 273 K  
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The use of the cryoTune technology for adsorption studies of different 

materials (see an example in Fig.1) shows that such precise temperature control could 

become a routine method in adsorption studies.  

   

Fig.1. CO2 adsorption on silica MCM-41 at different temperatures, controlled by 

cryoTune.   
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Introduction 

According to the IUPAC [1], gas adsorption is a well-known technique to 

characterize porous solids and fine powders; this characterization requires the use of 

various subcritical fluids (e.g., N2 at 77 K, Ar at 87 K, and CO2 at 273 K). After 

measuring the adsorption isotherm and applying several procedures and models, we 

can obtain the textural properties in a given sample, i.e., specific surface area, pore 

volumes, and pore size distribution. Among these properties, the micropore volume 

(VμP) directly affects the porous material performance, and it can be assessed by 

Dubinin methods, in particular Dubinin-Radushkevich method (DR), plot methods (αS-

plot and t-plot), and microscopic methods based on molecular simulations such as 

Monte Carlo and Density Functional Theory (DFT). It is well known that microscopic 

methods provide the best description, at the molecular level, of the adsorption behavior 

in pore structures. However, access to these methods is still limited, and, to describe a 

given porous system, an adequate Kernel is required. On the other hand, the plot 

methods are a suitable option for the calculation of VμP but are susceptible to the 

selected relative pressures interval. Finally, based on the micropore filling theory and 

Polanyi potentials, the DR method is commonly used due to its simplicity and reliable 

results when the studied sample has a Type I isotherm. Nonetheless, it has been 

demonstrated that when the sample presents mesoporosity, the DR method 

overestimates the micropore volume [2-4]. To improve the calculation of VμP, in this 

work, we propose a more general methodology based on the Dubinin methods and the 

t concept, naming it the DR_t method [5], which was evaluated for different 

nanoporous materials. 

Experimental and materials 
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Two ordered mesoporous materials (CMK-8 carbon and Al-modified SBA-15 

silica), and a micro-mesoporous material (Aluminum Pillared Clay, Al-PILC) were 

studied. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms a 77 K of the samples were performed in 

an ASAP 2000. 

DR_t method 

Dubinin and Kadlec (DK) proposed a method to assess the micropore volume 

and the external surface area using the adsorption data of N2 at 77 K or benzene at 293 

K [6]. Besides, they assumed that the adsorbed volume (Vads) on a porous solid in the 

micro-mesopore range is the sum of adsorbed volumes in the micro and mesopores, 

given by the following expression:  

Vads=Vmicro+Vmeso                            (1) 

Considering that the surface area of the mesopores is Smeso and that t is the 

thickness of the adsorbed layer on the mesopores, equation (1) transforms in:  

Vads=Vmicro+Smeso⋅t                                                                                           (2) 

Therefore, if, instead of thinking that the total adsorbed volume over a porous 

solid is the sum of the micro and mesopore volume; we think that the isotherm of a 

given micro-mesoporous material is the linear combination of the individual isotherms 

of the microporous and mesoporous contribution, then it could be possible to separate 

these two contributions, and thus evaluate the micropore volume from the individual 

micropore isotherm. Meaning that the microporous part of a porous solid, from the 

adsorbed volume in function of p/p
0
, can be mathematically expressed as: 

VμP
*
(p/p

0
) = Vads(p/p

0
)-Smeso⋅t(p/p

0
)       (3) 

where VμP
*
(p/p

0
) is the isotherm corresponding to the microporous region of the 

sample and t(p/p
0
) is the thickness of the adsorbed layer as a function of p/p

0
. The 

individual isotherm of the microporous part of the studied solid must be Type I in 

IUPAC classification, which is graphically achieved by varying the Smeso value. From 

this microporous isotherm, we can calculate a more precise VμP value using the 

Dubinin-Radushkevich (DR) method. 

Results 

Fig. 1a shows the different individual isotherms with several Smeso values for the 

N2 adsorption isotherm at 77 K of an SBA-15 sample (which presents an isotherm 
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Type IV). As shown in this figure, there will be a unique value of Smeso, whose new 

isotherm corresponds to a net Type I isotherm (at low relative pressures).  

 

Fig.1. N2 adsorption at 77 K on SBA-15: a) Methodology of Smeso calculation, and b) 

VμP determination. 

From the data of the new adsorption isotherm and the DR equation, VP can be 

obtained, as shown in Fig. 1b. The VμP
*
(p/p

0
) isotherm is that corresponding to Smeso 

=537 m
2
·g

-1
 in Fig. 1. The values of t for carbon and silica/aluminosilicate materials 

were estimated from the reference isotherms of Cabot BP-280 and LiChrospher Si-

1000, respectively. 

Fig. 2 displays the micropore volumes of the samples under study obtained by 

different methodologies. It is possible to observe that the VP values obtained whit S-

plot and DR_t methods agree, whereas that obtained with DR is overestimated. 

 

Fig.2. VμP values obtained by different methods. 
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Conclusion 

The exposed methodology presents the advantage of applying to any micro-

mesoporous material, regardless of the mesoporosity degree, to determine Smeso and 

VμP. To properly use the methodology, it is only necessary to know the t(p/p
0
) function 

obtained from a standard reference isotherm representing the studied sample. 
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As is known, cyclic volt-ampere (CV) curves are one of the most informative 

characteristics of electrode processes. To obtain CV curves, we measured currents at 

various potential or voltage sweep rates (w) from 1 mV / s to 1000 mV / s, and then a 

current versus potential curve is plotted. In this case, it is important to achieve 

equilibrium so that the rate of potential or voltage sweep does not exceed the rate of 

electrode processes. Then equilibrium CV curves can be obtained, which can be 

simply used to analyze the processes occurring in electrochemical cells. 

For electric double-layer supercapacitors (EDLSC), the equilibrium CV curves 

have a shape close to rectangular with an insignificant dependence of the differential 

capacitance on the electrode potential. When the equilibrium value w is exceeded, the 

shape of the CV curves deviates from rectangular and takes the form of elongated 

"fish" inclined at an angle to the potential or voltage axis. Until now, no mathematical 

model has been developed for the CV curves for EDLSC.  

For a porous electrode, De Levie applied an equivalent electrical circuit in the 

form of an endless transmission line consisting of series elements in the form of 

parallel-connected resistances and capacitance of an electric double layer (EDL) [1]. 

We were the first to obtain both a numerical and an analytical solution for calculating 

the CV curves for EDLSC. Let us write a model that describes the EDL charging and 

considers the electric potential of the electrolyte and the electric potential in the solid 

phase. 

 

,( )
( ) 0

e s C e
dl effaC

t x x


   
 

  
, (1) 

, ,( )
( ) 0
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dl effaC
t x x
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The conductivity of the solid phase of the porous electrode - eff , the conductivity of 

the electrolyte - eff , which in the general case can be a function of concentration, and 

also take into account the surface conductivity of activated carbon (AC) electrodes, - 

a is the specific surface area, the specific capacity on the true surface. The problem 

was solved with appropriate boundaries and initial conditions. As a result, the 

following analytical solution was obtained for the dependence of the current on the 

potential with a linear sweep of the latter in time: 

2

2
0

sin( )exp( )
2 4

elec

effe
eff elec n n n n

nx L elec

aC aC
i W L W C t

x aCL


   






    


           (2) 

To verify the obtained mathematical model of CV curves, we used the results of work 

[2], in which such curves were measured for symmetric EDLSC based on AC 

electrodes. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the experimental CV curves with those 

calculated using the DSC model. 

 

Fig. 1. The result of comparing the experimental CV curves with those calculated 

using the mathematical model for EDLSC. Solid curves are calculated, experimental 

curves are dashed. 

 

As shown in Fig. 1, there is a satisfactory agreement between the experimental and 

calculated CV curves for w = 50 and 100 mV / s, which indicates the adequacy of the 

model. However, for w = 10 mV / s, this agreement takes place only in the voltage 

range from 0 to ~ 1.5 V. The EDL is charged - discharged in this voltage range. 
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However, in the region of ~ 1.5 V to 2 V, there is some deviation from these processes 

due to the onset of the Faraday reaction, probably a redox reaction of surface groups. 

At high sweep speeds, the redox reaction does not have time to occur. The potential 

distributions were calculated using the developed model. In fig. 2. shows a 3D profile 

of the electric potential over the thickness of the electrode for different points in time 

at a voltage sweep rate of 500 mV / s. 

 

Fig.2. 3D profile of the electric potential over the thickness of the electrode for 

different times up to 1 s. 

 

As can be seen, potential jumps take place on the x / L axis when passing from the 

electrodes to the separator. 
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Currently, there are two types of discrete material balance equations proposed 

in the theory of plates and the model of the equilibrium adsorption layer. The purpose 

of this work is to analyze these equations and solutions based on them in the 

developmental version of the dynamics of adsorption.   

The idea that made it possible to create a discrete material balance equation 

was formulated in the article [1]. It led to the creation of the theory of plates, where the 

axiomatically correct proposition was introduced that in the process of adsorption 

dynamics (at a fixed moment  author's note), it is always possible to single out the 

length of the adsorbent layer, the concentration at the outlet of which will be in 

equilibrium with the average value of adsorption on this layer. 

Indeed, the axiomatic concept presented in [1] about the existence of an 

equilibrium adsorption layer in a dynamic system at a fixed time instant is beyond 

doubt. Whether the magnitude of this layer will change over time is a pressing 

question. Yes, it can if some component of the equilibrium adsorption layer depends 

on the degree of filling of the adsorption space. This cannot occur in the linear 

dynamics of adsorption due to small fillings. All components of the equilibrium 

adsorption layer, among which we single out the coefficients of vortex diffusion, 

external and internal mass transfer, etc., with a linear adsorption isotherm practically, 

do not depend on the degree of filling. 

The material balance equation for the linear isotherm of adsorption has the 

form 

                                         ,            (1) 

where    is the average value of adsorption on the considered adsorbent layer, accept 

that,     is in equilibrium with   ,   is the time,   is a Henry constant,   is the mobile 

phase speed,    is the equilibrium adsorption layer,    is a concentration at the 

inlet/outlet of the equilibrium adsorption layer. 
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For some time, using Eq. (1) a solution was obtained for linear elution of 

adsorption dynamics as: 

                                                                                  (2) 

where    is the elution curve on the adsorbent layer equal to  ,        is the 

relative length of the adsorbent layer,   is the absolute length of the adsorbent layer, 

     is the maximum concentration of the elution curve at the length of the adsorbent 

bed   = 1, and            . 

The resulting equation was not actually used: the authors of [1] introduced (2) 

into correct analytical reasoning and, through the Stirling approximation, obtained the 

Gaussian curve, which is known to this day. In addition, the exponent and factorial in 

(2) were equal to n, and not equal to n1, and the solution itself was interpreted and 

interpreted as different mathematical distributions. We have shown that equation (2) is 

the integrand of the Euler gamma function. Let us add that in the equilibrium 

adsorption layer model, numerical solutions of Eq. (2) have been used since the 80s, 

and analytical ones since the 90s of the last century. 

The equilibrium adsorption layer model is mainly used to obtain numerical 

solutions for arbitrary adsorption isotherms [2]. An analytical solution is possible for a 

linear adsorption isotherm. Then the material balance equation under the assumption 

that             will be  

                      , or                        .          (3) 

With a linear adsorption isotherm for the concentration leaving the first layer of 

equilibrium adsorption, the following solution was obtained in [3] 

                 .                                         (4) 

where           . 

 Note that it is this equation that was used to prove the existence of an 

equilibrium adsorption layer. Experimental results on the elution dynamics of 

adsorption of different sizes of ethyl chloride samples on activated carbon at high 

temperatures are given in [4]. 

Using equation (3) with the translation of H into its right part and (4), we obtain 

                            .                                          (5) 
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Equation (5) is solved by the constant variation method, and at the end, we have 

equation (2), but with another constant:         .  

Thus, it has been shown that the analytical solutions in the development 

dynamics of adsorption obtained in the framework of plate theory and the model of the 

equilibrium adsorption layer are basically the same but slightly differ in the 

representation of the Henry constant. When working with Henry's small constants, this 

circumstance must be taken into account. 

The analytical solutions of the direct problem of the elution dynamics of 

adsorption, considered above, make it possible to obtain results not only for integer 

values but also for arbitrary values of the relative length of the adsorbent layer. This 

becomes possible only when (2) is represented with an exponent and a factorial in the 

form of n - 1. 

Numerical solutions in the framework of the equilibrium adsorption layer model 

are possible only for natural values of the relative length of the adsorbent layer, but at 

the same time, the initial conditions or the shape of the input signal can be changed 

within wide limits. 
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The method of moments is used to determine the adsorption constants of solid 

materials in linear chromatography. Errors occur due to the overestimation of the 

integration interval when calculating the moments of the elution curves. The 

calculation accuracy increases with controlled minimization of the integration interval 

of the experimental curve. 

 In a recent work [1], the study of minimizing the integration intervals led to 

obtaining functional dependences of the normalized integration intervals on the 

relative length of the adsorbent layer, which were linearized in the range 4≤n≤200. In 

this case, the normalization of the interval of integration was carried out in time. An 

attempt to tie the obtained linear function to the value n = 3 failed for both the left and 

right parts of the elution curve: the error in calculating the integration interval was 

rather large. The aim of this work was to minimize the integration interval when 

calculating the center of gravity of the elution curve in the region of small n using 

normalized concentrations. 

Calculations of the moments and their errors were carried out for the equation 

of the theory of plates: 

                                ,                          (1) 

where    – elution curve on an adsorbent layer equal to n,        – relative length 

of the adsorbent layer,   – absolute length of the adsorbent layer,    – effective kinetic 

constant,   – time,      – maximum concentration of the elution curve at the length of 

the adsorbent bed   = 1, constant              ,   – linear velocity of eluent,   

– Henry's constant. The constant         с
-1

. 

 For the left side of the elution curve, the results are shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the concentration-normalized integration interval on the relative 

length of the adsorbent layer with an error in calculating the center of gravity equal to 

0.5% for the left side of the elution curve. 

 For the left side of the elution curve in the range n from 3 to 8, the dependence 

in the form of a hyperbola, shown in Fig. 1, was linearized as 

                           at          .     

 For the right side of the elution curve, the dependence of the concentration-

normalized integration interval on the relative length of the adsorbent layer is 

represented by a linear dependence in the range n from 3 to 8 

                      at           . 

Thus, the dependences of the concentration-normalized integration interval on 

the relative length of the adsorbent layer obtained for the left and right parts of the 

elution curve significantly differ from those dependencies when using the time 

normalization and increase the error determination interval to    . 

In the future, it is planned to carry out the same simulation in a wider range of 

variations in the relative length of the adsorbent layer. 
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During adsorption, a microporous solid is involved in the adsorption 

interactions, which leads to its deformation and variations of the elastoplastic 

properties [1]. The deformation effect depends on the adsorption value and many other 

factors, including the porosity, surface chemistry, rigidness of the adsorbent, 

physicochemical properties of adsorbed molecules, and thermodynamic parameters of 

the adsorption system.  

In the present work, we studied the microporous carbon adsorbent, AUK, 

prepared by thermochemical leaching of silicon from crystalline SiC in the chlorine 

flow.  A narrow pore size distribution characterizes the porous structure of AUK; its 

structure and energy characteristics are as follows: micropore volume W0 = 0.41 cm
3
/g, 

standard characteristic energy of adsorption E0 = 29.3 kJ/mol, effective micropore 

diameter X0 = 0.82 nm. As follows from the data on the strain of AUK during 

adsorption of different substances (Figs. 1a,b), the adsorbent may experience 

compression and expansion deformation depending on the properties of adsorbed 

molecules and pore filling. The distinctive region of the AUK deformation 

corresponds to the adsorption equilibrium at low and medium values of pore fillings. 

The compression of AUK was observed during the adsorption of gases as N2, 

O2, CO2, CH4, Ne, Kr, and Xe (Fig. 1a). Probably, this compression is caused by 

interactions of adsorbed molecules with the opposite micropore walls due to the 

proximity of the pore sizes and molecular diameters of these gases. The gas molecules 

have small critical diameters, for example, 0.32 nm (Ne), 0.38 nm (CH4), 0.31 (CO2), and 

therefore their adsorption, occurring near the pore walls, leads to an imbalance of forces 

in the solid. The observed deformation effects can be attributed to this imbalance. Indeed, 

the numerical simulation performed for methane adsorption onto a model porous carbon 
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structure with similar structure and energy characteristics by molecular dynamics 

revealed the location of adsorbed molecules near the pore walls.  

As follows from Fig. 1b, the adsorption of oblong molecules as n-pentane, n-

heptane, n-octane with transverse dimensions comparable to the micropore sizes of AUK 

does not lead to noticeable deformation effects in the region of low and middle pore 

fillings. It should be noted that the critical diameter of linear hydrocarbons evaluated 

from their passage through the windows of synthetic zeolites attains the value of 0.49 nm 

[7], which is comparable with the effective micropore size Х0 of AUK. It was found that 

oblong hydrocarbon molecules occupied the central regions of 

 the micropores of AUK during adsorption. We suggest that in the case of 

comparable pore sizes and molecular dimensions of adsorbed molecules, the intensity of 

the adsorption-induced deformation effects is determined by the ratio of adsorbent-

adsorbate and adsorbate-adsorbate interactions.  

 

 
 

а б 

Fig. 1. Dependences of the adsorption-stimulated strain of microporous carbon adsorbent 

AUK on the amount of adsorbed gases N2, O2, CO2, CH4, Ne, Kr, and Xe (а) and vapors 

of n-pentane, n-heptane, n-octane (b) at the temperature of 273 K. The plots were built 

from data reported in [26]. 

 

Thus, the predominant adsorbate-adsorbate interactions and the formation of 

adsorption molecular associates in the central region of micropores preserve the initial 
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balance of forces in the solid adsorbent. Consequently, no noticeable deformation effects 

are observed during the adsorption of normal hydrocarbons in AUK (Fig. 1b).  

The sharp adsorption-induced expansion of the adsorbent observed at high pore 

fillings, exceeding 7080 % (Figs 1a and b), is caused by an increase in the repulsion 

forces due to a decrease in the average distances between adsorbed molecules and the 

pore walls.  
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In the chemical industry, it is especially important to obtain and use nickel-

based skeletal catalysts in the reduction reactions of the main classes of industrially 

important organic compounds: caprolactam, aniline, alcohols, and fats. 

Skeletal nickel contains residual aluminum, which is highly reactive, is possible 

to dissolve, and it gives side processes in liquid-phase hydrogenation reactions. 

Earlier it was found that the kinetic curves of the rate of hydrogen absorption in 

the course of cyclic hydrogenation of 4-nitrotoluene over a skeletal nickel catalyst [1] 

are characterized by a "hump" with a single introduction of the hydrogenated 

substance and its disappearance upon repeated injections. This fact is explained only 

by the occurrence of side physicochemical processes that take place only in the first 

two cases, and for the third injection of the reagent are absent. This requirement is 

ideally satisfied by the adsorption deformation caused by catalytic processes [2]. 

Catalytic adsorption deformation can lead to a decrease in the particle size only up to 

certain limits, which are obviously achieved at the second inlet [3]. Thus, during the 

first and second inputs, a side physicochemical process occurs, and it is catalytic 

adsorption deformation, which leads to the splitting of the catalyst particles, which 

leads to the formation of a new surface on the chips. Obviously, this newly formed 

surface will be similar in composition and properties to the initial alloy from which the 

skeletal nickel catalyst we used was obtained. This newly formed surface should 

contain nickel and aluminum, while the hydrogenation reaction of 4-nitrotoluene can 

proceed on such a surface [1] and oxidize aluminum, which should lead to a temporary 

increase in the catalyst activity, which will decrease with the oxidation of the newly 

formed surface. 

In this work, the adsorption deformation of the support is considered, in 

particular, the removal of residual aluminum from the skeletal nickel catalyst. It is 
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known from the literature [1] that the removal of residual aluminum from skeletal 

nickel consists in treating the nickel catalyst in a 6-8M aqueous alkali solution at 50-75 

°C with the cyclic introduction of hydrogen peroxide in an argon atmosphere followed 

by a reduction in a hydrogen atmosphere. However, this method has some 

disadvantages: labor intensity (more technological operations are required), the need 

for an inert gas, the use of concentrated solutions of hydrogen peroxide. 

In this work, cyclic treatment with a hydrogenated compound was carried out in 

an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide 25% in a hydrogen atmosphere at a 

temperature of 5565 °C. Skeletal nickel catalyst (715 g) was placed in a 

hydrogenation reactor (300 ml) in sodium hydroxide solution (100 ml), then a 

hydrogenated compound (sodium maleate, or propen-2-ol-1, or hydrogen peroxide) 

was an inlet in quantity sufficient for the sorption of hydrogen from the catalyst 

surface from each gram of catalyst, i.e., VH2 / mkt was 2060 cm
3
·g

-1
. The choice of 

substances to be hydrogenated (sodium maleate, propene-2-ol-1, hydrogen peroxide) is 

due to their availability. The products of their hydrogenation are easily removable 

when the catalyst is cleaning from sodium hydroxide; when using them, a minimum 

number of catalyst processing cycles is required. 

It was found that the number of repetitions of such cycles: for sodium maleate 

is 2, for propen-2-ol-1 is 4, for hydrogen peroxide is 3.  

The results obtained had an economic effect due to a decrease in the number of 

preparation operations, which makes the process cheaper. The process is carried out 

without the use of inert gas, a more accurate setting of modes, and an expansion of the 

range of substances that can be used. 
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The practical interest of graphiteoxide (GO) powder swelling in polar solvents 

is associated with possible separation/filtration of liquids and storage of gases by 

means of thin, tunable and mechanically strong GO layered structures, respectively 

membranes and pillared frameworks. Swelling is a combination of two processes, 

namely: sorption of liquids into the interplane space of GO and of simultaneous 

increase of interplane distance. Sorption typically decreased with the increase of 

temperature, leading to the decrease of interplane distances. The structures formed by 

the interaction of GO with polar liquids (swollen structures, SwSt) are defined by 

temperature and external pressure and are different for different types of polar liquids 

and GO. The difference in properties of Brodie GO (B-GO) and Hummers GO SwSt 

may be caused by the difference in the number and type of oxygen-containing groups 

on graphene planes. Sorption measurements at T=298 ± 1 K were performed by the 

isopiestic method (Table). Equilibration of GO with organic liquid vapors occurred 

within the desiccators and persisted until the mass of GO saturated with organic 

liquids became constant (5-10, 30 days for 1-octanol). Each saturated sample was 

checked by DSC-30 Mettler for the absence of the free organic liquid excess. DSC was 

also employed to detect phase transformations in the SwSt the scanning rates 2-5 

K/min. Isothermal desorption of organic liquids from the B-GO saturated swollen B-

GO was studied using thermogravimetric (TG) analysis (TG-50 Mettler 

thermobalance). X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed with a 

PANalytical X’Pert diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. Several experiments were 

also performed using synchrotron radiation λ=0,46794 Å at ID22 beamline, ESRF, 

France. 

In this study, we provide consistent use of the thermodynamic approach to 

follow changes in the SwSt of B-GO along with the series of normal alcohols (1-ROH) 
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from methanol to 1-nonanol using primarily sorption/desorption and also XRD data B-

GO was specially chosen as it was reported to form more regular structures compared 

to other forms of GO. It was demonstrated that normal alcohols in the methanol – 1-

nonanol set Intercalate into B-GO, forming several SwSt, which may be considered as 

binary phases in the two-component systems B-GO – (1-ROH) and as the simple solid 

solvates of B-GO. 

Table. Specific Sorption of Normal Alcohols into B-GO 

System Sorption, T=298 K,  

g·g
-1

 B-GO   
a
 

Sorption,   

g·g
-1

 B-GO  
 b

 (T, K) 

d (001) 

T=298 K 

B-GO – 
 
methanol 0.31 

c
  8.97 

B-GO – propanol
 
 0.37  8.9 

B-GO – 
 
1-butanol 0.64 0.63 (335) 16.5 

B-GO – 
 
1-pentanol 0.67 0.73 (343) 18.0 

B-GO – 
 
1-hexanol 0.84 0.78 (353) 18.5 

B-GO – 
 
1-heptanol 0.75 0.85 (368) 19.0 

B-GO – 
 
1-octanol 0.88  23.3 

B-GO – 
 
1-nonanol 1.16 

c
  25.5 

a
 Isopiestic data ± 0.02; for 1-heptanol and 1-octanol ± 0.05. 

b
 TG data ± 0.1.   

c
 DSC data ± 0.15 

We prepared sketches of typical binary phase diagrams to account for the 

observed transformation of SwSt both with temperature and the change of 

composition. Discussing the internal arrangement of the SwSt, the concept of the 

liquid layer in the interplane space of B-GO was carefully examined. The averaged 

sorption capacity and the size of such a layer were estimated. These parameters were 

correlated with the geometry and chemical formula of B-GO. 
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Carrying out studies of sorption-stimulated deformations of the adsorbent allows 

choosing the most optimal operating parameters of adsorption technological units, 

thereby reducing energy consumption and increasing their service life [1,2]. However, 

the overwhelming majority of such studies are carried out on adsorbents with 

unlimited freedom of deformation, i.e., "free" from mechanical stress. In real 

technological installations, the adsorbent granules are in a stress-strain state, being 

limited by the transverse and vertical dimensions of the installation and loaded with 

layers of adsorbent located on top. This circumstance complicates using research 

results on "free" adsorbents to describe the processes occurring in real technological 

conditions. 

In this work, we propose a method for studying the sorption-stimulated stress in 

an adsorbent under conditions of limiting its deformation. The method is based on the 

use of a strain gauge sensor (SGS), which measures the voltage in an adsorbent 

granule (AG), clamped together with the SGS between two rigid walls (RW) Fig. 1. A 

quartz strain-sensitive resonator with a resonance frequency of 10 MHz and a 

conversion coefficient KC = 270 Hz / MPa was used as SGS, included in the circuit for 

measuring the frequency of the SGS (CMF). To limit deformation, AG and SGS were 

clamped in a micrometer. In this case, the heel and micro screw of the micrometer play 

the role of rigid walls. 

The described design achieves several results. Firstly, high mechanical rigidity of 

the walls is ensured due to the high rigidity of the micrometer clamp. Secondly, it 

becomes possible to smoothly adjust the degree of clamping of AG and SGS, thanks to 

the use of a micrometer screw and clamping of the micrometer spindle, and thirdly, it 

is possible to control the degree of clamping by the readings of the strain gauge sensor. 
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Fig. 1. Method diagram.1 – AG, 2 – SGS, 

3 – RW, 4 - CMF 

 

Fig. 2. Scheme of action of forces P on 

AG and SGS 

 

Figure 2 shows a diagram of the action of the forces P on AG and SGS. It 

follows from this diagram that the stresses ТАG in AG and ТSGS in SGS are related by a 

ratio: 

ТАG = ТSGS (SSGS /SAG) = ΔfSGS (SSGS /SAG)/ KC,                (1) 

where SAG and SSGS are the cross-sectional areas of AG and SGS, respectively, ΔfSGS is 

the change of SGS frequency caused by sorption deformation. 

By measuring the change in the frequency of SGS and knowing the cross-

sectional areas of AG and SGS, it is possible to calculate the voltage in the adsorbent 

granule. 

In the experiment, a volume of acetone vapors of various concentrations was fed 

into a sealed vessel with SGS and AG of brand AR-1(diameter and height ⁓3 mm). 

The adsorption of vapors tended to increase the granule size; however, as a result of 

restrictions on the side of the RW walls, mechanical compressive stresses appeared in 

the adsorbent and sensor. The stresses in the adsorbent were calculated from the value 

of ΔfSGS and using equation (1). 

As an illustration of the capabilities of the method, Fig. 3 shows transient 

processes of changes in mechanical stresses with time when acetone vapor is supplied 

to the volume from HA and SGS. 

The fluctuations in the frequency of the SGS are 0.030.05 Hz. Therefore, the 

described method allows one to notice changes in the stress in the adsorbent at the 

level of 100200 Pa, which at the modulus of elasticity of 56 GPa [2] corresponds to 

a relative deformation of ⁓ (1.62) · 10
-8

. 
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a b 

 

Fig. 3. Transient processes of changes in mechanical stresses in AG grade AR-1 

during adsorption of acetone vapors with a concentration of 20.3% (a) and 86% (b) 

The described method combined with the well-known method of controlling the 

adsorption characteristics of a "free" adsorbent [1] opens up new possibilities in 

studying those adsorption phenomena in which mechanical stresses in the adsorbent 

play a significant role, for example, in studies of changes in the properties of sorbents 

during storage and under operating conditions [2]. 
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The raw material base of fossil coals intended for the production of carbon 

sorbents is characterized by extensiveness, large volumes, and comparatively uneven 

distribution throughout the country. The total geological reserves of coal in Russia in 

the eastern regions achieve 5281 billion tons, or about 92% [1]. A feature of coals is 

their metamorphism or coalification in time, which is essentially a gradual 

transformation of the original carbon-containing materials into coals with an ever-

increasing amount of carbon. Depending on the type of sediments and sediment 

conditions, the composition and properties of coals that have undergone 

transformation processes under aerobic or anaerobic conditions have been determined. 

In Russia, it is customary to divide fossil coals according to the degree of coalification 

and technological features (GOST 21489-76 and 25543-88) into three main groups: 

brown, stone coals, and anthracites [2].   

Brown coals are classified as the lowest degree of coalification and they are 

mainly humus and rarely humus-sapropel. The structure of the coals is homogeneous 

and hatched, less often striped.  The natural humidity of coals is from 35 to 60%, 

mainly about 55%. The ash content of coals varies from 5% to 45% or more. Freshly 

mined coals are dense, shiny, and matte. With long-term storage, they crumble into 

trifles. Stone coals marked D and DG combines long-flame coals with an output of 

volatile substances above 3545% and powdered or slightly sintered coke residue. 

Coals of grade D are characterized by humidity W
r
  8-16%. When semi-coking, they 

give a high (up to 16%) yield of primary resin with a high content of phenols, which 

allows them to be used for semi-coking to obtain in addition to smokeless fuel, semi-

coke, and some chemical products. 

Gas coals (G) include coals of the I and II stages of metamorphism. They are 

characterized by a high yield of volatile substances (3359%), high sulfurity (up to 

about:blank
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7.2%), and increased sinterability, which indicates their restorability. Fatty coals (F) 

are the most melting sintering coals with a 2737% release of volatile matter and a 

plastic layer of 640 mm and above. According to the ability to coking, fatty shrinkage 

coals are distinguished, relatively less metamorphosed, fatty, and more 

metamorphosed. Grade K covers sintered coals with an output of volatile substances 

from 17 to 27% and a thickness of the plastic layer from 10 to 25 mm. Coals with an 

optimal combination of these natural properties can produce conditioned coke 

independently. The OS brand includes coals that have a 1427% release of volatile 

matter. Despite the proximity of these indicators to the K grade, the coals differ from 

them by the higher metamorphism, and they are most scarce after typical coke coals of 

grade K. The SS brand combines weakly sintered coals of a wide range of 

metamorphism, giving a powdery, sticky or weakly sintered non-volatile residue. 

Skinny coals of grade T are formed at the V and VI stages of metamorphism. These 

include coals with an output m of volatile substances less than 17% in the absence of a 

plastic layer, with powdery or slightly sintering coke residue. Anthracite includes coals 

of the highest stages of metamorphism  VII-X with an output of volatile substances less 

than 8-9%. Typical anthracites are grayish-black and differ from coals by metallic 

luster, dense build, reduced cracking and high strength. The organic part of anthracite 

contains mostly carbon (9497%), an insignificant amount of hydrogen (12%), and 

one percent of oxygen and nitrogen. Differences in coals in the carbon and hydrogen 

content, volatile matter release, the heat of combustion at high stages of 

metamorphism are smoothed out. Differences in physical properties manifest quite 

sharply [3]. With a wide range of technical composition and physical properties of the 

feedstock, it is quite difficult to obtain the same materials with a given set of 

characteristic parameters required for carbon sorbents. However, there are some 

approaches to solve this problem, and one of them is the nanostructuring process. 

Typical technological schemes for obtaining sorbents include several mandatory 

stages: grinding, molding, high-temperature carbonation, and combined-cycle 

activation [4].  An important feature of the processing of coal into carbon adsorbents is 

that only certain technological schemes with specified processing regimes are 

applicable to each type of fossil coals and each type of carbon-containing raw material. 
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For example, when obtaining adsorbents from highly metamorphosed coals, such as 

anthracites, it is desirable to use inactive oxidants (CO2) and higher activation 

processing temperatures (900-950 
°
C). Comparison of fossil coals by average 

petrographic composition showed that there is a pattern reflecting an increase in the 

sorption properties of synthesized carbon adsorbents with an increase in the content of 

the inertinite group of microcomponents in them. According to this parameter, the 

coals of the Kuznetsk and Tunguska basins are most suitable for obtaining adsorbents. 

Comparison of adsorbents by technological properties shows that it is possible to 

obtain carbon adsorbents of a certain purpose and a given quality from fossil coals [5].  
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Currently, one of the global problems of mankind is the problem of waste 

generated both during the production and consumption of industrial products. Waste is 

categorized into production waste and consumption waste. The largest volume and 

variety of waste are accounted for by industry [1]. 

The main types of waste fall into the category of organic materials and include 

(i) polymer materials such as plastic, car tires, and other waste from the chemical and 

processing industries; (ii) wood and its derivatives such as lignin and chipboard; (iii) 

agricultural waste mainly of plant origin including corn cake, fruit seeds, straw, etc.; 

(iv) waste from the oil refining industry, as well as chitin and chitosan, which are 

waste products from seafood processing, etc. 

Polymer waste is the most promising raw material for the production of carbon 

adsorbents. Its advantage is a high carbon content and an ordered structure, which 

allows the production of carbon adsorbents with a regular porous structure and a 

significant volume of micropores. The volume of micropores in polymer adsorbents 

can exceed 0.60 cm
3
/g, which is a high value, and the strength of the sorbents remains 

significant, exceeding 95 %. 

Other promising materials from industrial waste are the products of oil refining 

waste. Their advantage is the regular structure and reproducible characteristics of raw 

materials. For producing high-quality carbon adsorbents, dense materials such as tar, 

bitumen, oil slurries, pitches, and cokes are the most suitable. Typically, based on 

these raw materials, it is possible to obtain strong carbon adsorbents (abrasion 

resistance of more than 90 %) with a micropore volume of more than 0.50 cm
3
/g. 

Wood raw material and the products of its processing are also of great interest. 

One of such products is lignin obtained from wood by treating it with a weak sulfuric 

acid solution. Lignin is promising for producing carbon adsorbents with a pore volume 

of more than 0.30 cm
3
/g and a high sorption capacity from aqueous media. 
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Chitin, an amino derivative of cellulose found in the shells of sea crustaceans, 

algae, and fungi, plays an important role in sorption technology. Generally, this 

material is used as an ion-exchanger to absorb a wide range of impurities of various 

chemical nature, including heavy metals, radionuclides, and organic compounds, the 

absorption of which occurs through complex formation. However, this material can 

also be used to produce carbon adsorbents characterized by the specific nature of the 

active surface. Alongside chitin, chitosan  the material obtained by treating chitin 

with alkalis with cleavage of the acetyl group CH3CO and replacing it with a hydrogen 

atom to form the primary amino group NH2 - is also of interest. 

Moreover, agricultural plant waste, which can be tentatively divided into high- 

and low-density materials, is a promising raw material for the production of carbon 

adsorbents. High-density waste includes fruit pits and nutshells. If certain parameters 

of the activation process are used, in that case, highly active carbon adsorbents can be 

obtained from the pits and shells of fruits and, to a degree, rival the properties of active 

coals from coconut shells. Owing to their high strength, sometimes exceeding 95 %, 

the volume of micropores in these adsorbents can significantly exceed 0.60 cm
3
/g. 

Therefore, the development of these technologies [24] will allow solving both 

the problem of obtaining highly active carbon adsorbents and the problem of recycling 

multi-ton industrial waste. 
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Porous carbon-carbon materials for different purposes were developed based on 

nanodispersed carbon at the Сenter of new chemical technologies IC SB RAS 

(previously, Institute of Hydrocarbons Processing, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy 

of Sciences) [1]. 

The new direction of the synthesis of porous carbon materials made it possible 

to develop the following sorbents that meet the requirements of medicine: VNIITU-1 

sterile carbon hemosorbent in physiological solution, VNIITU-2 carbon enterosorbent, 

molded sorbent VNIITU-1, molded VNIITU-1PVP. 

Currently, attention is focused on the development of modified carbon sorbents 

for medical purposes. A set of methods for the chemical functionalization of the 

surfaces of carbon sorbents with the strong immobilization of functional groups was 

developed for imparting selective sorption properties to them in order to perform the 

adsorption of toxic protein substances, which are accumulated in the body in specific 

diseases [1-3]. 

The following lines of the synthesis of modified carbon sorbents for medicine 

have been currently developed at the institute (Fig. 1).  

The modifiers used in the synthesis of sorbents for medicine meet the 

requirements of sorption therapy.  

The structures of the used monomers contain functional groups capable of 

entering a polycondensation/polymerization reaction with the formation of oligomers 

or polymer chains, which are responsible for the low mobility of a modifier in the 

pores of the support (as applied to hemosorbents) or facilitate the free migration of the 

modifier into an aqueous solution (as applied to enterosorbents and application 

sorbents). 
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Depending on the problem to be solved and the line of synthesis used, the 

modifier is supported onto a carbon sorbent either unevenly and locally in the form of 

islets (for example, in the synthesis of selective hemosorbents) or over the entire 

surface with the filling of pores (in the development of application sorbents). 

 

Fig.1. Lines of the synthesis of modified carbon sorbents for medical applications  

A complex of physicochemical methods was used for the characterization of the 

modified carbon materials performed at the Institute of Сenter of new chemical 

technologies, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences, and the Boreskov 

Institute of Catalysis, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences (Novosibirsk). 

The results of long-term studies on the development of modified carbon 

sorbents for medicine and veterinary medicine made it possible to prepare a wide 

range of effective carbon materials of a new generation to be used in medicine and 

veterinary medicine. 
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Activated carbon has many applications in various fields of the national 

economy, in medicine, environmental protection, etc. Carbon adsorbents and catalysts 

obtained from activated carbon play a unique role in the technological processes of 

drinking natural water and the food industry, including improving the quality of 

branded wines. The quality of activated carbons is being upgraded constantly by 

improving synthesis technologies. The paper presents the experimental results related 

to the specific features of obtaining activated carbons by the microwave activation 

method and by the fluidized layer activation method. 

The traditional methods of obtaining activated carbon are based on the 

thermochemical activation of carbon precursors (charcoal, wood, walnut shells, fruit 

kernels, synthetic polymeric waste) with the formation of a three-dimensional network 

of pores of nanometric dimensions. Since the activation process proceeds at high 

temperatures  up to 1100 
o
C and lasts for several hours, the cost of production 

remains high, especially in those countries where there are no cheap sources of energy. 

The solution to this problem must come through the study and implementation of 

technologies with low energy consumption and the obtaining of activated carbons with 

increased parameters. 

A less common heating technology, which in recent decades has attracted the 

attention of researchers in various fields, is microwave treatment. The implementation 

of this heating process at the industrial level has brought noticeable results, which 

substantially reduced energy consumption and the technological production cycle. 

Microwaves have some features not available in traditional heating processes: 

selective heating, self-limiting reactions, volumetric heating, directed distribution of 

the electromagnetic field, rapid heating, and no direct contact with the heating source.  
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Another prospective method of obtaining activated carbon is fluidized bed 

activation. Compared to conventional methods, fluidized bed activation has the 

following advantages: activation time is significantly reduced from 2-4 hours to 20-40 

minutes; adsorption parameters of adsorbents are 2-3 times better; activation occurs 

throughout the volume obtaining a homogeneous activated carbon due to the 

entrainment by the activating agent of the entire mass of carbonate and its maintenance 

in a suspended state throughout the activation.  

This research aims to study and optimize the processes of synthesis and 

regeneration of activated carbon by microwave treatment and fluidized layer 

activation, highlighting the factors that determine the parameters of activated carbon, 

evaluating the adsorption characteristics of adsorbents obtained and identifying their 

fields of application. 

It has been shown that, unlike the classical heating method, the activating agent 

has an additional role in the case of microwave heating which consists in inducing and 

changing the dielectric properties of the mixture, depending on the concentration of 

the activating agent. Microwave treatment of biomass impregnated with potassium 

hydroxide makes it possible to obtain activated carbon with increased specific surfaces 

(16001800 m
2
/g) and a predominantly microporous structure. The use of phosphoric 

acid allows one to produce activated carbons with a mixed porous structure while 

preserving the morphology of the raw material. 

In more than 50% of cases, Groundwater in the Republic of Moldova contains 

large amounts of inorganic pollutants such as hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, ammonium 

ions, sulfides, fluorides, and nitrites, bivalent iron and manganese, etc. To oxidize 

these pollutants in the reduced state, it is necessary to modify the surface of activated 

carbons, and this process enabled one to obtain carbon adsorbents with catalytic 

properties and ion exchangers. The oxidizing process with concentrated nitric acid was 

used to change the surface chemistry of the activated carbons. The quantity and quality 

of functional groups formed on the surface of activated carbons in the oxidation 

process were determined using the Boehm titration method, pH-metric titrations, and 

FTIR spectroscopy. 

The mechanism of immobilization of heavy metal ions on oxidized activated 

carbons has been established. The results of pH-metric titration analysis showed that 

heavy metal ions are immobilized by the ion exchange mechanism and the mechanism 
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of formation of coordinative bonds between oxygen donor electron atoms in 

carboxylic, ketone, phenolic and heavy metal electron acceptor atoms. Activated 

carbons impregnated with iron, nickel, and copper ions were tested to determine their 

applicability for the oxidation of sulfur ions in groundwater. The research results 

showed that oxidized carbon adsorbents impregnated with copper ions favor the 

oxidation processes of sulfide ions to sulfite ions and sulfate ions, avoiding the stage 

of colloidal sulfur formation. This phenomenon is beneficial for using this catalyst for 

a long time because its surface is not covered with colloidal sulfur, and the catalyst 

does not lose its catalytic properties. 

Carbon catalysts (activated carbon impregnated with copper and manganese 

oxides) were tested in the process of adsorption/oxidation of nitrite ions in water. The 

obtained results allowed us to highlight the fact that carbon adsorbents, which contain 

copper and manganese oxides, favor the process of removing nitrite ions from the 

water. 

The wine industry is another area for which activated carbon is of particular 

interest. The recently emerging field of application of carbon adsorbents is the removal 

of off-odors and off-flavors. Another direction of their use is to solve the problems of a 

wine color, such as excessive browning or pinkness of wines. It has been known that 

this deterioration of the organoleptic and sensorial characteristics accompanying this 

browning is due to the oxidation of polyphenolic compounds which are found in wine. 

Due to the adsorption properties, activated carbon is a clarifying agent that tends to 

adsorb low polarity compounds, causing them to react easily with the benzene groups 

in the wine. In recent years, this adsorbent has come into common use in the 

enological industry in the stages prior to bottling.  

Due to the increased interest in this field, the effects of activated carbons 

prepared from vegetal raw material by activation in a fluidized layer were studied in 

terms of their industrial oenological use in oxidized white wines with defects of color 

and microbiological composition. The obtained activated carbon proved to be 

comparatively effective in removing the phenolic substances with increased 

oxidability, and it showed superior properties in removing brown oxidation products.  
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Due to the physicochemical properties, carbon adsorbents (active carbons) are 

unique and ideal sorption materials that allow solving a wide range of issues of 

ensuring the ecological safety of humans, the environment, and infrastructure [1]. 

Currently, the production of AU in the world is characterized by a steady 

growth of 5 % per year and is almost 1.5 million tons/year. Coal is the most crucial 

resource raw material for the production of AU. Unlike other raw materials, such as 

peat, wood, lignin, crop waste, coal has an initial high bulk density, which determines 

the production of the final product – activated carbon - with a high bulk density. 

In 1976, Academician M.M. Dubinin proved that in order to ensure a high 

adsorption capacity of activated carbon operating in a closed volume (filters, 

adsorbers, etc.), the highly developed volume of micropores per unit volume 

(cm
3
/cm

3
) is important, and not per unit weight (cm

3
/g). It follows from this that in 

order to ensure a high adsorption capacity and, consequently, a high service life (filter, 

adsorber, etc.), it is necessary to produce an AU material with a high bulk density [2]. 

The Kuznetsk basin has the widest range of coal raw materials with a high 

initial bulk density for the production of AU. 

We have developed technologies for producing AU with a high bulk density 

based on anthracite from the Gorlovskoye deposit by direct steam-gas activation. A 

coal-pitch composition of coal grade Z and coal semi-coke was also used as a raw 

material for producing AU by employing the steam-gas activation process. 

The table shows the quality indicators of new domestic ACS of the DAS brand 

and the CPC brand in comparison with the best brands of domestic (AG-3) and 

imported (GCN 830). 

As can be seen from Table 1, the adsorption properties for the development of 

the volume of micropores and the test substance iodine in AU with a high bulk density 
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are significantly higher than that of the domestic analog and are at the level of the 

foreign analog. 

Table 1.  

Indicator Brand of AU 

AG-3 based on 

the coal-resin 

composition 

GCN 830 

based on 

coconut 

DAS based on 

anthracite 

UPC based on 

a coal-pitch 

composition 

Bulk density, 

g/dm
3
 

 

450 

 

550 

 

800 

 

790 

Volume of 

micropores, 

- cm
3
/g 

- cm
3
/cm

3
 

 

 

0.20 

0.09 

 

 

0.34 

0.19 

 

 

0.22 

0.18 

 

 

0.21 

0.17 

Adsorption 

activity by 

iodine, 

- mg/g 

- mg/cm
3
 

 

 

 

650 

292 

 

 

 

800 

440 

 

 

 

600 

480 

 

 

 

570 

450 

Abrasion 

resistance, % 

 

75 

 

92 

 

85 

 

78 

 

The tests of new Russian AU for the drinking water purification showed that the 

service life of the adsorption columns increased by 3 times compared to AG-3. 
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During storage of LNG, its gradual evaporation occurs as a result of heat 

inflows into the cryogenic tank (~ 111 K) from the environment. In the absence 

of consumption, LNG vapors are discharged into the environment or burned in a 

flare to reduce the excess pressure inside the cryogenic vessel, leading to 

significant losses of this energy resource. The adsorption-based methods for 

capture and accumulation allow unjustified losses to be avoided. The selection of 

adsorbents determines the effectiveness of these methods.   

One of the promising directions is the production of highly active adsorbents 

based on organic carbon-containing raw materials - wastes from the agricultural 

complex, food, and woodworking industries. Thus, according to [1], Russia has a 

promising raw material base for walnut shells (WS) with a volume of at least 5 

thousand tons per year, which can become the basis for producing high-quality carbon 

adsorbents. Adsorption systems for capturing and storing vapors in autonomous LNG 

gasification systems, which have become widespread in recent years [2-4], can be 

considered one of the applications of the WS-derived carbon adsorbent. 

The primary task of the study was to establish the mechanism of formation of a 

porous structure in carbon adsorbents upon their synthesis from WS via physical 

activation in a CO2 flow and determine optimal synthesis modes. Various methods 

were used to examine the textural characteristics and adsorption capacities of the 

resulted adsorbents. In this case, one-stage activation of WS was chosen as the primary 

synthesis mode. It should be noted that the selection of CO2 as an activator was caused 

by intensive searching for its processing or practical use. In addition, unlike chemical 

or steam-gas activation, this method allows an optimal micro-mesoporous 

structure (PS) to be formed. Moreover, it requires fewer technological resources. 
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Walnut shells from the Southern regions of Russia were used as a precursor. Heat 

treatment of WS was carried out on a thermogravimetric analyzer in a flow of carbon 

dioxide in one stage, without preliminary preparation and treatment of the char at 

temperatures from 240 to 950°C. To determine the structural and energy 

characteristics of the obtained samples, we measured the adsorption of nitrogen vapors 

at 77 K. We used X-ray powder diffraction in the range of scattering angles 2θ from 10 

to 120° to study changes in the phase composition under dynamic conditions. In 

addition, the structural characteristics of the adsorbents were examined using the 

small-angle X-ray scattering method. 

In order to establish the mechanism of PS development and determine the 

optimal synthesis modes, two series of adsorbents were prepared. The synthesis of 

samples of the “C” series was limited to the preparation of char and consisted of the 

pyrolysis of WS in a CO2 environment at 240, 320, 400, 750, and 950 ° C. Then, the 

analysis of PS of the “C” series samples enabled us to select the most effective 

temperature regime of carbonization (TC) of the feedstock for preparing the samples of 

the “A” series. 

   А 

 
                                                        В 
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Fig. 1. Dependences of the specific volume of micropores, W0, the total pore volume, 

WS, and the average effective half-width of micropores, x0, of the samples on the 

carbonization temperature of the precursor (samples of the “C” series) (A) and on the 

degree of burn-off of the char (samples of the “A” series) (B). 

 

The temperature of about 900 °C was found to be optimal for developing a 

microporous system in a CO2 atmosphere (Fig. 1A). Activation at this temperature 

makes it possible to achieve burn-off rates δ up to 70% of the mass (Fig. 1B) and form 

an optimal porous structure, particularly for the adsorption accumulation of LNG 

vapors. The resulting adsorbent had sufficient micropore and mesopore volumes: W0 

= 0.59 cm
3
/g, WME = 0.33 cm

3
/g, respectively. The BET specific surface area of 1490 

m
2
/g and a half-width of micropores of 0.59 nm provided the high adsorption activity 

towards methane. Mesopores also contribute to the adsorption capacity due to the 

capillary condensation of methane molecules at subcritical temperatures. Theoretical 

estimation showed that at temperatures of 120, 160, and 178 K and pressures up to 6 

bar, the equilibrium values of methane adsorption onto the adsorbent reached no less 

than 15, 13.5, and 12 mmol/g, respectively. Thus, the specific capacity of the storage 

system was at least 200 m
3
STP/m

3
 under various conditions. 

Thus, the concept of one-stage synthesis of microporous activated carbons from 

walnut shells by physical gas activation in a CO2 atmosphere has been developed. 

Furthermore, the optimal synthesis procedure made it possible to produce effective 

adsorbents for the methane accumulation adsorption-based systems operating at low 

temperatures. 
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 The development of industrial production is ensured by implementing an 

economic strategy based on modern technologies for the deep processing of raw 

materials and solid waste to obtain widely demanded products. The essential types of 

commercial products are carbonic adsorbents – activated carbons, which are effective 

when used in industry and ecology [13]. 

 Among solid adsorbents, it is most promising to use adsorbents of organic 

origin for environmental purposes. As a raw material for producing this type of 

adsorbents, carbon-containing materials based on the solid waste of plant origin are 

used. Therefore, two environmental problems can be solved simultaneously: utilization 

of solid waste and the creation of relatively cheap high-quality activated carbons [1, 

4]. 

 In laboratory conditions, samples of spherical granular activated carbons were 

obtained from carbon-containing materials of plant origin: shells of fruit pits, peanuts, 

walnuts, buckwheat husks, and hogweed. Phenol-formaldehyde resin (PFR) of the 

novolac type was used as a binder to obtain spherical granular active carbons. PFR of 

the novolac type is easily solidified in a sulfuric acid solution and forms spherical 

granules with satisfactory strength [5]. We also obtained samples of granular active 

carbons based on PFR with the addition of various chemical activators: potassium and 

ammonium carbonates, potassium hydroxide in dry and dissolved forms. 

 Waste of plant origin was preliminarily subjected to heat treatment without air 

access at temperatures corresponding to the maximum yield of volatile substances. The 

thermally modified carbon materials were ground and sieved through a sieve no. 025. 

The dust of carbon materials was mixed with PFR and introduced dropwise into a 30% 

sulfuric acid solution through a syringe. The resulting granules were kept in an acid 

solution for 2430 hours, and then they were separated from the acid and washed to 

about:blank
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pH = 56 with distilled water. Then the granules were dried in air, and then in a 

furnace in an atmosphere of their own gases with a gradual increase in temperature 

from 100 ° to 300 ° C for 3 hours. 

 To form a porous structure, spherical granules were subjected to carbonization 

in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide at a temperature of (500 ± 50) °C for 1 hour and 

activation in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide at a temperature of (800 ± 50) °C for 1 

hour. The yield of the pre-product at the stage of carbonization when using carbon-

containing raw materials of plant origin was 43.965.6%. The output of active carbon 

at the activation stage for all samples was in the range of 64.579.9%. The table shows 

the characteristics of the porous structure of some of the obtained activated carbons. 

Table 1. Characteristics of the porous structure of activated carbons 

Sample PFR – walnut PFR – fruit 

pit 

PFR – buckwheat 

husks 

PFR – 

peanut 

Porosity, % 0.8033 0.7487 0.7269 0.7100 

Pore space, cm
3
/g 1.9775 1.4964 1.3326 1.2339 

Maximum scope of 

adsorption space, cm
3
/g 

0.533 0.6723 0.7177 0.4670 

Micropore volume, cm
3
/g 0.3677 0.4297 0.3499 0.3184 

Mesopore volume, cm
3
/g 0.2078 0.2649 0.4239 0.1715 

Macropore volume, cm
3
/g 1.444 0.8241 0.6149 0.7669 

As Table 1 shows, the obtained samples of spherical active carbons have a 

developed system of micro- and mesopores. Changing carbon-containing raw 

materials - the basis for obtaining spherically shaped granular active carbons - allows 

you to adjust the parameters of the porous structure of active carbons. 
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Recently, the ongoing transformation of the global energy system aimed at its 

decarbonization involves the transition from traditional fuels based on oil separation 

products to more environmentally friendly gas fuels, among which methane is the 

most widespread since it has the highest level of technological readiness for 

widespread implementation. However, the most common methods of storing and 

transporting methane in liquified (LNG) and compressed (CNG) forms have certain 

disadvantages. The LNG storage is fraught with gas losses due to evaporation, which 

limits the operating time. The most promising alternative is the LNG storage combined 

with the adsorption accumulation of the evaporating gas. The capture of evaporating 

methane and its subsequent use can significantly increase the operational time of the 

storage system. 

It was found that nanoporous xerogels can serve as an effective adsorbent for 

low-temperature methane storage [1]. In this context, the present work is focused on 

assessing the prospects for the use of specially synthesized carbon xerogel as a 

methane accumulator for an adsorption-based system for LNG vapor recovery.  

Table 1 lists the structure and energy characteristics of the studied carbon 

xerogel evaluated from the standard isotherm of nitrogen vapor adsorption at 77 K. 

The analysis of the porous structure revealed the 4-fold excess of mesopore volume 

over that of micropores.  

Table 1. Structure and energy characteristics of micro-/mesoporous carbon xerogel.  

Microporous BET Mesoporous 

W0, 

cm
3
/g 

E0, 

kJ/mol 

D0, 

nm 

d
MI

MAX, 

nm 

SBET, 

m
2
/g 

WS, 

cm
3
/g 

WME, 

cm
3
/g 

SME, 

cm
2
/g  

d
ME

MAX, 

nm 

0.25 24.4 0,98 0,82 600 1,10 0,85 170 47 
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The parameters of the porous structure of the xerogel adsorbent indicate its 

ability to adsorb methane at sub- and supercritical temperatures. At subcritical 

temperatures, methane molecules first fill micropores, and when pressure approaches 

the saturation vapor value, the adsorption process occurs in mesopores via capillary 

condensation. At supercritical temperatures, methane is predominantly adsorbed via 

the mechanism of volume filling of micropores. Figures 1 and 2 show the data on 

methane adsorption onto xerogel at and super- and subcritical temperatures, 

respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. Methane adsorption onto the micro-/mesoporous carbon xerogel at supercritical 

temperatures, K: 213(1), 243 (2), 273 (3), 293 (4), 333 (5), and 393 (6). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Methane adsorption onto the micro-/mesoporous carbon xerogel at the 

temperature of 160 K. 
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Therefore, the use of carbon xerogel with the combined meso-/microporous 

structure can ensure a significant increase (37 times) in the LNG storage life under the 

conditions of rated consumption.  
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Activated carbon materials (ACs) have an advanced porous structure and are 

therefore widely used as effective adsorbents for the separation of gas mixtures. As a 

rule, activated carbons have high thermal and chemical stability, thermal and electrical 

conductivity, and high mechanical strength. In recent years, inexpensive petroleum 

asphalt was used as the precursor for preparing new ACs featuring high and ultrahigh 

surface areas [1, 2]. 

Asphalt is a byproduct of oil refining. It is produced from the heavy residues which 

remain after the separation of light-oil products. Today, asphalt as a low-cost product 

is produced in extremely large volumes and does not find a qualified application [3]. 

Since the asphaltenes included in the asphalt form nano-sized conjugated aromatic 

structures and asphaltene aggregates, the activation of the asphalt leads to the micro- 

and mesoporous carbon materials with large surface areas and excellent adsorption 

properties. Usually, the alkalis are used to activate asphalt [4,5].  

There are many other studies where the researchers apply the alkaline activation of 

carbon precursors. However, there are no systematic studies focusing on how the 

technological parameters of the alkaline activation process affect the porous structure 

of the activated carbons produced from the petroleum asphalts. In this study, we 

demonstrate a cross-impact of the KOH/asphalt ratio and thermal pretreatment 

parameters on the porous structure of the asphalt-based activated carbon materials. 

In this study, we report the effect of thermal pretreatment on the surface area, 

CO2/N2 adsorption capacity, and selectivity of potassium hydroxide ACs derived from 

petroleum asphalt. Two series of ACs were prepared by a one-stage method using 

KOH as an activating agent and a two-stage method including pretreatment of asphalt 

at 450 °C.   It is found that both the KOH:asphalt ratio and asphalt pretreatment 

conditions affect the characteristics of the AC porous structure.  The thermal 
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pretreatment of asphalt before activation with KOH is demonstrated to be a necessary 

stage for the effective control of the AC porous structure by variation in the 

KOH:asphalt ratio from 2 to 4. Pretreatment of asphalt at 450 °C and subsequent 

activation with KOH at 800 °C gives a porous carbon with a high surface area (2588 

m
2
/g) and total pore volume (1.3 cm

3
/g). The highest CО2 adsorption capacity (3.8 

mmol/g at 25 °C and 1 bar) was achieved in the activated carbon without pretreatment 

asphalt.  The IAST-predicted adsorption selectivity for a gas mixture containing 15% 

CO2 and 85% N2 on AC-4 at 25 °C and 1 bar is 48, which is higher than that of most 

activated carbons. Therefore, these excellent adsorption properties would make ACs 

promising adsorbents for the adsorption-based separation of the CO2/N2 mixture. 
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The strategy of green energy transition and carbon footprint reduction [1] 

involves the creation of efficient adsorption-based storage of natural gas, and this fact 

determines the urgency of developing an optimal microporous adsorbent. In addition 

to high methane adsorption capacity, such an adsorbent must have appropriate strength 

properties and a sufficient source of accessible raw materials to ensure its large-scale 

production. In this regard, the present work focuses on the synthesis of a microporous 

carbon adsorbent from cheap and relatively common plant raw materials and the 

subsequent fabrication of an adsorbent monolith block with a developed porous 

structure. 

The sample of activated carbon (AU) was prepared from a wood char coal by 

chemical KOH activation for 60 min and at 900 C. The KOH activator:char ratio was 

3:1. After the activation, the carbon sample was washed with water until the pH value 

of the washing effluent reached 8; then, the wet samples were dried. The bulk density 

of the resulting carbon adsorbent in the initial powdered form was 140 kg/m
3
, and the 

humidity was 10 %. 

Calculations of the parameters of the porous structure of the as-prepared AU 

sample from the low-temperature nitrogen vapor adsorption by the equations of the 

Dubinin theory of volume filling of micropores and standard BET method revealed the 

well-developed porous structure characterized by the high values of micropore volume 

(W0) and specific BET surface (SBET), and efficient micropore width (2x0) Thus, the 

prepared AU material can be employed as an adsorbent for energetically essential 

gases, in particular, methane. Table 1 also lists the characteristics of the commercial 

activated carbon prepared from coconut shells, AP-1, and shaped monolith blocks 

prepared from the AU powder: AU-S and AU-C-S.  

mailto:o.solovtsova@phyche.ac.ru
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Table 1. Textural characteristics of a new microporous carbon adsorbent (AU), 

commercial activated carbon AR-1 and shaped AU samples AU-S, AU-C-S. 

Structural and energy parameter  AU AR-1 AU-F  AUC-F 

Specific volume of micropores, W0, cm
3
/g  0.88 0.56 0.49 0.45 

Characteristic adsorption energy of benzene, E0, kJ/mol  20.3 20.7 20.4 21.2 

Effective radius of micropores, x0, nm 0.59 0.58 0.59 0.57 

Characteristic energy of nitrogen adsorption, E, kJ/mol  6.7 6.8 6.7 7.0 

Specific surface area according to BET, SBET, m
2
/g  2500 1470 1460 1250 

Total micropores volume, Ws, cm
3
/g  1.29 0.67 0.76 0.62 

Packing density, d, kg/m
3
  140 370 425 530 

Considering the possible use of the synthesized activated carbon, we tested 

several functionalization methods to increase the packing density and improve the 

volumetric methane adsorption capacity. Following the first method, we compacted 

the AU powder by using a hydraulic press at room temperature. Another method with 

a heated press mold (hot shaping) was also employed for shaping the as-prepared AU 

material (AU-S) and its mixture with the activated carbon with higher density, AR-1, 

(AU-C-S). The SKS latex was used as a binder in all cases, and the compaction 

pressure was 50 MPa. 

In the hot shaping, the powder sample was held under pressure for 2 hours, and 

this time was enough for all the processes caused by heating the press mold to be 

completed. In the beginning, there were the displacements and relative sliding of the 

particles: 90% of the maximum density was achieved at this stage. Then, the processes 

of boundary sliding of the particles and their volumetric deformation occurred, 

followed by the volumetric (elastic) deformation. The hot-shaping temperature was 

chosen depending on the sintered material and the binder. Table 2 lists the data on the 

density of the resulting shaped carbon materials prepared by two methods. 

Table 2. The density of the shaped carbon blocks, AU-S and AU-C-S, prepared by 

compaction at room temperature and hot shaping of the as-prepared AU powder 

and mixed with AR-1. The SKS latex was used as a binder; the compaction 

pressure was 50 MPa. 

Shaped samples 

Density, g/cm
3
 

Shaping at room 

temperature 
Hot shaping 

AU-S 390 425 

AU-C-S  530 
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As follows from the comparison of Tables 1 and 2, the compaction of the initial 

AU powder and its composite mixture with AR-1 led to noticeable degradation of the 

porous structure, which was evidenced by the lower values of SBET and W0 for AU-F 

and AUC-F compared to AU. The degradation of the porous structure can also be 

attributed to the pore blockage by the latex used as the binder. However, the data in 

Tables 1 and 2 show that the shaping of the powdered AU increased the packing 

density and, consequently, must improve the adsorption capacity. It should be noted 

that the hot shaping gives an increase in the density of the obtained samples by 810% 

compared to the samples shaping according to the standard method (see Table 2).  

 
Fig. 1. Dependences of the total specific volumetric capacity for methane calculated 

for a methane storage system loaded with the initial powdered AU adsorbent and the 

blocks of the shaped adsorbents, AU-S and AU-C-S, on methane pressure at 303 K. 

The significant increase in the density of the carbon adsorbents, namely AUC-

F, provides a possibility to achieve the maximum total volumetric adsorption capacity 

of 275 m
3
 (NTP)/m

3
 at 303K (see Fig. 1). 
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Nowadays, an urgent task of the chemical industry, agriculture, and treatment 

facilities of water utilities is to effectively clean the air from such pollutants as 

ammonia and hydrogen sulfide [1, 2]. The chemisorption method of air purification 

using a chemical absorber of ammonia and hydrogen sulfide of the Cupramite brand, 

obtained from granular activated carbons, has found wide application in solving this 

problem [3]. 

In the production of granular activated carbons, coal dust of the SSOMSSH 

brand with a semi-coke charge and a binder with a wood-chemical resin are used as 

raw materials. In modern conditions of the latter's deficit, it became necessary to 

search for new alternative types of binders, as well as to study the possibility of using 

coal tar from various manufacturers. The properties of granular activated carbons and 

chemical absorbers based on them significantly depend on the composition of the raw 

materials. 

The aim of this work is to study the effect of raw materials on the 

characteristics of the porous structure of granular activated carbons samples and the 

sorption properties of the chemical absorbent Cupramite, obtained on their basis. For 

research, samples of granular activated carbons with a particle size of 1.0-1.5 mm, 

made using 100% coal tar as a binder, were obtained. Various amounts of semi-coke 

were introduced into the composition of coal dust (from 0 to 50% by weight).  

The Cupramite absorber samples were made from the obtained laboratory 

samples of activated carbons. The production was carried out by impregnating the coal 

base with a hot (7080 °C) aqueous solution of copper (II) sulfate with a concentration 

of 350 g/dm
3
, followed by aging and heat treatment.  
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The characteristics of the porous structure for activated carbon samples and 

chemical absorbers on its basis were determined, and their influence on the sorption 

properties of absorbers was analyzed (Table 1). The characteristics of the porous 

structure were calculated on the basis of isotherms of low-temperature adsorption of 

nitrogen, obtained on a NOVA 1200e high-speed analyzer for determining the specific 

surface area of materials. 

Table 1. Characteristics of activated carbon and chemical absorbent samples 

Name of indicator 

Value of indicator for a sample of activated carbon 

(AC) and a chemical absorber (CA) based on it 

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 

AC-1 CA-1 AC-2 CA-2 AC-3 CA-3 

The component proportion in 

the composition of coal dust: 

 coal 

 semi-coke 

 

100 

0 

- 

 

75 

25 

- 

 

50 

50 

- 

Ash content, % 7.1 - 7,3 - 8,9 - 

Abrasion resistance, % 92 - 91 - 92 - 

Total pore volume by water, 

cm
3
/g 

0.83 - 0,86 - 0,89 - 

Dynamic activity for benzene,  

min 
67 - 61 - 66 - 

Active additive content, % - 13.4 - 12.6 - 12.3 

Dynamic capacity for 

ammonia, mol/dm
3
 

- 0.990 - 0.925 - 0,878 

Hydrogen sulfide dynamic 

capacity, mol/dm
3
 

- 1,215 - 1,238 - 1,035 

BET specific surface area, 

m
2
/g 

993 656 882 562 846 585 

Total pore volume, cm
3
/g 0.83 0.77 0.86 0.83 0.89 0.78 

Micropore volume, cm
3
/g 0.465 0,299 0.422 0.271 0.413 0.283 
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Mesopore volume, cm
3
/g 0.050 0,037 0.071 0.059 0.113 0.092 

Macropore volume, cm
3
/g 0.300 0.414 0.368 0.508 0.382 0.418 

As follows from Table 1, the obtained samples of granular activated carbons are 

distinguished by high mechanical strength, rather low ash content, and a high value of 

dynamic activity for benzene. An increase in the semi-coke proportion in the 

composition of coal dust leads to the production of activated carbon samples with a 

higher total pore volume. 

An increase in the semi-coke proportion reduces the specific surface area (BET) 

of activated carbons by 1520%, the volume of micropores by 10-15%. The volume of 

mesopores and macropores, on the contrary, increases significantly: the volume of 

mesopores  more than 2.5 times, the volume of macropores  by 2030%. 

The absorbent samples are characterized by approximately the same amount of 

decrease in the value of adsorption space volume - by 2934%. In this case, the total 

pore volume of most absorbers decreased by 712%, which may indicate the 

distribution of the active additive in the adsorption space volume over  micro- and 

mesopores. 

As a result of the study, it was found that the largest volume of the sorption 

space in the samples of activated carbon and the absorber is made up of micropores 

with a half-width of 0.5250.625 nm. The application of copper sulfate to the surface 

of activated carbon reduces the pore volume with a half-width of 0.5250.625 nm by 

3550% of the initial pore volume of the base. 
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Nuclear power plants (NPP) are an important alternative to hydrocarbon energy. 

On the other hand, it is necessary to take serious measures to clean the waste gases of 

nuclear power plants from radioactive iodine and radioactive inert gases krypton (Kr) 

and xenon (Xe), since radiation pollution of territories causes the most severe damage 

to the biosphere among other global technogenic factors affecting its safety (oil spills 

on land and at sea, soil pollution with chemicals and pesticides, soil oppression by acid 

rain and atmospheric destruction [1,2]. 

JSC "ENPO" Neorganika "together with the State Research Center of the 

Russian Federation" FEI named after A. I. Leypunsky " has developed a new type of 

sorbent based on compacted vegetable raw materials (nut shells and fruit seeds) for the 

absorption of gaseous radionuclides of the VSK-5IK brand (TU 2568-374-04838763-

2010), which has passed all the necessary approvals in the Rosatom system. According 

to its sorption properties and strength characteristics, VSK-5IK significantly surpassed 

the previously produced industrial sorbent SKT-3IK. Table 1 shows the adsorption and 

strength properties of these sorbents. 

Table 1. Adsorption and strength properties of sorbents 

Sorbent type Purification efficiency 

 (sorption activity), % 

Protective action 

time (VZD) for 

benzene vapors, 

min 

Abrasion 

resistance 

(GOST 16188-

70), % 
for radionuclide 

I
131

 

for radionuclide 

CH3I 

VSK-5IK 99.992 99.91 95 91 

SKT-3IK 99.9 99.0 62 69 

The VSK-5IK sorbent was successfully supplied to some of the ROSATOM 

facilities for equipping the AUI-1500 and UFK-3500U adsorbers. 
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Detoxification of soils from pesticide residues is an important factor in the 

greening of the agro-industrial complex. Recently, these works have become 

especially relevant in connection with the adoption of Federal Law No. 280-FZ of 

03.08.2018 "On Organic Products and on Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of 

the Russian Federation". 

Vegetation experiments on soil detoxification were carried out in accordance 

with the traditional method, according to which the sod-podzolic soil was treated with 

the herbicide Singer SP at a dose of 0.4 g/ha using a laboratory sprayer. A day later, 

AU samples were introduced at a dose of 100 kg/ha. After a day, the prepared soil was 

distributed into waxed disposable paper cups with a capacity of 600 g of soil, and the 

test plants of rapeseed of the Ratnik variety were sown 3 pcs. for each vessel. The 

repetition of the experiment is 5 times for each dose of the studied AU samples. 

The cultivation of test plants was carried out under controlled conditions of the 

artificial climate laboratory (LIK) in the Fetch chambers (Germany). After 25 days, the 

aboveground mass of test plants was cut and weighed. The level of antidote 

effectiveness of the experimental samples of active coals was judged by the mass of 

the aboveground organs of the test plants in comparison with the control variant 

without herbicide and active coal. 

The decrease in the mass of test plants in the experimental variants relative to 

the control was calculated by the formula: 

       
 

 
         

where B is the decrease in the mass of test plants in the experimental variant relative to 

the untreated control; 

A is the average value of the mass of test plants on the experimental version; 
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K is the average value of the mass of test plants in the control variant. 

The data obtained are shown in Table 1 

Table 1 – Test results for a comparative assessment of the antidote effectiveness of 

various brands of AU (LIK FGBNU VNIIF, Department of Herbology, 2021) 

 n
 /

 a
 

 Variant 

Dose 

of AU, 

kg/ha 

Dose of 

herbicide 

Singer, SP, 

g / ha 

Aboveground mass of test plants, g Weight 

reduction of 

test plants, 

% to control 

 

by repetitions 

av
er

ag
e 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 
Agrosorb-SO 100 

- 4.8 5.2 3.8 3.6 3.6 4.2 2.8 

2 0.4 4.3 5.5 11.1 10.8 4.7 7.3 -23.7 

3 
Agrosorb-N 100 

- 6.3 6.7 5.9 5.4 6.2 6.1 -3.4 

4 0.4 7.1 6.8 5.8 10.7 6.3 7.3 -23.7 

5 UPK-1B 

( = 450 

g/dm
3
) 

100 

- 4.3 3.8 4.1 4.6 4.7 4.3 27.1 

6 0.4 7.6 4.2 4.3 4,1 5.4 5.1 13.6 

7 
ВСК-830 act.2 100 

- 6.7 6.4 7.5 7.2 8.0 7.2 -22.0 

8 0.4 9.2 6.1 5.4 6.9 5.4 6,6 -11.9 

 Control (Singer) 0.4 5.3 4.2 3.1 3.6   4.1 30.5 

 
Control without AU and 

herbicide 
- 5.5 5.0 5.7 7,2   5.9 0 

Note: negative values – stimulation of plant growth. 

 

As follows from the data given in Table 1, the introduction of active coals into 

the soil contaminated with the herbicide makes it possible to neutralize its depressing 

effect on the test culture of rapeseed, while the best results were obtained by the active 

coals of Agrosorb-SO and VSK-830. 
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It is known that activated carbons (AC)  have the following unique properties: 

high specific surface area (SSA) ~ 500 - 2500 m
2
 / g, high adsorption capacity, 

electronic conductivity, and the presence of surface groups (SG). High SSA and 

electronic conductivity have led to the widespread use of AC in supercapacitors (SC) 

and for capacitive deionization of water (CDI). The aim of this work was to study the 

porous structure, hydrophilic-hydrophobic, capacitive properties of AC, as well as 

their surface conductivity. The following materials were used in the present work: AC 

cloth (ACC) "VISKUMAK", NPO "Inorganic", Elektrostal (RF); ACC CH900 by 

Kuraray Co. (Japan); SAIT electrodes (Korea) based on AC SAIT + 5% 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE); electrodes from SKB RIKON (Voronezh, RF) based 

on AC Norit + 4% PTFE; and carbon black KJEC. 

To study the porous structure and hydrophilic-hydrophobic properties of AC, 

we used the method of standard contact porosimetry (MSCP) [1]. This method allows 

not only to study the porous structure of any materials in the widest possible range of 

pore radii ~ from 1 to 3x10
5
 nm but also to study their hydrophilic-hydrophobic 

properties. When using octane, the porosimetric curves are measured for all pores, and 

when using water, only hydrophilic pores. As an example, Fig. 1 shows integral (a) 

and differential (b) curves of pore distribution over effective radii r *, measured in 

octane and water, for ACC "VISKUMAK", where r * = r / cos , r is the true pore 

radius, and   is the contact angle of wetting by water. Since octane almost ideally 

wets all materials, then for it  ~ 0 and r * ~ r, and for water > 0 and r *> r. 
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Fig. 1. Integral (a) and differential (b) curves of pore distribution over effective radii 

for ACC VISKUMAK. 

 

Fig. 1 shows that AC electrodes have a very wide range of pore radii from fractions of 

nm to 100 μm, i.e., more than 5 orders of magnitude. The main data of MSCP are 

given in the table. As can be seen, the porous structure of all AC electrodes includes 

both hydrophilic and hydrophobic porosity. 

Table 1. Characteristics of porous structure and hydrophilic-hydrophobic properties of AC 

electrodes 

Electrode Specific surface 

area, m
2 

g
-1

 

Ratio of 

hydrophilic to 

total specific 

surface area 

Porosity, cm
3
 cm

-3
 

Пол-

ная 

Гидрофиль-

ная  

Total Hydrophilic Hydrophobic 

СН900 1520 850  0.56 0.850 0.786 0.064 

VISKUMAK 600 416  0.70 0.729 0.623 0.106 

SAIT 

RIKON                                              

KJEC 

940 

1580 

2500 

520 

940  

2600 

0.55 

0.59 

- 

0.715 

0.740 

0.89 

0.490 

0.530 

0.84 

0.225 

0.210 

0.05 

 

We were the first to establish the presence of surface conductivity (SC) in activated 

carbons. The specific electrical conductivity of the solution in the pores κ is the sum of 

the specific electrical conductivity of the free solution (κv) and SC. SC is the 

longitudinal (tangential) conductivity of an electric double layer (EDL). SC is equal to 

the sum of the conductivity due to the conductivity of counterions of surface groups in 

the carbon electrode (κsg) and the surface conductivity of the EDL (κsch). The value 
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of κsg depends on the concentration of  SG (Csg) in carbon, i.e., their exchange 

capacity Q, and κsch depends on the potential E. Thus, we obtain: 

κ(С, Е) = κv(С) + κs = κv(С) + κsch (Е) + κsg(Q)      (1) 

Fig. 2 shows the dependences of the electrical conductivity of the carbon electrode CH 

900  and SAIT   on the volume concentration of KCl.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Dependences of the electrical conductivity of (a) CH 900 and (b) SAIT 

carbon electrodes on the volume concentration of KCl. Illustration of extrapolation 

obtaining of the κsg value. 

 

As one can see, by extrapolating these dependences to zero concentration of the 

solution, the values of surface conductivity are obtained. It was shown that the SC is 

proportional to the exchanged capacity of the AC. Due to the presence of SC in AC, it 

turned out to be possible to obtain pure water in the CDI method [2]. 
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To date, environmental and energy problems associated with the consequences of 

burning fossil fuels are of considerable scientific and practical interest. Many research 

teams focus their activities on the development of renewable and clean energy sources. 

The use of hydrogen (H2), methane (CH4), and other energy sources has recently 

become an increasingly important topic of research [1]. However, compared to H2, the 

consumption of natural gas, consisting mainly of CH4, is very profitable and in 

demand, and in the near future, it may become one of the main types of fuel [2]. 

Methane is already used as fuel for passenger cars and is also transported in the 

form of compressed natural gas (CNG) or liquefied natural gas (LNG). However, the 

disadvantages of the CNG and LNG methods, namely, high pressures of CNG (more 

than 20 MPa) and ultra-low temperatures of CNG (112 K) [3] cause significant 

inconveniences associated with additional capital and operating costs that are 

necessary to ensure safety when using such systems. Adsorbed natural gas (ANG) 

provides an explosion-proof and cost-effective approach to its use and transportation, 

which is achieved due to stable and reliable working conditions, which are determined 

primarily by the physicochemical characteristics of the adsorbent used. 

Aerogels are a new class of nanostructured carbon materials that are currently 

attracting increasing interest as potential adsorbents for the storage and transportation 

of natural gases, particularly CH4. 

The aim of this work is to study methods for the synthesis of graphene aerogels 

(GA) and nanostructured composite material  graphene aerogel/iron (GA/Fe) to study 
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adsorption processes and experimentally determine the effect of surface modification 

of graphene aerogel on the absorption efficiency of CH4. 

In this study, the effect of modification of the graphene aerogel surface on the 

adsorption of CH4 in the temperature range of 298313 K and pressures up to 10 MPa 

was studied. The synthesized graphene aerogels have been characterized by various 

physicochemical methods, such as adsorption-desorption of N2 at 77 K, X-ray 

diffraction analysis, IR spectroscopy with Fourier transform, Raman spectroscopy, 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 

The structural characteristics of the studied materials are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Structural parameters of graphene aerogels 

 GA GA/Fe 

Specific surface area for nitrogen SBET, m
2
/g. 657 801 

Specific surface area of SDFT, m
2
/g. 608 693 

Pore volume, VDFT, cm
3
/g 0.766 1,016 

Specific volume of micropores, cm
3
/g 0.142 0.102 

Specific volume of mesopores, cm
3
/g 0.624 0.914 

Density, d, g/cm
3
 0.029 0.022 

Analysis of high-pressure isotherms showed that adsorbents (HA) and (HA/Fe) 

demonstrate exceptionally high gravimetric absorption of methane with an achievable 

capacity of 2.5 g/g and 3.6 g/g, respectively, in the pressure range of 0.5-10 MPa and 

298 K, which is more than 7 times higher than the requirements formed by the US 

Department of Energy (DOE) for the gravimetric capacity of a porous material for 

methane accumulation [4]. However, despite the high gravimetric absorption, the 

volume absorption was 104 m
3
 (STP)/m

3
 and 102 m

3
 (STP)/m

3
 for (GA) and (GA/Fe), 

respectively. 

The presented results allow us to conclude that the synthesized graphene aerogels 

can be considered potentially effective materials for the storage and transportation of 

CH4. It should be noted that it is necessary to optimize their physicochemical and 

functional properties to ensure a high volume storage capacity by reducing their 

gravimetric absorption capacity. 
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Pyrolysis is a process of thermal processing of organic raw materials by heating 

in an oxygen-free environment. As a result of this process, three fractions are obtained: 

solid - char or semi-coke, liquid - tar or primary tar, as well as non-condensable 

pyrolysis gas (NPG). The most valuable are often liquid and gaseous products of the 

pyrolysis process since they are energy products [1]. Almost any organic raw material 

such as wood, coal, peat, and others can be pyrolytically processed. Recently, more 

and more information about the prospects for the processing of wastewater sludge 

(WWS) by the pyrolysis method is encountered [2]. A potential advantage of pyrolytic 

WWS processing is the production of high-energy products. 

The main purpose of this work was to determine the effect of the pyrolysis 

temperature on the composition of the pyrolysis gas. Experiments were carried out on 

the pyrolysis of WWS of the Lyuberetskie treatment facilities at different 

temperatures, the heating rate and holding time were 10 deg/min and 10 minutes, 

respectively, and the range of the studied temperatures was taken from 400 to 650 °C 

with a step of 50 °C. This mode is considered standard for the pyrolysis process in the 

Fischer retort according to Russian standard GOST 3168. During the experiment, the 

gas evolved in an amount of 4 to 13 wt.% of WWS was collected in three flasks over 

the temperature ranges of  25400 °C, 400500 °C, and 500650 °C (max.) 

When analyzing the gas composition, the data were averaged and recalculated 

for pure pyrolysis gas, excluding the purge gas and air entering the reactor due to 

incomplete tightness of the laboratory setup (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Composition of WWS pyrolysis gas for different temperature ranges (vol.%) 

Gas formula 
Pyrolysis temperature, 

о
С 

25400 400500 500650 

H2 9 15.9 36.3 

CO2 1.7 - - 

H2S 14.3 9.8 2.7 

N2 0.6 - - 

CH4 16.9 23.3 32 

CO 48.9 38.5 16.3 

C2H4 2.7 3 3.2 

C2H6 2.2 3.6 5 

C3H6 1.6 2.4 2.5 

C3H8 1.4 2.3 1.7 

C4H8 0.1 0.4 0.4 

C4H10 0.3 0.4 0.3 

i-C4H10 0.2 0.3 0.2 

 

It is possible to calculate gas elemental composition (g / l), as well as the lower heat of 

combustion having data on the elemental composition of the gas. 

Table 2. Content of elements in WWS pyrolysis gas 

Pyrolysis 

temperature, 
о
С 

Element content, % 

C H N S O 

25400 0.438 0.068 0.006 0.189 0.344 

400500 0.601 0.119 - 0.168 0.330 

500650 1.505 0.446 - 0.133 0.407 

Total 2.544 0.633 0.006 0.490 1.081 

 

According to the data obtained, one can judge high calorific value of the gas obtained 

in high temperature ranges, this is explained by an increase in the proportion of 
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methane, hydrogen and heavier volatile hydrocarbons and a decrease of hydrogen 

sulfide and carbon monoxide content. 

 

Table 3. Calculated heats of combustion of the gas mixture   
   

 

   
       

Pyrolysis temperature,
о
С Heat of combustion of the NPG, Q

см
н, кДж/м

3
 

25400 320 

400500 433 

500650 520 

Hydrogen sulfide and carbon monoxide are undesirable products, since they are 

toxic; to reduce their emission, it is necessary to maintain a high pyrolysis temperature 

or add a certain amount of lime to the pyrolyzed raw material [2]. 

The presence of hydrogen sulphide will complicate the use of gas as an energy 

resource to some extent, since the former will be converted into sulfur oxide during 

combustion. If the pyrolysis process is carried out at low temperatures and the gas, 

accordingly, does not have a high calorific value, then it can be used on site - to 

maintain the temperature of the pyrolysis furnace or to heat industrial rooms. 

Thus, the pyrolysis of WWS in order to obtain the maximum yield of non-

condensable pyrolysis gas is a promising way of their utilization; according to the 

literature, pyrolysis resin can also be used as an energy source. The solid pyrolysis 

products of these sediments have a high ash content and low carbon content, and 

potentially a wide range of metals to be extracted from them, but this issue requires a 

more detailed study. 
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Polymer composite materials, represented by fiberglass, are increasingly used at 

present. With the growth of production and consumption of these materials, the 

question of the formation of difficult-to-recycle wastes and methods of their disposal 

also arises [1]. In particular, the enterprise-producer of sanitary wares in Shchelkovo 

forms the “laminate” which is a composite waste based on fiberglass (fiberglass and 

polyester resin) with the addition of microcalcite and TiO2, and is not currently 

recycled. 

One of the approaches to the disposal of mineral-organic waste is pyrolysis with 

incomplete thermal decomposition of the matrix (resin). In connection with the needs 

of this enterprise, this work is aimed at obtaining and assessing the quality of the 

sorption material by pyrolysis of the specified laminate. 

In the course of the research, the conditions for carbonization of the polymer 

component of the composite were selected, and the regularities of its decomposition 

were determined [2]. For an express assessment of the adsorption properties, the 

carbonizate was placed in desiccators with vapors of water, benzene, and carbon 

tetrachloride until saturation (20 ° C). The results of determining the volume of the 

sorbing pores were 0.016; 0.55; 0.18 cm
3
 / g, respectively, for water, benzene, carbon 

tetrachloride, while the total pore volume was 0.32 cm
3
 / g, which makes it possible to 

classify the resulting adsorbent as predominantly microporous. 

Since the manufacturing enterprise is interested in the adsorption of styrene 

vapors contained in its emissions, further experiments were carried out on the 

absorption of styrene vapors by the carbonizate from the saturated vapor-air flow (28.5 
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g / m
3
) and from the flow with the lowest possible detectable concentration (3.7 g / m

3
) 

at 20 ° C. In this case, the capacity of the adsorbent was determined by its weight 

increase, measured by a spring balance and a cathetometer. 

  
Fig. 1. Adsorption of styrene vapors with a concentration of 28.5 g / m

3
 (a) and 3.7 g / 

m
3
 (b) by carbonizate. Points - experimental data, lines - approximation by the 

equation a = amax (1 - exp (–k
ads

t)): amax - maximum capacity, k
ads

 - adsorption rate 

constant, t - time. 

 
Under static conditions of adsorption of C8H8 vapors (in desiccators), the 

saturation of the carbonizate (392 mg g) was observed over 4 days. The saturation time 

of the sample in both flows with the developed external mass transfer is about 20 min. 

The capacity of the carbonizate for styrene when absorbing vapors from a vapor-air 

mixture (Fig. 1a) sharply decreases in comparison with static adsorption. This can be 

explained by the fact that the limiting stage - internal diffusion - proceeds very slowly. 

The capacity of the carbonizate during the purification of a diluted flow of 7 mg 

styrene / g (Fig. 1b) makes its use ineffective in comparison with the saturated one. 

Since microcalcite is an inert component of the carbonizate, its removal from 

the carbonizate by leaching with hydrochloric acid would improve its performance. 

For the experiment, several fractions of carbonizate were treated with 20% 

hydrochloric acid in a six-time mass excess. During water washing, all laminate 

aggregates disintegrated into powder and glass fibers. However, the quality indicators 

of the washed adsorbents improved markedly (Table 1). 

Table 1. The yield and pore volumes of washed carbonized products 

Fraction, 

mm 

Initial 

mass, g 

Final 

mass, g 

Yield of 

washed 

product, % 

Pore volume, cm
3
/g Capacity 

for C8H8, 

mg/g 
H2O C6H6 CCl4 C8H8 

2–5 4.0105 1.701 42.4 0.07 0.99 0.6 0.39 355 

1–2 2.6378 0.888 33.7 0.08 0.93 0.596 0.52 473 
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0,5–1 5.4159 1.751 32.3 0.08 0.88 0.58 0.41 373 

< 0,5 6.2850 1.39 22.2 - 1.26 - 0.4 364 

The capacity for styrene vapor after washing is several times higher than that of 

the sample containing microcalcite. Also, the values of the static capacity are 

comparable with the analogous values of the industrial microporous active carbon AR-

A, which is used for the recovery of vapors of organic solvents. 

It can be noted that, in addition to an increase in the capacity for styrene vapors, 

the pore volume for benzene vapors increased sharply, i.e. micro- and mesopores. At 

the same time, the high hydrophobicity of the materials remained, assessed by the ratio 

of pore volumes, sorbing C8H8 and H2O. 

The observed regularities should be explained by the composition of the 

carbonizate, namely by incomplete carbonization of the laminate matrix, which retains 

the ability to dissolve or swell under the action of organic solvents instead of physical 

adsorption. The above results confirm the hypothesis of a change in the structure of the 

carbonized laminate upon contact with adsorptives (benzene, carbon tetrachloride, 

styrene), which requires further study. 
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Recently, the problems of new threats to the Earth’s ozone layer have attracted 

more and more attention from scientists. Thus, the literature provides a constantly 

updated list of both dangerous and safe for the atmosphere freons. Unfortunately, the 

latter do not destroy ozone but significantly accelerate global warming. Therefore, 

finding effective sorbents for protection against this type of compound is of utmost 

importance.  

The present work focuses on the experimental study of freon vapors adsorption 

onto activated carbons (AC) with different porous structures, an assessment of the 

effect of the diameter of adsorbed freon molecules on the parameters of the 

microporous structure of AC, the determination of optimal parameters of the porous 

structure for effective absorption of freon. 

Activated carbons (AC) with a wide range of changes in the porous structure, 

obtained from a variety of raw materials, were considered as an object of study. Freon 

114B2 - 1,1,2,2, tetrafluorodibromoethane was selected as the freon under study. Table 

1 lists the main characteristics of activated carbons, the methods of their production, 

and raw materials. 

Table. Characteristics of activated carbons 

Type of carbon Raw material Activation method 

PAU Polyvinylidene chloride Steam-gas 

SKT Peat and potassium sulfide Potassium sulfide 

AG Coal semi-coke mixed with low-

sintering coal; forest chemical resin 

mixed with coal tar 

Steam-gas 

MAS The same Steam-gas 

FST Furfural Steam-gas 

FAS-E Furfural Steam-gas 
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When analyzing the adsorbability of Freon 114B2 and the microporous structure, 

we used the Dubinin theory of volume filling of micropores (TVFM), namely, the 

Dubinin-Radushkevich equation and the Dubinin-Stoeckli equation. We also 

employed the γ-method for analyzing the mesopore surface compared to the Kiselev-

Kestler method applied to the desorption branch of the isotherm of benzene vapor 

sorption as a variant of the theory of capillary evaporation. Benzene was used as an 

adsorbate for evaluating the porous structure since the critical diameter of the Freon 

114B2 molecule (0.65 nm) is comparable to that of the benzene molecule (0.58 nm). 

The mesopore analysis method (γ-method) was extended to the adsorption of Freon 

114B2 vapors: the adsorption on graphitized soot with the specific area of 110 m2/g 

was studied to determine the adsorption of vapors per unit surface, and an equation 

was derived to describe the adsorption on the carbon surface.  

Depending on the porous structure, the studied adsorbents can be divided into 

three groups. The first group consists of microporous AC with a narrow micropore size 

distribution (so-called carbons with a uniform microporous structure) and includes the 

PAU and SKT samples. Their distinctive feature is the presence of micropores with an 

almost complete absence of mesopores (PAC) or the presence of wide micropores with 

the weakly developed mesoporosity (SKT). The second group includes the AC 

samples with the wide micropore size distribution: AG, and MAS. They are 

characterized by the presence of micropores, supermicropores, and mesopores whose 

volume and surface are more significantly developed compared to that of the ACs 

from the first group. The third group includes the FST and FAS-E carbons with the 

wide micropore size distribution and the significantly developed mesoporosity. 

Considering the adsorption on the mesopore surface, we calculated the real 

parameters of the AC micropores, which is especially important for analyzing the AC 

structure of the third group, i.e., with the significantly developed mesoporosity. 

Figure 1 shows the adsorption isotherms measured for Freon 114B2 vapors onto 

some of the studied AC samples at 293 K. All the adsorption isotherms of Freon 

114B2 vapors onto ACs are of the I type according to IUPAC with the H4 type loop 

that indicates the existence of microporosity and are characteristic of the slit-like pores 

composed by the plane-parallel particles. 
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Analysis revealed a good agreement between the real parameters of the AC 

micropores determined with consideration to adsorption of benzene and Freon 114B2 

vapors in mesopores and the estimates of mesopore surface. The most coincidence was 

found for the AC samples of the first group. 

 
 Fig. 1. Isotherms of Freon 114B2 vapors  

     adsorption onto ACs: ● -FAS-E,     

        - FAS,    - SKT, ■ - AG,      - PAU, 

measured at 293 K.  

 
Fig. 2. Micropore size distribution curves for 

MAS ((■ –adsorption of С6Н6, ♦ - adsorption 

of Freon 114 B2, at 293 K, Dubinin-Stoeckli 

equation) 

 

Minor differences in the parameters of the Dubinin-Stoeckli equation estimated 

from the adsorption of Freon 114B2 and benzene vapors were found for groups 2 and 

3 of AC, as a rule, for the  - dispersion parameter, which characterizes the width of 

the micropore size distribution. The observed differences are associated with a change 

in the filling boundaries of the adsorbent pores depending on the critical diameter of 

the adsorbed molecules. Figure 2 shows the pore size distribution curves for the MAS 

samples. 

The applicability of the TVFM apparatus for evaluating the adsorbability of freon 

onto carbon adsorbents was shown, and the optimal parameters of the porous structure 

of the efficient activated carbons were determined for the adsorption of freon vapors. 
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Recently, much attention has been paid to the problems associated with the 

adsorption-based methods of transporting natural gas and extracting valuable 

hydrocarbon impurities from it. Therefore, the study of the adsorption of these 

hydrocarbons onto carbon adsorbents is currently important.  

The volume-gravimetric adsorption setup [1] was used to measure the isotherms 

of excess adsorption Г(Р,Т) of methane (Tcr =190.77 K) at pressures from 0.1 to 40 

MPa, ethane (Tcr = 305.50 K) at pressures from 0.001 to 4.5 MPa, and propane (Tcr = 

369.99 K) at pressures from 0.001 to 0.9 MPa onto the microporous carbon adsorbents 

MPU-007 and FAS-300. The adsorption experiments were carried out at the 

temperatures of 303, 313, 323, and 333 K. 

The MPU-007 adsorbent with a bimodal porous structure was prepared by 

chemical activation of the mixture of corn dextrin, ethylene glycol, and formaldehyde 

resin impregnated by potassium hydroxide [2]. The FAS-300 adsorbent was prepared 

from furfural, and it is characterized by a well-developed porous structure [3]. 

The adsorption isotherms Г(Р,Т) were used to calculate the adsorption volumes 

W of 1.44 and 0.95 cm
3
/g for MPU-007 and FAS-300, respectively. The isotherms of 

total content а(Р,Т) were also derived from Г(Р,Т) and were found to be well 

described by the Bakaev equation [4] for all three adsorptives at the temperatures 

mentioned above.   The isosteres of adsorption plotted from а(Р,Т) are approximated 

by straight lines over the entire temperature range of the changes in the parameters of 

adsorption equilibria for all studied adsorption systems. 

The differential isosteric heats of adsorption qst(a.T) were calculated from 

the slope of the isosteres as follows [5]: 

             
    

      
 
 
  

    

  
 

 
  ,                 (1) 
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Here R is the universal gas constant, Z is the compressibility of adsorptive, 

W is the micropore volume of adsorbent. Figure 1 shows the dependences 

qst(a,T) at 303 K.   

As seen from the figure, the behaviors of the heat of adsorption are similar 

for all three adsorptives: starting from the initial heat of adsorption q(0,T) 

determined by the adsorbent-adsorbate interactions, a slight increase in the heat 

is observed, which is indicative of the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions, then the 

heat of adsorption gradually drops to a particular value at аmax (Р,Т), which 

depends on the adsorbent’s structure.  

The initial heats of adsorption q(0.T) were evaluated through the Henry 

constant, KH, using the formula [6]: 

           
      

      
 
 
  

 

     
                                   (2) 

 
Fig. 1. Dependence qst(a,T) at 303 K for methane (1,4), ethane (2,5) and 

propane (3,6) adsorption onto MPU-007 (curves 1,2,3) and FAS-300 (curves 

4,5,6). 

 

The initial heat q(0,T) of methane adsorption is almost the same for both 

samples and amounts to ~ 13 kJ/mol. A somewhat different picture was 
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observed for the adsorption of ethane and propane onto the carbon adsorbents. 

The values of q(0,T) for ethane adsorption on both adsorbents exceeded 

significantly that for methane. The values of q(0.T) for propane adsorption were 

higher than those for ethane adsorption. These trends are associated with the 

increasing number of atoms in the molecules when passing from methane to 

propane. Each atom contributes to the energy of the adsorbate-adsorbent 

interactions. As seen from Fig. 1, the values of q(0.T) both for ethane and 

propane on MPU-007 exceeded those for the adsorption onto FAS-300, which 

can be attributed to the differences between the structure of these adsorbents. 

The values of isosteric heat of methane adsorption qst(a,T) are almost the 

same for both adsorbents, and the maximal difference ∆qst(a,T) was 0.5 kJ/mol. 

The heats qst(a,T) for ethane and propane change less with the adsorption onto 

MPU-007 than onto FAS-3, and for both ethane and propane, the maximal 

difference ∆qst(a.T) was ~ 2.25 kJ/mol. This difference should be taken into 

account when designing the methods of extraction of small amounts of ethane 

and propane from natural gas streams. 
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A precision volumetric-gravimetric setup [1] was employed to measure 

excess methane adsorption on the S1 carbon adsorbent over the pressure range 

from 0.1 to 40 MPa, and at the temperatures of 303, 313, 323, and 323 K. The 

carbon adsorbent was synthesized from wood in the laboratory of sorption 

process IPCE RAS. Figure 1 shows the isotherms of total content a(P,T), which 

were calculated from the isotherms of excess methane adsorption Γ(P,T) and 

well approximated by the Bakaev equation [2]. 
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Fig. 1. Isotherms of total content for methane adsorption onto S-1 at T, K: 1 – 

303, 2 – 131, 3 – 323, 4 – 333. 

 

These isotherms were used to plot the isosteres of methane adsorption, 

which were well approximated by straight lines over the entire range of the 

parameters of adsorption equilibrium.  

The isosteric heats of adsorption were evaluated from the slopes of the 

isosteres of methane adsorption by using the formula (see for ex. [3]):  

             
    

      
 
 
  

    

  
 

 
                             (1).  
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Figure 2 demonstrates the heats of methane adsorption as a function of the 

amount of adsorbed methane. These values of the heats of adsorption were used 

to calculate the average isosteric heats of methane adsorption <qst(a,T)>.  

 
Fig. 2. Isosteric heats of methane adsorption onto S-1  as a function of the 

amount of adsorbed methane at T, K: 1 – 303, 2 – 313, 3 – 323, 4 – 333. 

 

Recently [4], a relationship between the average heats of adsorption and 

the characteristic energy of adsorption E was calculated from the equation of the 

Dubinin theory of volume filling of micropores (TVFM) [5]. The limit value of 

methane adsorption at a given temperature a0 and the thermal coefficient of 

limiting adsorption α were evaluated for all four temperatures. The average 

value α = 0.0018 K
-1

. TVFM considers the “microporous adsorbentadsorbate” 

adsorption systems; it can be applied for calculating the isotherms of adsorption 

measured at a temperature below the critical temperatures for an adsorbent. We 

measured the isotherms of carbon dioxide, argon, and nitrogen at temperatures 

both below and above the critical value [6]. It was shown that the average heats 

of adsorption q(E) calculated via the characteristic energy of adsorption E from 

the equation: 
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                  (2) 

agreed well with the average isosteric heats of adsorption both for vapors and 

gases.  

In order to calculate the characteristic energy of adsorption and average 

heats of adsorption of gases in the supercritical region, we introduced two new 

parameters, characterizing the adsorptive: critical temperature of adsorptive Tc 

and analog of saturated steam pressure “Ps” evaluated from the condition of 

equality of the densities of the adsorbate and adsorptives [7].  

Table 1 summarizes the results of all calculations, which show that the 

average heats of methane adsorption evaluated from the characteristic energy of 

adsorption q(E) well agree to the average isosteric heats of adsorption <qst(a,T)> 

for the studied adsorption system.  

Table 

T, K «Ps», 

MPa 

a0,  

mmol/g 

E,  

kJ/mol 

q(E),  

kJ/mol 

<qst(a,T)>, 

kJ/mol 

303 176.55 21.914 8.221 10.52 10.50 

313 172.65 21.381 8.024 10.33 10.38 

323 166.93 20.926 7.862 10.17 10.17 

333 161.11 20.440 7.701 10.02 9.97 

 

As follows from the above data, the value of integral heat of adsorption 

required for practice can be determined via the characteristic energy of 

adsorption E using one isotherm of adsorption by multiplying the value of the 

average heat of adsorption by the desired range of adsorption change without 

measuring adsorption isotherms at several temperatures, or from calorimetric 

measurements.  
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The efficiency of adsorbed natural gas (ANG) systems strongly depends on 

significant thermal effects occurring during the charge and discharge processes, which 

requires the development of new approaches to charging processes and thermal 

management of the ANG tank [1]. As a rule, to reduce the influence of thermal effects, 

special thermal management systems are used with a circulation circuit of the heat 

carrier or directly charged gas, heated or cooled in an external heat exchanger. 

The present work is dedicated to the experimental study of a full-scale 

circulating charging system with controlled thermal management for the charge of a 

ANG tank prototype. The accumulator is filled with a monolithic carbon material 

made of industrial active carbon AU-1, which has a good adsorption capacity for 

methane [2]. The technology of manufacturing shaped cylindrical monoliths from this 

carbon is described in [3]. Monolithic adsorbent samples (14 pcs) were installed in an 

adsorber with an internal volume of 51 liters. The average diameter and thickness of 

the monoliths were 196 and 101 mm, respectively. To reduce hydraulic losses and 

increase the heat exchange area, 37 channels with an average diameter of 4.5 mm are 

provided in each of the monoliths. 

Natural gas with the following composition was used in the experiments, vol.: 

96.1% methane, 2.2% ethane, 0.8% propane, 0.6% nitrogen, and other impurities less 

than 1%. Theoretical calculations and experimental data analysis were carried out for 

pure (100%) methane. 

The processes of charging and discharging natural gas from an adsorption 

accumulator were studied using an experimental setup developed and manufactured, 

its scheme and description are described in the recent work [4]. In this experimental 

setup, the heat of adsorption released during the charging process is removed by a 
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circulating flow of natural gas, which passes through channels in the adsorbent 

monoliths. The charging process is carried out in two stages: 1 – "isothermal" charging 

with heat removal into the environment; 2 –"low-temperature" charging with heat 

removal employing a cooling unit. To control the temperature distribution inside the 

tank, temperature sensors, located at the inlet of the adsorber (1 piece), along its axis 

(4 pieces) and radially (4 pieces), were installed. 

A series of 8 experiments was carried out in the range of charging pressures 

from 0.5 to 3.5 MPa and gas volumetric flow rates from 8 to 18 m
3
/h. Figure 1 shows 

the time dependences of the effective charging capacity (without taking into account 

the initial amount of gas) for 4 modes of charging at different pressures. 

 

Fig. 1. Time dependence of the effective charging capacity at different modes for 

isothermal (stage 1) and low-temperature charging (stage 2). Lines are theoretical 

values; dots are experimental values. 

It should be noted that the experimental and theoretical values of the effective 

charging capacity are in good accordance. The largest amount of charged gas 

corresponds to the maximum charging pressure of 3.5 MPa and is about 6.717.15 m
3
 

(STP – standard temperature 20 ° C and pressure 101 325 Pa) or 132140 m
3
 (gas)/m

3
 

(tank) in specific values reduced to the volume of the adsorber. If the initial gas 

volume (theoretically about 20 m
3
/m

3
) is added to this value, then the total specific 

volume of gas for storage will be about 152160 m
3
/m

3
. Higher capacity is possible 

since the adsorbent only occupies about 80% of the adsorber space. 
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The results of the study showed the correlation between the charging mode and 

the charging efficiency indicators: the fastest charging was achieved at a pressure of 

3.5 MPa and a gas flow rate of 12 m
3
/h, and the most efficient use of the "cold" gas 

flow – at a pressure of 2.0 MPa and a gas flow rate of 8 m
3
/h. 
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The aim of this work is to study the effect of the surface modification of coconut 

activated carbon (AC) on the efficiency of the toluene and benzene adsorption onto it. 

The efficiency of the surface-modified activated carbon in respect to the toluene 

and benzene adsorption was analyzed in comparison with that of the original activated 

carbon and carbon nanotubes (CNTs). The authors have developed the AC modifying 

technology by impregnation with a catalyst solution followed by the synthesis of 

CNTs. As a result of the modification, the AC surface and the accessible pore area are 

covered by a uniform CNTs layer. Samples may contain metal-oxide catalyst particles. 

The nanomodified AC structural properties were investigated using nitrogen 

sorption-desorption isotherms at 77 K, scanning and transmission electron microscopy, 

Raman spectroscopy, and FTIR. 

The nanomodified AC adsorption capacity to the toluene and benzene was 

123.53 and 84.92 mg g
-1

, respectively, with a contact time is about 60 min. The kinetic 

data were described using pseudo-first and pseudo-second-order models, intraparticle 

diffusion, and the isothermal studies results were described using the Langmuir, 

Freundlich, Temkin, and Dubinin-Radushkevich equations. It was found that chemical 

interactions limit the toluene and benzene adsorption according to the pseudo-first-

order model and intraparticle diffusion. In addition, the physical-adsorption nature is 

confirmed by the values of free energy (E = 6.92 and 8.41 kJ moL
-1

 for benzene and 

toluene, respectively). According to a thermodynamic study, the Gibbs energy values 

for nanomodified activated carbon were -16.32 kJ moL
-1

 for benzene and -33.33 kJ 

moL
-1

 for toluene, which corresponds to the range of the values for the physical 

sorption. 

Thus, as a result of the comprehensive studies, it can be assumed that 

nanomodified AC can be considered as a promising adsorbent for removing organic 

pollutants from aqueous media. 
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The study of the deformation of solids upon adsorption has great importance both 

for the development of adsorption thermodynamics and practical purposes. 

Considering the relatively large amount of experimental data on adsorption 

deformation under equilibrium conditions, examining this process under 

nonequilibrium conditions seems interesting and relevant. The aim of this work was to 

establish the regularities of the sorbostriction of the microporous carbon adsorbent 

FAS-3 during the adsorption of technically important substances of different classes 

and for different purposes under nonequilibrium conditions. 

We used a setup for studying the adsorption deformation of solid adsorbents 

manufactured at IPCE RAS. A flow-through dilatometer was used for measurements, 

it made it possible to measure the adsorption-induced deformation of the adsorbent 

when a portion of the test substance or mixture is passed through it in a carrier gas 

flow [1]. The adsorbent FAS-3 synthesized from hyper-crosslinked furfural was used. 

Structural and energetic characteristics of porous FAS-3 carbon structures were 

determined by the standard method of Dubinin benzene adsorption isotherm at 293 K 

vapor (see Tabl. 1). 

Table 1. Structural and energy characteristics of the porous structure of the 

microporous carbon adsorbent FAS-3. 

 

Specific volume of micropores; W0, cm
3
/g 0.51 

Typical characteristic energy of adsorption; Е0, kJ/mol 23.9 

Effective width of micropores, Х0, nm 1.0 

BET specific surface; Sspecific, m
2
/g 1088 

Mesopore surface; Sме, m
2
/g; 32.2 

Mesopore diameter; dmax, nm 12.8 

Total pore volume; WS, cm3/g 0.73 
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Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, show the dependences of the relative linear 

deformation of the FAS-3 adsorbent (Δl/l) during the adsorption of carbon 

tetrachloride, benzene, hexane, and octane from the nitrogen carrier gas stream on time 

t for various amounts of the introduced adsorbent under nonequilibrium conditions. 

 

Fig. 1. Dependences of the relative linear deformation Δl/l of the microporous carbon 

adsorbent FAS-3 during the adsorption of carbon tetrachloride from the flow on time t 

for various amounts of the added adsorptive: 1 - 0.125 ml, 2 - 0.25 ml, 3 - 0.75 ml. 

Experiment temperature Т = 493 K. Carrier gas - nitrogen. Carrier gas flow rate 2 

ml/s. 

 

Fig. 2. Dependences of the relative linear deformation Δl/l of the microporous carbon 

adsorbent FAS-3 during the benzene adsorption from the flow on time t for various 

amounts of the added adsorptive: 1 - 0.075 ml, 2 - 0.125 ml, 3 - 0.25 ml, 4 - 0.5 ml. 

Experiment temperature Т = 493 K. Carrier gas - nitrogen. Carrier gas flow rate 2 

ml/s. 
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Fig. 3. Dependences of the relative linear deformation Δl/l of the microporous carbon 

adsorbent FAS-3 during the adsorption of n-hexane from the flow on time t for various 

amounts of the added adsorptive: 1 - 0.125 ml, 2 - 0.25 ml, 3 - 0.75 ml. Experiment 

temperature Т = 493 K. Carrier gas - nitrogen. Carrier gas flow rate 2 ml/s.  

 

Fig. 4. Dependences of the relative linear deformation Δl/l of the microporous carbon 

adsorbent FAS-3 during the adsorption of n-octane from the flow on time t for various 

amounts of the added adsorptive: 1 - 0.075 ml, 2 - 0.125 ml, 3 - 0.5 ml. Experiment 

temperature Т = 493 K. Carrier gas - nitrogen. Carrier gas flow rate 2 ml/s  

Figures 14 show sorbostriction curves  changes in the relative linear 

adsorption deformation of the FAS-3 carbon adsorbent over time during the adsorption 

of carbon tetrachloride, benzene, hexane, and octane vapors from the nitrogen carrier 

gas flow at various volumes introduced into the carrier gas. 

As can be seen in Figs. 14, in the very initial region for all three curves, there is 

a small peak in the dependence of Δl/l on t. This is due to the fact that the microporous 

adsorbent has some inhomogeneity of the porous space. The smallest pores have the 

highest energy of adsorption interaction with molecules of organic adsorptive, these 
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pores are filled in the first place. Further, we see a rapid increase in the adsorption 

deformation of the adsorbent for all curves due to the filling of the entire porous space 

of FAS-3 with adsorptive molecules, which is accompanied by an increase in the 

internal pressure in the adsorption system due to an increase in the repulsive forces 

between the molecules of the adsorbed substance. The main porous space of the 

adsorbent is filled, in which the pores have a width of about 1.0 nm. After passing the 

peak, the curves show a drop in the values of Δl/l as a function of t, since there is a 

gradual washout of adsorptive molecules from the porous space of the adsorbent. 

Figures 14 show that the amplitude of sorbostriction correlates with the amount 

of the introduced substance. In this case, the time to reach the maximum deformation 

also changes  in the general case, it increases with an increase in the amount of the 

introduced substance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The work presents an analysis of the adsorption deformation of the FAS-3 

adsorbent during the adsorption of carbon tetrachloride, benzene, hexane, and octane 

vapors under nonequilibrium conditions. 
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Targeted drug delivery (TDD) is an efficient way of treating COVID-19, as it 

ensures the drug release in a specific place of the organism without causing any 

damage to other cells and unwanted side effects. Fluorinated nanoparticles such as 

fullerenes are often used as drug carriers due to their high drug-loading capacity and 

intense near-infrared performance [1]. Fluorination of carbon nanoparticles provides a 

number of advantages when creating TDD systems, such as the ability to detect a 

nanoparticle in the organism using NMR[2], increased near-infrared adsorption, and 

strong electronegativity, which contributes to the non-covalent interaction of the 

fullerene with the drugs. Recently, TDD systems for cancer treatment based on 

fluorinated carbon nanomaterials have been successfully synthesized and tested [3]. 

Therefore, fluorinated carbon fullerenes seem to be a promising basis for TDD 

systems.  

In the presented study, we investigated the interaction of the pristine and metal-

decorated fullerenes with the most common anti-COVID drugs, such as chloroquine, 

favipiravir, remdesivir, and umifenovir. We considered the ions Cr, Fe, and Ni, 

because these metals were recognized as the most efficient adsorbents for the anti-

COVID drugs [4]. Density functional theory was applied to investigate the effect of 

fluorination on the interaction of fullerenes with metal atoms and drugs molecules. 

Optimal structures of loaded fluorinated pristine and metal-doped fullerenes were 

considered. We studied both low- and high-fluorinated fullerenes C60F2 and C60F48, 

respectively. We found that fluorine provides stronger binging between the carrier 
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cage and the drug molecule in most cases. Therefore, fluorinated fullerenes can be 

preferably used as the drug carrier systems. 

 

Fig. 1. Van-der-Waals interaction of the fluorinated C60F48 fullerene with the 

chloroquine drug molecule. Purple, blue, orange, and green balls represent carbon, 

hydrogen, nitrogen, and chlorine atoms, respectively. 
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The technology of solid-flame incineration or self-propagating high-

temperature synthesis is considered a promising method for producing carbon 

nanomaterials (CNM) with high added value. This method is based on the thermolysis 

of organic compounds within the framework of the laws of dynamic self-organization, 

which eventually turn into stable 2D carbon nanostructures. The structure and 

properties of carbon nanomaterials of this type have not yet been thoroughly 

investigated. In particular, it has not been established how the choice of raw materials 

affects the structural structure and sorption properties of synthesized nanocarbon 

materials. 

Nuclear energy is known as one of the most promising industries. However, the 

further development of the nuclear industry may lead to pollution of the environment, 

including water environments, with dangerous radioactive elements. In this regard, the 

search for new adsorption materials for the effective purification of natural waters 

from radioactive contamination is an urgent scientific, practical, and social task. 

This work is devoted to the assessment of the possibility of using CNM as 

adsorbents of one of the most dangerous long-lived radionuclides radium 226 (Ra
226

). 

Plant biopolymers (cellulose and lignins) were used as raw materials for the 

production of CNM. Figure 1 shows the indicators of sorption-desorption of Ra
226

 for 

some CNM samples synthesized from technical sulfate lignin (CLS), cellulose (CC), 

and natural lignin CLB 
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Fig. 1. Indicators of adsorption of S 

and desorption of D in aqueous 

solutions of CH3COONH4 (D1) and 

HCL (D2) for CNM samples for 

Ra
226

 

Fig. 2. SEM image of the CNM sample 

synthesized from CLS 

 

The experimental results indicate that carbonized lignin-CLB has the highest 

sorption capacity of S with respect to Ra
226

. For this sample, the adsorption value S 

reaches a value of 99.9%. CLS and CC preparations are characterized by a slightly 

lower sorption capacity, for which the S value is 97.1 and 99.6%, respectively, and 

about half of the radionuclide is adsorbed very strongly (irreversibly). 

The methods of IR-EPR-X-ray analysis, as well as the method of low-

temperature nitrogen adsorption (77 K), were used to characterize the adsorbents and 

interpret the results. It is established that the samples of CNM consist of curvilinear-

planar (flaky) graphene-type particles (Fig. 2). This conclusion is based on the results 

of the study by electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and X-ray diffractometry. 
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Ventilation gas emissions of nuclear power plants (NPP) can contain small 

amounts of xenon and krypton radionuclides, which are the nuclear fission products of 

uranium.  The adsorption systems of specialized gas purification (SGP) with molecular 

sieve adsorbents are used to capture and store during the time of the fall of radiation 

activity down to a safe level. The use of carbon adsorbents for xenon capture is based 

on the significant differences between the energies of adsorption of the main 

components of the ventilation gases: nitrogen (~8.3 kJ/mol), oxygen (~ 8 kJ/mol), and 

radioactive Xe (23.5 kJ/mol) and Kr (~ 15.5 kJ/mol).   

In the present work, the theory of volume filling of micropores (TVFM) [1] was 

used to simulate the xenon adsorption onto a series of carbon adsorbents with slit-like 

micropores. The graphite crystal was considered as a model carbon structure, whose 

slit-like pores of different width is a result of subsequent burnoff of the hexagonal 

carbon layers upon the activation process [2]. The most advanced technological porous 

structure, whose pores are separated by two-layered carbon walls, was chosen as an 

object of study.  The structures with micropores formed in crystal through the burnoff 

of one from five (AC1:5), two from six carbon layers (AC2:6), and so on up to seven 

from 11 layers (AC 7:11), were analyzed. The number of the burned-out layers was 

restricted by the limiting size of micropores according to Dubinin’s classification, i.e., 

the pores, in which the adsorption process is carried out by the mechanism of volume 

filling (TVFM): no more than 3.03.2 nm [2]. The structure and energy characteristics 

(SEC) of these model adsorbents were calculated using the TVFM equations (see 

Table 1). Along with the SEC values, Table lists the density of the model adsorbents 

with micropores.  
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Table. The textural characteristics of model adsorbents with slit-like micropores 

separated by two-layered carbon walls. 

Model structure AC 

1:5 

AC 

2:6 

AC 

3:7 

AC 

4:8 

AC 

5:9 

AC 

6:10 

AC 

7:11 

Effective width of micropores  

X0, Å 

5.3 8.6 12.0 15.3 18.7 22.0 25.4 

Specific volume of 

micropores W0, cm
3
·g

-1 
0.35 0.57 0.79 1.01 1.23 1.45 1.67 

Characateristic energy of 

benzene adsorption, E0, 

kJ·mol
-1

 

45.5 27.8 20.0 15.7 12.8 10.9 9.5 

Characateristic energy of 

xenon adsorption, EXe,  

kJ·mol
-1

 

20.47 12.51 9.00 7.06 5.76 4.90 4.27 

Density of the adsorbent with 

micropores ρad, g cm
-3 

1.515 1.137 0.909 0.758 0.649 0.568 0.505 

 
Using the SEC values for the model adsorbents, the xenon adsorption was calculated in order 

to assess the optimal porous structure with the maximal adsorption capacity in the required 

pressure range. Fig. 1 shows the results of the calculations.  
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Fig. 1. Xe adsorption onto the model carbon adsorbents at 293 K versus the micropore 

width.  

As follows from Fig. 1, the amount of adsorbed Xe increases with pressure, but 

a decrease in a pore width has a greater effect on the adsorption behaviors due to an 

increase in the energy of adsorption. However, as follows from Table, the decrease in 

the pore width is accompanied by the decrease in the micropore volume, which 

ultimately leads to a deterioration in adsorption performance of the adsorbent. Under 

isobaric conditions (for example, when p=60, 80, 100 kPa), the adsorption activity as a 
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function of micropore width passes through a maximum at X0 = 0.81.0 nm (see Fig. 

1). To check the reliability of our calculations, we compare these data with the SEC 

values of the commercial carbon adsorbent SKT-3C, which is utilized in the SGP 

systems of NPP. The data on the porous structure of SKT-3C evaluated from the 

isotherms of nitrogen vapor adsorption at 77 K are shown in Fig. 2.   

 

Fig. 2. The cumulative (rhomb) volume and pore size distributions (square) in SKT-3C 

calculated by the NLDFT method for the slit-like pore model. 

The cumulative pore volume curve shows a distinctive region of change in the 

curvature associated with the specific features of the porous structure of SK-6, namely 

the presence of two characteristic pore sizes corresponding to two peaks on the pore 

size distribution curve at D =0.9 and 1.2 nm. As follows from the comparison, the 

parameters of SKT-6 are close to that of the most optimal model carbon structure 

AC2:6, which can be used as a criterion for selecting an adsorbent for capturing xenon 

from the flow of ventilation gases at NPPs.  
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Activated carbon is one of the most effective and frequently used adsorbents for 

water purification from organic pollutants. Along with activated carbons, carbonized 

materials obtained from cheaper raw materials and industrial waste are used [1,2].  

Natural clays can be used as a porous matrix for such adsorbents. The 

advantages of clays, in comparison with other materials, are the availability of a 

sufficient amount of raw materials and an affordable price. Various carbonaceous 

materials can be used as modifiers.  

In the present work, natural montmorillonite clay was used as a raw material, 

and tire crumb (a product of car tires processing) was used as a carbon source. A 

sample of montmorillonite clay was ground, dispersed, and a 0.25–1 mm fraction was 

selected. A mixture of clay and tire crumbs was granulated; the resulting granules were 

subjected to pyrolysis in an oxygen-free environment at 350–800
0
С.  

Nitrogen adsorption isotherms were recorded at 77 K for all samples of carbon-

mineral material (CMM) and used for calculating the textural characteristics. The X-

ray phase and elemental analyzes were performed.  

The results showed that an increase in the pyrolysis temperature led to a 

decrease in the values of the specific surface area and pore volumes of the samples, 

which was attributed to the filling of the montmorillonite matrix with carbon. These 

results were confirmed by X-ray phase analysis. The diffraction patterns clearly show 

an increase in the number of peaks corresponding to carbon and graphite-like deposits 

on the surface of the СMM samples pyrolyzed at temperatures > 600
 
C. As shown by 

elemental analysis, the carbon content on the montmorillonite surface varied from 17 

to 48 wt. % depending on the pyrolysis temperature; this fact can have a different 

effect on the adsorption properties of the material.  
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Water vapor adsorption isotherms at 20 С were obtained for all СMM samples. 

It was shown that with an increase in the pyrolysis temperature, the amount of 

adsorbed water by the samples decreased, which indicates an increase in the 

hydrophobicity of the СMM samples as a result of the coating of the montmorillonite 

surface with a carbon layer. The maximum adsorption value obtained on pyrolyzed 

CMMs (160 mg / g for the sample after pyrolysis at 600
0
C) was 1.5 times less than the 

value of water vapor adsorption obtained on the sample of initial montmorillonite (260 

mg / g). The presence of convex areas on the isotherms of water vapor adsorption onto 

the samples indicates that at low values of relative pressures, adsorption occurs mainly 

on the primary adsorption centers, which are metal cations and protons of hydroxyl 

groups of montmorillonite.  

The adsorption of nonionic surfactants from solutions on the obtained 

adsorbents was studied using Neonol AF 9–10 as an example. The nonionic surfactant  

Neonol AF 9-10 is an oxyethylated nonylphenol, has the empirical formula 

С9Н19С6Н4О(С2Н4О)10Н and the structural formula shown in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Structural formula of Neonol AF 9-10.  

Figure 2 shows the isotherm of excessive adsorption of Neonol AF 9–10 from 

aqueous solutions at 20 C on a CMM sample pyrolyzed at 650 C. This is one of the 

most hydrophobic samples we have obtained and studied. The carbon content in the 

CMM-650 sample was 43.8 wt. %. Here, for comparison, the isotherm of adsorption of 

Neonol AF 9–10 at 20
0
C on active carbon F-300 is shown [3]. 

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the CMM-650 sample is somewhat inferior in 

capacity to F-300 activated carbon, but it can be used for adsorptive wastewater 

treatment from Neonol AF 9–10 and other surfactants.  
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Fig. 1. Isotherms of excessive adsorption of Neonol AF 9–10 from aqueous solutions 

at 20
0
C on a carbon-mineral adsorbent obtained at a pyrolysis temperature of 650

0
C 

and activated carbon F-300 [3].  

The work was carried out in accordance with the Plan of the Scientific Council of the 

Russian Academy of Sciences on Physical Chemistry, theme 2.15.4.M 2.15.7.ATP 

"Investigation of the physicochemical properties of natural clay materials, as well as 

the products of their modification and the possibility of their practical application". 
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Fullerene soot is an adsorption-active material whose sorption properties were 

studied in [1]. It was shown that fullerene soot has a developed volume of both 

mesopores and micropores and that the specific surface area calculated by the BET 

method is 250330 m
2
/g. In addition, it was noted in [2] that fullerene soot exceeds the 

adsorption of heavy metal ions by 45 times compared to activated carbons. This 

suggests that this material can be effectively used as a sorbent. However, fullerene 

soot has a very high dispersion, which means its use for cleaning gas and liquid media 

is difficult in static conditions and impossible under dynamic conditions. The solution 

to this problem is the use of a binder in order to obtain a composite sorption-active 

material (CSAM) while preserving high sorption activity. In the recent work [2], 

CSAM was obtained from fullerene soot and a polymer organic binder. The research 

results showed that the obtained materials outperform activated carbons in terms of a 

number of parameters. 

In the present work, we proposed to use the construction waste bentonite clay as 

a binder to lower the cost of the resulting CSAM. Since the main part of bentonite clay 

is montmorillonite, which has ion-exchange properties [3], it can be assumed that the 

sorption properties of such a CSAM will increase. According to [4], bentonite can be 

used as a binder for obtaining a sorbent. 

The method of obtaining CSAM consists of the following stages: preparing an 

aqueous suspension of clay; gradually introducing the filler into the suspension; 

obtaining a homogeneous paste of a certain viscosity; forming cylindrical granules on 

a screw granulator; drying with a gradual rise in temperature to remove excess 

moisture. The obtained granules were subjected to high-temperature treatment, 

including steam-gas activation by water vapor. The CSAM composition was 23% 

bentonite clay and 77% fullerene soot. 
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As compared to the technology described in [2], this method allows not to use 

surfactants for wetting hydrophobic fullerene soot since the proposed sequence of 

stages allows to obtain a homogeneous paste during the mixing process. 

The following parameters of the porous structure of the obtained materials were 

determined: the total pore volume for water (VΣ, cm
3
/g), the maximum volume of the 

sorption space for benzene (Ws, cm
3
/g), the maximum volume of the adsorption space 

for benzene (W0, cm
3
/g), and the specific surface area for argon calculated by BET 

(Sud, m
2
/g). 

Increasing the processing temperature (from 450 to 850 °C) causes the changes 

in Ws from 0.55 to 0.70 cm
3
/g and VΣ from 0.65 to 0.78 with an almost unchanged 

value of W0 (0.050.06). The specific surface of the CSAM was found in the range of 

200150 m
2
/g. As illustrated, an increase in temperature, even when accompanied by 

an oxidizer of water vapor, does not lead to the development of a microporous 

structure but contributes to an increase in the strength of materials, reaching 

sufficiently high values of 7080%, as well as water resistance allowing the use of 

CSAM for cleaning liquid media. 

In conclusion, using straightforward technological methods, it is possible to 

obtain mesoporous CSAM based on fullerene soot and bentonite clay, with high values 

of the maximum volume of sorption space, applicable also under dynamic conditions  
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Nowadays, a large number of scientific works are devoted to studying the 

adsorption properties of clay minerals in native and modified forms, given the 

development of new methods of supramolecular structure studying, which created 

interest in clays as natural nanoscale materials. 

In the Central region of the Russian Federation, the most accessible 

aluminosilicate is kaolinite, yet its adsorption activity is relatively low due to the 

"rigid" 1:1 aluminosilicate structure (TO). Earlier, the article [1] described the study of 

properties and synthesis conditions of the TiO2/kaolinite composite able for passive 

degradation of household organic pollutants. The results demonstrate a significant 

improvement of the adsorption and structural characteristics of the synthesized 

material compared to kaolinite and titanium dioxide as separated substances.  

The purpose of the present research is to model the processing of kaolinite 

according to the scheme, similar to [1] (without the formation of titanium dioxide on 

the surface, however) and to study the supramolecular structure of the resulting 

material, especially the formation of mesoporous. Thus, the potential of kaolinite as an 

adsorbent and a matrix for titanium dioxide deposition can be determined. 

The studies were carried out for two samples of kaolinite – one is preparative 

material (Industria Chemica Carlo Laviosa), while the other was obtained from Ryazan 

kaolinite clays by sedimentation method. The treatment included two stages:  

dissolution in sulfuric acid (7.8% by weight) and heat-treatment at a temperature of 

600700 °C. The research scheme included: (1) determination of the chemical 
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composition, (2) microscopic examination of the surface, (3) measurements of 

isotherms of water and benzene vapors adsorption. 

The main results demonstrated the decrease of the molar ratio of structure-

forming oxides Al2O3/SiO2 from 0.95 to 0.90.83, suggesting the leaching of the 

octahedral layer and the subsequent formation of the adsorption space. A significant 

amount of sulfur was also detected. Therefore, in order to reduce the amount of 

aluminum sulfate, the heat treatment temperature was increased to 750 
o
C. 

The microscopic examination did not show the effect of treatment on the 

surface morphology of kaolinite particles. The most significant changes were revealed 

during the experimental construction of water vapor and benzene vapor adsorption 

isotherms: the monolayer capacity increased from 0.25 to 2.9 mmol/l, the maximum 

sorption capacity P/Ps=1 -  from 60 to 300 mg/g. 

After increasing the heat treatment temperature, the value of the adsorption 

capacity decreased to 200 mg/g, which was, according to the author, due to the 

destruction of aluminum sulfate, able to retain water. 

The benzene isotherms did not show such high values of the parameter increase, 

but they allowed us to determine an increase in the specific surface area of mesopores 

up to 200 m
2
/g. 

Currently, the research goal is to increase selectivity to certain classes of 

organic compounds. 
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Diatomite-based sorbents are used as filter media in water treatment. The high 

dispersion and porosity of diatomite promote the adsorption of water pollutants on its 

surface. The main requirements for the methods of rock processing when obtaining 

sorbents are manufacturability, efficiency, and environmental friendliness. It is also 

necessary to take into account the characteristics of the raw materials. For example, the 

ability of diatomite to absorb water is 149.77±0.34 wt. %, and therefore it is 

impossible to grind it without first drying it. In [1], the advantage of crushing and 

grinding processes with simultaneous drying of diatomite was shown in obtaining an 

adsorbent based on it. At the same time, granular filtering materials for water treatment 

must comply with GOST R 51641-2000, according to which they must have chemical 

resistance and mechanical strength. Diatomite contains up to 70 wt. % amorphous 

silica and up to 37 wt. % of silica soluble in alkali solution. Therefore, despite its good 

sorption properties with respect to pollutants, the filter material made of raw diatomite 

does not have chemical resistance and mechanical strength. 

During heat treatment of diatomite at 1000 °C, dehydration and sintering of the 

rock occur, the filter material becomes more durable. Therefore, to obtain a filter 

media from diatomite, the raw material after the clay ripper is fed into a drum dryer, 

then it is placed into a drum furnace with a heat carrier temperature of 1000 ºС, air-

cooled in a layered cooler, crushed and classified on fine sizers. For water treatment, a 

fraction of diatomite with a size of 0.82.0 mm is used. Traditional industrial schemes 

for obtaining filter media from diatomite provide the recovery of furnace heat for use 

in the dryer. For this purpose, fuel gases pass in countercurrent through the furnace 

and enter the dryer where the raw diatomite is dried. In addition, a heat generator is put 
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to dry the crushed diatomite so as the initial moisture content of the raw diatomite is 

very high (24.6-59.6%). An air aspiration system is also provided. In this case, 

biosilica is obtained, which is a commercial fraction of fired diatomite with a size less 

than 45 micron. The general disadvantages of using crushed calcified rocks are a high 

content of a fraction of less than 5 micron, and a low adsorption capacity in relation to 

fine stubborn impurities, such as soluble organic compounds.  

Table 1. Comparison of physicochemical properties of granular sorbent from 

diatomite and crushed diatomite calcined at 1000 ºС 

Parameter 

Norm 

(by GOST R 

51641-2000) 

Crushed diatomite 

calcined at 1000 С 

Diatomite granular 

sorbent 

1.   Chemical resistance in model solutions 

1.1 Increase in oxidizability, mg О2/dm
3
 

D.W. 

No more 

than 10 

0 0 

0.017 % sol. HCl 0 0 

0.02 % sol. NaOH 4.5±0,5 2.5±0.5 

0.05 % sol. NaCl 2.5±0,5 2.5±0.5 

Ca(ClO)₂ sol.* 2.5±0,5 0 

1.2 Increase in mass concentration of silicic acid in terms of silicon, mg/dm
3
 

D.W. 

No more 

than 10 

7.10±0,10 4.43±0.77 

0.017 % sol. HCl 6.00±0.10 9.96±1.75 

0.02 % sol. NaOH 9.00±3.20 3.08±1.08 

0.05 % sol. NaCl 5.12±0.08 5.78±1.48 

Ca(ClO)₂ sol.* 7.02±0,02 5.72±1.22 

1.3 Increase in dry residue, mg/dm
3
 

D.W. 

No more 

than 20 

30.0±18,0 0 

0.017 % sol. HCl 31.0±14,0 2.0±0,5 

0.02 % sol. NaOH 0 1.0±0,5 

0.05 % sol. NaCl 0 0 

Ca(ClO)₂ sol.* 40.0±10,0 0 

1.4 Increase in the total mass concentration of aluminum and iron in terms of oxides 

(III), mg/dm
3
 

D.W. 

No more 

than 2,0 

2.07±0.28 1.31±0.80 

0.017 % sol. HCl 1.90±0.58 1.88±0.04 

0.02 % sol. NaOH 1.62±0.02 1.07±0.52 

0.05 % sol. NaCl 0.92±0.39 1.47±1.24 

Ca(ClO)₂ sol.* 0.93±0.92 1.89±0.39 

2. Mechanical strength,% 

2.1 Grindability 
No more 

than 4 
0.03±0,01 0.01±0,01 

2.2 Abrasion 
No more 

than 0,5 
0.03±0,02 0.08±0,01 
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* Mass concentration of active chlorine is 30 mg/dm
3
 

For example, the measured value of the excess adsorption of methylene blue 

(MB) on crushed diatomite calcined at 1000 °C is only 1.13±0.08 mg MB/g of 

adsorbent, on crushed opoka calcined at 1000 °C is 1.05±0.15 mg MB/g of adsorbent. 

In order to reduce energy consumption, to improve the quality of sorbents used for 

water treatment, we have developed a method for obtaining a granular sorbent from 

diatomite [3]. The granular sorbent was obtained in an intensive type mixer, and then it 

is heat treated at 550 ºC with the saving of the adsorption properties of raw diatomite. 

The value of the excess adsorption of methylene blue on the sample of the granular 

sorbent was 7.65±0.75 mg/g. We also tested a sample of a granular sorbent made of 

raw diatomite and a sample of crushed diatomite calcined at 1000 ºС according to the 

methods given in GOST R 51641-2000. The test results are shown in Table 1.  

As a result of the tests, it was found that the obtained granular sorbent is not 

inferior in chemical resistance and mechanical strength to crushed diatomite calcined 

at 1000 °C and surpasses it in the value of the excess adsorption of methylene blue. At 

the same time, the production of the granular sorbent is more energy-efficient and 

more technologically advanced. We conclude that the granulation of diatomite with 

further thermal processing at 550 °C is more advantageous for treating diatomite than 

calcining at 1000 °С diatomite and its subsequent milling. 
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The coronavirus pandemic has led to a sharp increase in both the consumption 

of disinfectants and interest in new antibacterial and antiviral substances. Among 

advanced materials, zeolites Mx[AlxSiyO2(x+ y)]
.
mH2O, in which ions of alkali or 

alkaline-earth metals M are partially replaced by ions of a bioactive metal (Ag
+
, Cu

2+
, 

Zn
2+

, etc.) are recognized as promising [1]. Studies that started at the beginning of the 

21
st
 century, continuing to this day and reflected in numerous publications, have 

shown that natural and synthetic zeolites enriched with bioactive metals exhibit 

antimicrobial activity against a wide range of microorganisms. It was found that the 

silver-containing zeolites are the most active, although the disadvantages of the use of 

silver ions were noted – silver is an expensive metal, and Ag
+
 is not stable in aqueous 

solutions, tends to be reduced to Ag
0,

 and reacts with sulfate and other anions forming 

insoluble salts.  

Ag-, Cu-, and Zn-containing phillipsites [2] showed nearly the same 

bacteriostatic activity against E. coli – the diameter of inhibition zones of its growth 

was 18.6, 15.7, and 16.3 mm, respectively. A similar result was obtained for enriched 

analcimes – the diameter of the zones of inhibition of the growth of E. coli was 12.5, 

10.1, and 9.5 mm for silver-, copper- and zinc-containing analcimes, respectively [3]. 

However, for the silver-containing synthetic zeolite A tested under the same conditions 

[3], the diameter of the zone of inhibition of the growth of E. coli (22.3 mm) 

significantly exceeded the values for copper- and zinc-containing forms, 8.4 and 3.2 

mm, respectively. 

Bacteriostatic properties of Ag-, Cu-, and Zn-containing heulandites (HEU) 

were determined using the cultures of Gram negative bacterium Escherichia coli 

(strain ATTC 8739), Gram positive bacteria Staphylococcus aureus (ATTC 6538) and 
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Bacillus subtilis (ATTC 6633), fungal pathogenic yeast Candida albicans (ATTC 

10231) and a fungus Aspergilus niger (ATTC 16404 – A. brasiliensis), results are 

given in the Table 1. 

Table 1. Diameter (mm) of inhibition zones of the growth of microorganisms by native 

(HEU) and modified heulandites from Tedzami deposit, Rkoni plot, Eastern Georgia 

Microorganism 
Zeolite 

HEU Ag-HEU Cu-HEU Zn-HEU 

Escherichia coli  0 21 15 0 

Staphylococcus aureus 0 19 19 0 

Bacillus subtilis 0 30 21 – 36* 19 

Candida albicans 0 20.5 15 15* 

Aspergillus niger 0 25 14* 17 

* zone of secondary growth  

The highest activity, as expected, is shown by the silver-containing form; 

copper-containing heulandite is inferior in activity; zinc-containing zeolite is active 

against Bacillus subtilis and Aspergilus niger, weak against Candida albicans and 

inactive against E. coli and staphylococcus. . 

However, the picture of bacteriostatic activity, especially with the participation 

of the zinc-containing form, changes dramatically in the case of using mechanical 

mixtures of metal-containing heulandites, and this is shown in Figures 1-3. 

 

Fig.1. Inhibition zones of E. coli growth by Ag-, Cu-, Zn-HEUs and their mixtures. 

Despite the fact that the zinc form Zn-HEU is inactive to E. coli, even a small 

addition of the silver or copper form dramatically increases the activity; the highest 

bacteriostatic activity is observed for the ¼Zn-HEU + ¾Cu-HEU mixture (Fig.1). The 

synergistic effect is also manifested in relation to Gram positive bacteria (Fig. 2), the 

mixtures ¼Ag-HEU+¾Cu-HEU, ½Ag-HEU+½Zn-HEU and ¼Cu-HEU+¾Zn-HEU 
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have the greatest activity against staphylococcus, and mixtures of copper and zinc 

forms are most effective against hay bacillus. 

 

Fig.2. Inhibition of Gram positive bacteria by Ag-, Cu-, Zn-HEUs and their mixtures. 

In inhibiting the growth of fungi (Fig.3), mixtures with the Ag-HEU show low 

activity, the most effective are mixtures of Cu-HEU and Zn-HEU, which is very 

important from a practical point of view. 

 

Fig.3. Inhibition of fungi growth by Ag-, Cu-, Zn-HEUs and their mixtures. 
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Chabazite (CHA), one of the most common zeolite framework types, has a 

remarkable capacity to accommodate a wide range of different cations within the 

unique CHA framework. This has led to CHA being applied extensively in ion 

exchange, and studied for highly selective gas sorption, most notably through a 

trapdoor mechanism. Here, we report the systematic study of a series of six chabazite 

zeolites (i.e. K-CHA, Cs-CHA, Ca-CHA, Ba-CHA, Sr-CHA and Zn-CHA) obtained 

by subjecting the parent chabazite (KNaCHA) to exchange operations with cations of 

different valences and atomic radii. These samples were examined using numerous 

techniques and it was found that the difference in valence and size between extra-

framework cations exert a significant effect on the abundance of these cations 

positioned in the framework, resulting in differing nitrogen sorption ability measured 

in the synthesised chabazite zeolites. These findings will help to understand how the 

zeolite counter-cation affects the ability of the CHA material to selectively sequester 

and separate gases through the use of the trapdoor mechanism. 
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One of the main sources of pollution of natural waters with ions of heavy metals is 

wastewater from electroplating industries. 

The environmental hazard of wastewater pollution by heavy metal ions can be 

prevented by implementing the following tasks: increasing the degree of wastewater 

treatment; using recovered metal ions; creation of a circulating water supply system. 

The use of physicochemical methods combined with chemical precipitation makes 

it possible to extract valuable components from wastewater and reduce production 

losses quantitatively. In many cases, such treatment of industrial wastewater provides 

deep neutralization and makes it possible to reuse it in enterprises. 

Adsorption-based cleaning methods are more promising than the above techniques 

because they almost completely extract pollutants from solutions with low 

concentrations. When choosing sorbents, the determining factors are their price, 

availability, cleaning efficiency, etc. Zeolites satisfy all of the above parameters. It is 

known that zeolites highly efficiently extract heavy metal ions from aqueous solutions 

and wastewater [1-3]. 

In order to achieve the maximum permissible discharge concentration, the 

wastewater treatment of galvanic production was carried out with zeolites modified with 

HCl [4,5]. The aim of this work was to study the adsorption of zinc(II) and 

chromium(III) ions from aqueous solutions by zeolites modified by HCl, as well as the 

possibility of using the zeolites for the treatment of wastewaters of the electroplating 

industry 

The adsorption was studied on the model solutions, which were prepared using 

reagent grade ZnSO4·7H2O, and Cr2(SO4)3·6H2O. The model solutions were prepared 

by dissolving the corresponding weighed amounts of the specified chemicals in 

distilled water. Here, the concentration of the heavy metal ions in the solutions 
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corresponded to the real concentration of the pollutants at the outlet from an 

electroplating workshop. The concentrations of zinc(II) and chromium(III) ions in the 

solutions were determined by standard procedures. 

The adsorption of zinc(II) and chromium(III) ions by zeolites modified by HCl 

was studied. The adsorption equilibrium corresponding to the constancy of the 

composition of the concentrations of metal ions in the adsorbate–zeolite system was 90 

min. The isotherms of adsorption of zinc(II) ions in a temperature range of 298–318 K 

at pH 5.6–5.8 (Fig. 1) were obtained. The effect of temperature on the adsorption of 

chromium(III) ions was studied. Figure 2 shows the obtained isotherms in a range of 

298–318 K at pH 7.6–7.9. 

 

  

 

Fig. 1. Isotherms of adsorption of zinc(II) 

ions. 

Fig. 2. Isotherms of adsorption of 

chromium(III) ions 

 

The zeolites modified by HCl were used in the sorption treatment of the 

wastewaters of the electroplating industry. Table 1 summarizes the obtained results.  

Table 1. Results of sorption treatment of wastewaters 

HMI Initial concentration, 

mg/L 

Concentration after 

treatment, mg/L 

Efficiency of 

treatment, % 

Zinc(II) 1.51 0.02 98.7 

Chromium(III) 1.35 0.03 97.8 

pH 8.5-9.5 7.3–7.6 - 

 

The use of modified zeolites to purify industrial wastewaters of the electroplating 

industry made it possible to decrease the concentration of zinc(II) ions to 0.02 mg/L 

and chromium(III)  to 0.03 mg/L. Here, the efficiency of the treatment is over 97%. 
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One of the most important environmental problems is the pollution of 

wastewater and surface water by industrial, agricultural, and household waste 

containing heavy metals. Numerous violations of sanitary standards for drinking and 

agricultural water resources are registered both in developed and developing countries 

[13].  

Currently, the sorption water treatment techniques are widely used, the 

adsorbents including different natural and synthetic carbon-based, organic, and 

mineral materials. Natural minerals of zeolite structure deserve special attention as 

available and cheap sorbents whose large reserves are found in Russia. 

However, natural zeolites are characterized by relatively low adsorption 

capacity, selectivity, and hydrophobicity and, thus, need to be modified. Possible 

zeolite surface modifiers include nitrogen- and sulfur-containing compounds, which 

provide donor-acceptor binding of heavy metal ions into complex compounds. Strong 

immobilization of a modifier and the adsorbent hydrophobicity can be achieved using 

organosilicon compounds. 

The present work aims to study the adsorption capacity of zeolite modified by 

organosilicon compounds toward Cu (II), Co (II), and Ni (II) ions in aqueous 

solutions. The object of study was calcium heulandite Ca[Al2Si7O18] ⋅ 6H2O.  

In this work, 1-(3-triethoxysilylpropyl)thiosemicarbazide was used as a 

modifier. It was synthesized from a mixture of 0.1 mol of 1-(3- aminopropyl)-

triethoxysilane and thiosemicarbazide in the presence of 0.1 g of (NH4)2SO4 catalyst at 

150°C for 3 h. 

The modifier was immobilized on the zeolite surface by mixing a modifier 

solved in hexane and natural zeolite for 1 h at the temperature of 50 °C. This process 

occurs with the formation of silanol from the modifier by its hydrolysis. The expedient 
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reaction performed only on the zeolite surface is provided by moisture bound in 

zeolite. At the same time, water-alcohol solution leads to a significant increase in 

hydrolytic polycondensation rate throughout the volume and the formation of a 

mechanical mixture of zeolite and the polycondensation product. The elemental 

analysis and electron microscopy data show full coverage of zeolite with a modifier 

layer. 

The ion adsorption was studied using model aqueous solutions of CuSO4·5H2O, 

CoCl2·6H2O, and NiSO4∙7H2O. The initial metal concentration was 100 mg/L, the 

adsorbent weight was 1 g, the contact time was 1 h, pH=5, the temperature was 25°C. 

The equilibrium concentration of metal ions was determined by spectrophotometry. As 

can be seen from Table 1, where the adsorption capacities of natural and modified 

zeolite are reflected, the modification by organosilicon finishing agent leads to a 

significant increase in the adsorption capacity toward Ni (II), Cu (II), and Co (II) ions. 

Table 1. Adsorption capacity values for natural and modified zeolite 

НМI 
Adsorption, mg/g 

Natural zeolite [4,5] Modified zeolite 

Cu(II) 4.8 29.5 
Co(II) 5.6 24.9 
Ni(II) 5.9 16.6 

 

The adsorption isotherms for heavy metal ions correspond to the Langmuir and 

Freundlich models. The ion adsorption occurs on a heterogeneous surface via a 

predominantly complex mechanism with the formation of a chelated adsorbate 

monolayer on the outer surface following the scheme shown in Fig. 1. The presented 

chemisorption mechanism is confirmed by the elemental mapping results and the IR 

and NMR spectroscopy data. 

 
Fig. 1. Formation scheme of chelated complexes of metal ions on the surface of 

modified zeolite 
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Thus, the surface modification of natural heulandite by 1-(3- 

triethoxysilylpropyl)thiosemicarbazide increases the adsorption capacity of this zeolite 

toward copper, cobalt, and nickel ions with the formation of chelated complexes, 

which may be used in medicine as antiseptics. 
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The most common method for neutralizing volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 

has traditionally been thermal afterburning. In this case, the polluted stream is heated 

to 700-1200 ° C in the presence of oxygen, making it possible to neutralize the vast 

majority of pollutants. The disadvantage of this method is the cost of additional fuel 

and the formation of secondary pollutants such as NOX, SO2, etc.  

The most effective way to solve this problem is the catalytic afterburning of 

VOCs, which allows the organic matter to be completely oxidized at temperatures 

from 100 ... 120 ° C. The most important elements of a catalytic purification unit are: 

1) catalyst, 2) VOC concentration unit in case of its low content in the gas stream; 3) a 

heat recovery unit providing heating of the mixture before it is fed to the catalyst bed.  

IG "Bezopasnye Tekhnologii" and the G.K. Boreskov Institute of Catalysis of 

SB RAS completed research and development work (R&D) on creating a model range 

of effective installations for the neutralization of VOCs. As a result, a unique ultra-low 

platinum content glass fiber catalyst has been developed.  

The catalyst is characterized by nanometer-sized active platinum clusters 

located in the surface layer of the glass fiber. The structural features of the catalyst and 

the nature of the support ensure its high activity, increased resistance to poisons (S, 

Si,) and thermal stability (up to 1000 ° C).  

An important element of the plants is a rotary concentrator, which is necessary 

for processing low-concentration gas streams of large volume. A rotary concentrator is 

a channel unit made of sorption material that replaces a system of several adsorbers 
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and operates continuously. Concentration is performed due to the difference between 

the flow rates of the processed gas and the regeneration gas.  

Within the framework of R&D, a plate heat exchanger has also been developed; 

it can withstand high temperatures and has a low cost. In addition, the working 

samples of rotors based on ceramic honeycomb blocks (cordierite) coated with 

hydrophobic zeolite have also been created.  

Promising non-combustible paper-like materials based on mineral fibers and 

synthetic zeolites have been developed in cooperation with the St. Petersburg State 

University of Industrial Technologies and Design. An important feature of the 

developed materials is the production method: the zeolite is introduced into the bulk of 

fibers already at the manufacturing stage. In comparison with existing methods of 

applying zeolites to finished structures made of ceramics or paper-like materials, this 

provides better retention of the zeolite on the support and lower thermal inertia of the 

material. In the foreseeable future, it is planned to manufacture prototypes of rotors for 

VOC concentrators based on the materials obtained with the aim of their subsequent 

testing and development in production.  
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The present work was aimed to study the sorption responsivity of 

aluminosilicates of layered (montmorillonite, Mt-type) and layered-tape (palygorskite, 

Pal-type) structures to the impact of a weak pulsed magnetic field (WPMF), 

microwave activation (UHF), and some other different sequential exposure to WPMF 

and UHF. Formaldehyde was used as a sorption indicator as we have absorbed it from 

a 1% solution. The peculiarities of the structure and the presence of charges are crucial 

for this particular study.  

The main element of the crystal Mt structure is a three-story silicate package, 

which contains two articulated outer tetrahedral meshes and the inner octahedral one 

[1]. The pore size in the initial Mt was 47 nm. The main active centers of 

montmorillonite are exchangeable cations, hydroxyl groups, as well as coordinative 

unsaturated ions Al
3+

, Mg
2+

, Fe
3+

. The intrinsic cations Na
+
, Са

2+
, Mg

2+
, K

+
 

compensate for the negative charge and coordinately bind water molecules [2].  

The excess positive charge of the octahedral mesh is balanced by the negative 

charge of the tetrahedral mesh due to the increased substitution of Si
+4

 by Al
+3

. The 

sample under study contains 53% Mt and iron content, which can be represented as a 

sum Fe2O3 +FeO, it’s value amounted to 2.93%. Palygorskite is an aqueous 

magnesium aluminosilicate, which has a layered-ribbon fibrous structure. In the 

structure of palygorskite, two silicon-oxygen elements are oppositely turned to each 

other by tetrahedron tops, which are connected in ribbons formed by Mg
2+

, Al
3+

, Fe
3+

 

ions in the octahedral coordination. The octahedral ribbons are parallel to the 

tetrahedral layers. Active electronegative centers bind water in palygorskite in the 
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form of OH groups; oxygen atoms and exchange cations are located on the surface of 

the crystal channels. 

The layered-tape crystal structure of palygorskite includes the zeolite-like 

channels with 0.640.37 nm dimensions. The exchange cations have almost no effect 

on the hydrophilicity of palygorskite since the hydration effect of the exchange cations 

is insignificant. The palygorskite sample is composed of 80% palygorskite and 20% 

quartz elements. In the sample, the content of iron in the form of Fe2O3 is equal to 

8.23%. 

For magnetic activation of layered aluminosilicates by a weak pulsed magnetic 

field (WPMF), we used a generator providing the amplitude of the magnetic field of 

71mT with 30 seconds activation time. Adsorption occurred immediately after the 

exposure to WPMF and then 48 hours later after the treatment has finished. 

Microwave activation of the sorbents was carried out in a regular household 1100 W 

microwave at the 4 min time-set mode. X-ray diffraction and ultrasoft X-ray emission 

spectroscopy were used to detect possible changes in the atomic structure of powdered 

aluminosilicate samples. Formaldehyde sorption by the studied aluminosilicates was 

defined by the sulfite method. 

During microwave treatment, the opposite processes occur: the structure 

changes upon dehydration and dehydroxylation, hydrogen bonds between neighboring 

water molecules are broken, and the bulk of water is removed from the inter-pack 

space in montmorillonite. In this case, the sorption activity of layered silicates 

increases. However, according to [2], under microwave exposure, the aggregation of 

particles and a decrease in the degree of dispersion and, accordingly, adsorption of 

formaldehyde on Mt and Pt are observed. As a result of the opposite processes, 

adsorption onto aluminosilicates increases to a greater extent on Mt (1.98 times more 

as compared to Pt, for which we observed just 1.5 times more adsorption). 

The results of magnetic activation of Mt and Pt by WPMF are more significant 

for Mt (an increase in sorption by 2.3 and 1.7 times is observed). Using the treatment 

of Mt and Pt by WPMF we observe a dispersion of particles [2] and an increase of 

sorption capacity. The sorption process is greatly influenced by the non-equilibrium 

state of the magnetically treated structural systems of the investigated samples and the 
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different magnetic sensitivity of their atomic subsystems. The microwave and WPMF 

treatment sequence also leads to more intense sorption (2.86 times on Mt and 2.14 

times on Pt). There is an extreme increase in sorption of up to 20.9 times after 48 

hours of WPMF irradiation of Mt, while for Pt this process increases only by a factor 

of 1.97. There are very few substituted cations in Pt, and therefore, the surface charge 

on the particles is small, which is reflected by the less sorption response of Pt as 

compared to Mt. 

In 48 hours after the exposure under microwave and WPMF, formaldehyde 

adsorption changed insignificantly (up to 21.6 times on Mt and up to 1.87 times on 

Pt.). Changing the sequence of exposure (first WPMF and then, microwave) leads to a 

smaller increase in sorption processes on both Mt (to 2.3 times), and on Pt (to 1.32 

times). The effect of WPMF on the atomic subsystem were confirmed by the ultrasoft 

X-ray emission spectroscopy data [3]. It was found that the stoichiometry of silicon 

suboxides SiO1.8 was restored in SiO2 in Pt, and there is not any stoichiometry in Mt in 

the form of silicon suboxide SiO1.8 with numerous oxygen vacancies, which probably 

serve as additional active sorption centers. No direct correlation was established 

between the quantitative content of iron oxides in clay magnetically activated samples 

and formaldehyde sorption. 

The work was carried out within the framework of the Plan of the Scientific Council of 

the RAS on Physical Chemistry, theme no. in V.4 2.15.4.M    
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The spread of human morbidity caused by further increasing environmental 

pollution can be significantly reduced by removing pathogens from the human 

organism. At the same time, from the practical and scientific point of view, it is 

advisable to jointly consider ecological issues to prevent the risk of infection with 

pathogens and pollution of environmental objects. Currently, sorption-active materials 

have been developed and introduced into practice, their effectiveness in detoxifying 

natural environments and the human organism was confirmed [13]. However, the 

expansion of the raw material base and improvement of the methods for increasing the 

activity of sorption materials continue to be relevant.  

Within of this scientific research, we estimate the applicability of the local clay 

(the Belgorod region), containing a highly dispersed sorption-active 

hydroaluminosilicate montmorillonite in an amount of 60.067.0 wt. % for 

purification and disinfection of water from some pathogenic microorganisms. As 

model test systems, we used: E. coli 0III, Salmonella typhimurium, and Shigella 

sonnei. The samples of autoclaved tap water isolated from contaminating viruses and 

bacteria were used as the model aquatic environment. A certain dose of bacteria was 

introduced into the water under study to achieve the pollution, which actually develops 

near largely populated areas. 

The introduced sorbent (native and acid-activated clays of the «Polyana» field, 

Shebekinsky district of the Belgorod region) was subjected to preliminary grinding 

and sterilization at a temperature of 160–170 °C for 60 minutes. The process was 

carried out under static conditions with subsequent sorbent separation from the 

aqueous medium during centrifugation. The content of bacteria in the aqueous medium 

was determined by the method of serial dilutions followed by the counting of colonies 

on solid selective media. 

mailto:vesentsev@bsu.edu.ru
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When studying the sorption activity of experimental materials in relation to 

bacterial cells of E. coli (initial content of 6.1 · 10
8
 CFU / ml), it was found that the 

sorption efficiency is 5762% for the native form and 96% for the acid-activated form 

of clay from the “Polyana” field. 

The level of binding of Shigella sonnei was 1.631.95 × 10
5
 CFU/mg of sorbent 

with an initial concentration of microorganisms in the suspension equal to 3.6 × 10
6
 

CFU/ml. At the same time, the highest activity against these microorganisms was also 

shown by clay with preliminary acid treatment. The efficiency of this material was 

94.4%, while the native sample showed a result equal to 72%. 

As in the experiments, the level of binding of Salmonella typhimurium was 

higher in acid-treated Polyanskaya clay: its value reached almost 99%.  

Additional experiments were carried out for all studied microorganisms to 

assess the efficiency of bacterial cells binding when diluting the original clay 

suspensions. It was shown that dilution of suspensions led to an increase in the specific 

sorption activity of both native and acid-treated clay forms in relation to all studied 

microorganisms. 

Thus, it was revealed that the studied clay field Polyana, which has 

montmorillonite as the main rock-forming mineral, has a sufficiently high sorption 

activity in respect to the studied pathogenic microorganisms. At the same time, the 

sample subjected to preliminary acid treatment showed the highest affinity for the cells 

of the bacteria of the intestinal group. The efficiency of sorption depends on both the 

quantitative content of cells of pathogenic microorganisms and the sorbent 

concentration in the suspension. The results obtained show the prospects of using clay 

from the specified deposit in the Belgorod region as a raw material for producing 

sorption materials with antibacterial properties.  
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Among a variety of inorganic silicate sorbents used for extraction of various 

pollutants from water environments, in both Russian and foreign literature, attention is 

paid to materials based on calcium silicates nCaO∙mSiO2 and hydrosilicates 

nCaO∙mSiO2∙pH2O [1–3]. As a silicon-containing raw material for obtaining calcium 

silicates, the wastes of rice production in the form of hulls and straw, formed during 

the production of rice in large quantities, are of particular interest. 

In the review [4], an analysis of a large number of works related to obtaining 

sorbents by chemical and biological modification of rice hulls and straw was 

performed. In general, analysis of scientific and technical literature shows very few 

works on obtaining calcium silicates from rice straw (in comparison with rice husk). 

Recently, the methods to prepare wollastonite CaSiO3 from rice straw were proposed 

[5,6]. 

The aim of the present work is to obtain a sorbent based on calcium silicate 

from rice straw and study the sorption properties of the obtained material in relation to 

Sr
2+

 ions. 

The straw was cut into pieces 10–50 mm long, washed with water, and dried in 

the air. Then a weighted raw material was treated with 1 M sodium hydroxide solution 

at 90C for 1 h. The solid residue of the straw (which can be further used as raw 

materials for producing cellulose) was separated from the solution, to which a solution 

of calcium chloride in the molar ratio of Ca/Si equal to 1:1 was added under vigorous 

stirring and the pH was adjusted to 7 by HCl solution. The resulting volumetric 

precipitate was washed with distilled water from soluble salts to a neutral reaction of 

the washing water, then filtered and dried in the air at 105°C. 

The sorption experiments were performed under static conditions at a solid-

liquid ratio of 1:400 and temperature of 20°C from aqueous solutions of strontium 

chloride (SrCl2∙6H2O) without salt background with various initial concentrations of 
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Sr
2+

 ions ranging from 0.016 to 1.22 mmol·L
−1

 under stirring on a magnetic stirrer 

“RT 15 power” (IKA WERKE, Germany) for 3 hours. To obtain a kinetic curve of 

sorption under similar conditions, sorbent suspensions were placed in a series of test 

tubes with an aqueous solution of SrCl2·6H2O with an initial concentration of Sr
2+

 ions 

of 1.22 mmol·L
−1

 and shaken from 1 to 180 min. 

X-ray diffractograms were recorded on a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer 

(Germany) in Сu Кα-radiation.  

The content of Sr
2+

 ions in the initial solutions and filtrates after sorption was 

determined by atomic absorption spectrometry on a dual-beam spectrometer SOLAAR 

M6 (Thermo Scientific, USA) by the analytical line 460.7 nm. The detection limit of 

strontium ions in aqueous solutions is 0.002 µg·mL
−1

. The error of determination of 

strontium in solutions is 10%.  

According to X-ray diffraction analysis, the obtained sediment contains both 

the amorphous and crystal phases of calcite CaCO3 whose formation is connected with 

carbonization of calcium hydroxide which is formed in small amounts at the 

interaction of calcium chloride solution with alkaline hydrolyzate of rice straw. 

Based on the experimental data on the sorption of Sr
2+

 ions by the obtained 

material, the sorption isotherm was drawn (Fig. 1). To evaluate the sorption properties 

of the sample, the obtained sorption isotherm was analyzed in the appropriate 

coordinates of the Langmuir equation: 

m

eq

ms

eq

A

C

kAA

C





1
, 

where Ceq is the equilibrium concentration of Sr
2+

 ions in the solution, Am is the 

maximum sorption capacity, k is the Langmuir constant. The value of Am in the 

Langmuir equation was determined graphically by linearization of the isotherm. The 

parameters of the Langmuir equation were found: Am value determined graphically 

was 0.26 mmol·g
−1

, the Langmuir constant k = 2.1 L·mmol
−1

, R
2
 = 0.9896. 
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Fig. 1. Isotherm of sorption of Sr

2+
 ions from aqueous solutions of strontium chloride 

without salt background by calcium silicate obtained from rice straw 

Figure 2 shows the kinetic curves of Sr
2+

 ions sorption at the temperatures of 20, 

40, and 60°С. 

 
Fig. 2. Kinetic curves of sorption of Sr

2+
 ions from aqueous solutions of strontium 

chloride without salt background by calcium silicate from rice straw 

As can be seen from the presented kinetic curves, the sorption capacity reaches a 

maximum within 5 minutes, after which some decrease is observed, which may be 

associated with both the presence of the organic component in the sorbent composition 

and with a change in pH over time. These results are planned to interpret in further 

studies. With an increase in temperature from 20 to 60°С, the sorption capacity slowly 

increases. 
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All radioactive isotopes have a negative impact on the components of the 

environment. Active research is being conducted to create new sorption materials with 

a high sorption capacity, the high sorption selectivity for a particular element from 

solutions with complex ionic composition, and appropriate kinetic characteristics. The 

adequate time of sorption is of fundamental importance when using sorbents for 

decontamination of animal and human organisms.  

A wide range of different materials is used for radionuclides extraction from 

aqueous media – ion exchange resins, natural and synthetic zeolites, materials based 

on titanate, vanadate, and tungsten, manganese oxides, hexacyanoferrates, ammonium 

molybdophosphates, hydroxyapatite, etc.  

Some authors [1,2] pointed out the use of sorption-reagent systems based on 

amorphous barium silicate BaSiO3, which is a result of sol-gel transition induced by 

adding Ba
2+

 ions into the Na2SiO3 solution.  

In [3,4], the method was proposed to prepare a sorption material for selective 

extraction of strontium radionuclides, which was nanostructured barium 

aluminosilicate of composition BaAl2SinO(n+2)·2mH2O, where n = 2, 4,...10; m takes 

both integer and fractional values greater than 1. 

The purpose of this study was to synthesize and study the sorption properties of 

nanostructured barium aluminosilicate using rice straw as a silicon-containing raw 

material. 

To obtain the sorbent, the rice straw (RS) of "Lugovoy" strain was cut into pieces 

<5 cm, treated with 1 M NaOH solution in the ratio solid:liquid = 1:15 at 90 °C for 1 

hour. The hydrolysate was filtered off, and a solution of barium and aluminum 

chlorides was added to it with the ratio Al : Ba : RS = 1 : 2.6 : 17. The pH of the 

reaction mixture was adjusted to 7 by adding HCl, the precipitate was separated by 
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decantation, washed, and dried at 105 °С. The composition of the obtained material 

corresponds to the empirical formula Na0.5BaAl4.3Si2.9O13.5. 

Sorption experiments were carried out under static conditions at a solid-liquid 

phase ratio of 1:400 and temperature 20 °C from aqueous solutions of strontium 

chloride (SrCl2∙6H2O) without salt background with different initial concentrations of 

Sr
2+

 ions ranging from 0.016 to 1.22 mmol·L
−1

 under stirring on a magnetic stirrer 

“RT 15 power“ (IKA WERKE, Germany) for 3 hours. To obtain the kinetic curve of 

sorption, sorbent suspensions were placed in a series of test tubes with an aqueous 

solution of SrCl2·6H2O with an initial concentration of Sr
2+

 ions of 1.22 mmol·L
−1

 and 

shaken from 1 to 180 min. 

The contents of Sr
2+

 and Ba
2+

 ions in the initial solutions and after sorption were 

determined by atomic absorption spectrometry on a SOLAAR M6 double-beam 

spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, USA): from the analytical lines at 460.7 nm and 

553.6 nm, respectively. The detection limit of strontium ions in aqueous solutions was 

0.002 µg·mL
−1

, barium  0.01 µg·mL
−1

.  

The sorption capacity (As, mmol·g
−1

) of the studied samples was calculated by 

the formula: 

V
m

CC
А

eqi

s 



)(

, 

where Ci is the initial concentration of Sr
2+

 ions in the solution, mmol·L
−1

; Ceq is 

the equilibrium concentration of Sr
2+

 ions in the solution, mmol·L
−1

; V is the solution 

volume, L; m is the sorbent mass, g. 

Based on the experimental data obtained on the sorption of Sr
2+

 ions by barium 

aluminosilicate the sorption isotherm was drawn (Fig. 1). 

The sorption properties of the sample were determined from the obtained 

sorption isotherm analyzed in the appropriate coordinates of the Langmuir equation: 

m

eq

ms

eq
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1
, 

where Ceq is the equilibrium concentration of Sr
2+

 ions in the solution, Am is the 

maximum sorption capacity, k is the Langmuir constant. The value of Am in the 

Langmuir equation was determined graphically by linearization of the isotherm. 
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The parameters of the Langmuir equation were found: Am value determined 

graphically was 0.4 mmol·g
−1

, the Langmuir constant k = 27.0 L·mmol
−1

, R
2
 = 0.9153. 

 
Fig. 1. Isotherm of sorption of Sr

2+
 ions from aqueous solutions of strontium chloride 

without salt background by barium aluminosilicate from rice straw 

 

Fig.2 shows the kinetic curve of the sorption of Sr
2+

 ions at 20 °С. 

 

Fig. 2. Kinetic curve of the sorption of Sr
2+

 ions from aqueous solutions of strontium 

chloride without salt background by barium aluminosilicate from rice straw. 

As can be seen from the figure above, the kinetic curve comes to a plateau after 

30 min. In this case, the extent of extraction of Sr
2+

 ions reaches 45 %. 

Analysis of Sr
2+

 and Ba
2+

 ions content in the filtrates after sorption shows that 

when the Sr
2+

 concentration in the solutions increases, the Ba
2+

 ion concentration in 

the filtrates after sorption increases from 0.01 to 0.19 mmol·L
−1

 relative to the control 
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experiment ions. This fact indicates that the primary sorption mechanism is the 

cationic exchange of Ba
2+

 ions for Sr
2+

 ions in the obtained aluminosilicate sorbent. 
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Among all artificial radioactive isotopes, 
60

Co, with a half-life of about five 

years, has found wide application. The search for promising inorganic materials for 

sorption and immobilization of 
60

Co, which is a source of gamma radiation, is an 

urgent problem in the context of radioactive waste management. 

A number of studies pay attention to the sorption properties of amorphous and 

crystalline calcium silicates nCaO∙mSiO2. Industrial wastes from various industries 

based on silicon and calcium (for example, waste paper recycling, borohypsum, 

phosphogypsum, silica gel, fly ash, etc.) are used to synthesize these compounds. The 

maximum sorption capacity of the silicates under study with respect to Co
2+

 ions 

ranged from 0.18 to 4.1 mmol·g
-1

 [14]. Based on the scientific and technical literature 

analysis, it can be assumed that sorption materials based on calcium silicates can be 

used as effective matrices for cobalt immobilization. 

This work aims to synthesize a material based on calcium silicate with sorption 

selectivity to cobalt ions and to produce on its basis solid matrices with high hydrolytic 

stability using the spark plasma sintering (SPS) technology. 

To obtain the sorbent based on calcium silicate, we used boric acid production 

waste borohypsum with the content of the main components, mass %: SiO2 – 32,2; 

CaO – 28,4; SO3 – 31,3; Fe2O3 – 2,7. The main components of borohypsum are 

calcium sulfate dihydrate and amorphous silica. The specific surface area of 

borohypsum is 12.9 m
2
∙g

-1
. Borohypsum was mixed with potassium hydroxide 

solution in a stoichiometric ratio. Synthesis was carried out in autoclave at the pressure 

of 1.7 atm. for two hours. The rate of the reaction under the above conditions of 

preparation is 81.2 %. 
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According to the X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD), the obtained sediment is 

amorphous, but crystalline phases of calcite and quartz were found in the composition. 

The specific surface area of the material obtained is 22.0 m
2
∙g

-1
, density – 2.25 g∙cm

-3
. 

The transition of amorphous calcium hydrosilicates to the crystalline phase of 

wollastonite of triclinic modification occurs due to sample's burning, as evidenced by 

XRD data of the sample after burning at 850 °С and thermogravimetric analysis. 

The precipitate obtained by drying to a constant mass at 105°C was treated under 

static conditions with an aqueous solution of CoCl2∙6H2O with a concentration of Co
2+

 

ions of 110.1 mmol∙L
-1

 until its saturation, at a solid-liquid phase ratio equal to 1:40 

and temperature 20 °C for 3 hours with stirring at 150 rpm using an RT 15 power 

magnetic stirrer (IKA WERKE, Germany). The sorption capacity by Co
2+

 ions at the 

indicated conditions was 1.98 mmol∙g
-1

. Cobalt content in the saturated sample is 31.5 

mass%. 

Synthesis of ceramic matrices was carried out by Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS), 

by the consolidation of the obtained powder on SPS 515S unit by "Dr. Sinter LAB
TM

" 

(Japan): 1 g of powder was placed in a graphite mold (diameter 10.5 mm), then the 

blank was placed in a vacuum chamber (10
-5

 atm.), then sintered. Geometric 

dimensions of the obtained samples of cylindrical matrices: diameter 10.3 mm, height 

4-5 mm (depending on the type of mold and sintering modes). 

According to XRD data, the phase composition of the consolidated samples is 

characterized by the presence of phases CaCoSi2O6, wollastonite CaSiO3, and quartz 

SiO2.  

The hydrolytic stability of the received samples, which is the primary indicator of 

their efficiency for immobilization of a radionuclide of cobalt, is carried out. 

Hydrolytic stability of matrices was estimated based on desalination rate of cobalt 

under long-term contact (30 days) with the distilled water (pH 6.8) at room 

temperature (25°С) in static condition according to well-known Russian Government 

Standard (GOST R 52126-2003), closely related to the ANSI/ANS-American National 

Standards Institute /American Nuclear Society 2019 (ANSI/ANS 16.1) that was 

updated according to the older procedure recommended by IAEA (ISO 6961:1982). 
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It was found that the lowest cobalt leaching rate is observed for samples obtained 

at 1000 °C (Fig. 1). This parameter reaches 2.03∙10
-7

 g∙cm
-2

∙d
-1

, which corresponds to 

the requirements of GOST R 50926-96 for solidified high-activity wastes. 

  

 
Fig. 1. The leaching rate of cobalt from wollastonite-containing matrices obtained with 

different SPS temperatures (800, 900, 1000 °C) 

Thus, the ceramic wollastonite-containing matrices obtained by the IPS method 

using technogenic raw materials and data on their hydrolytic stability are of scientific 

and practical interest and the basis for further research. 
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As shown by the research of recent years, conducted at the Ioffe Physico-

Technical Institute RAS and the Unitary Enterprise “S.V. Lebedev Institute of the 

Synthetic Rubber”, natural lignins can be successfully used for the SVS synthesis of 

new nanocarbon materials. However, the results of synthesis largely depend on the 

choice of lignins since their structure and properties depend on the taxonomic origin of 

lignins. In the presented work, comprehensive studies of various properties, including 

sorption, of a number of natural lignins were carried out: SL-1 (Junglas regia), SL-2 

(Picea abies), SL-3 (Helianthus tuberosus), SL-4 (Ledum), SL-5 (Lavatera), SL-6 

(Secale), as well as nanocarbon materials (NCM) based on lignins. 

One of the sections of the work is devoted to the study of sorption-desorption of 

mycotoxins aflatoxin B1 and ochratoxin A. The SL-3 sample has the best 

characteristics (adsorption capacity S64 %, desorption value D6 %). The lowest 

results were obtained for SL-5 (S30 %). Since the sorption capacity of materials can 

depend both on the surface-porous structure of adsorbents and on their structural and 

chemical features, we have studied and analyzed both of these aspects. To characterize 

the surface of adsorbents, the method of low-temperature nitrogen adsorption was used 

(Table, Figure). 

Table. Surface characteristics of lignin and NCM samples
1
 

Samples SSA-BET, 

m
2
/g  

SSAm-m, 

m
2
/g  

Pore 

width, nm 

SSAmeso, 

m
2
/g  

SSAmicro, 

m
2
/g 

V-BET, 

m
2
/g  

Vmeso, 

m
2
/g 

SL-1 9.9 – 1.6 – – 0.019 – 

SL-2 28.4 24.9 1.4 14.9 3.5 0.06 0.03 

SL-3 24.5 22.9 1.8 15.8 1.6 0.13 0.07 

SL-4 10.6 9.4 1.8 7.0 1.2 0.02 0.02 

mailto:apk0948@yandex.ru
mailto:n.bogdanovich@narfu.ru
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SL-5 17.8 17.8 1.8 10.8 – 0.09 0.04 

SL-6 36.0 34.8 1.5 0.2 1.2 0.26 0.15 

NCM2 288.0 – 3.3 – – 0.236 – 
1
 SSA-BET – specific surface area according to Brunauer-Emmet-Teller; SSAm-m – specific 

surface area of meso and macropores; SSAmeso – specific surface area of mesopores; SSAmicro 

– specific surface area of micropores; V-BET – total pore volume according to Brunauer-

Emmet-Teller; Vmeso – mesopore volume. 
2
-based on Betula verrucosa lignin 

 

  
а б 

Figure. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms (a); pore size distribution (b). 

 

The establishment of correlations between the adsorption capacity and the 

parameters of the surface-porous structure and chemical structure of various lignins 

leads to the conclusion that the chemisorption mechanisms and the formation of 

chemical bonds played the most important role in the implementation of strong 

adsorption of mycotoxins. At the same time, the contribution of physical phenomena is 

not significant. 

It was found that the SSA-BET index for the obtained carbon nanomaterials is 

1030 times greater than for lignins. It is concluded that the main role in sorption 

processes involving NCM is played by surface physicochemistry. 
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Surface confined metal-organic networks (SMONs) are two-dimensional 

materials resulting from the self-assembly of organic molecules and metal atoms on 

solid surfaces. The most important application of SMONs relies on their relative 

thermal stability and ability to control the nanostructure of the adsorption layer using 

its composition and external conditions. Many papers have been published on the 

synthesis and physicochemical properties of such materials, demonstrating many 

potential applications [1-4]. 

Usually, SMONs are obtained by the molecular beam epitaxy of organic 

molecules and metal atoms. Further, the structure of the monolayers or thin films is 

studied with a complex of experimental and theoretical methods. The main research 

tool is scanning tunneling microscopy, which is supplemented by different spectral 

methods to understand the detailed chemical structure of the adsorption layer. 

Theoretical studies in most cases focus on the electron density functional theory 

calculations and analyzing the structural properties of a single adsorption complex. 

While maintaining the set of suitable experimental techniques, the study of self-

assembly of surface confined metal-organic structures requires other theoretical 

approaches. The statistical simulation, in particular [510]. 

We demonstrate that the rigidity and directional character of the coordination 

bonds makes the lattice models a natural and effective tool for solving problems of the 

equilibrium self-assembly of surface-confined metal-organic networks. Summarizing 

our recent results, we can conclude: 

1) The level of model specification is determined by the number of considered 

adsorption complexes differing in the position of molecules on the surface and by the 

theory level of model parameterization (molecular or quantum mechanics). 
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2) Depending on the level of specification, the lattice models allow one to 

reveal common features of the phase behavior of different SMONs or can be used to 

analyze the driving forces of self-assembly in specific metal-organic layers. 

3) Applying several complementary methods for the same lattice model, such as 

the Monte Carlo method and tensor renormalization networks, one can reproduce the 

SMONs already found experimentally and predict new SMONs. 
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Metal-organic frameworks (MOF) are ordered porous structures in which 

molecules of polydentate organic ligands are connected using metal ions. Studies of 

the last decade have shown that the use of polydentate organic ligands with various 

physicochemical properties and metal ions allows us to obtain a wide range of porous 

structures that can be used in various processes of adsorption, catalysis, medicine, and 

photonics [1]. Recently, rare-earth metals-based MOF with luminescent and sensory 

properties, such as Tb-BTC and Eu-BTC [2,3], have attracted much attention due to 

their applications for adsorption desulfurization [4] and hydrogen accumulation [5]. 

In this work, MOF of the Ce-BTC composition was synthesized by the method 

of solvothermal synthesis. Cerium nitrate hexahydrate (Ce(NO3)36H2O) was used as a 

metal ion source, 1,3,5 – benzenetricarboxylic acid (C9H6O6) was used as an organic 

ligand, and N,N’-dimethylformamide was used as a solvent. 

The parameters of the porous structure of the synthesized sample were derived 

from the adsorption isotherm of standard N2 vapor at 77 K measured using the 

Micromeritics ASAP 2020 analyzer. The adsorption-desorption isotherms on the Ce-

BTC sample are shown in Fig.1.  

As follows from Fig. 1, the nitrogen adsorption isotherm increases sharply in 

the region up to 10 kPa, attaining the relatively high value of adsorption (~ 910 

mmol/g), and the hysteresis loop is not pronounced, which indicates the absence of 

capillary condensation. Therefore, one can conclude that the Ce-BTC sample has a 

developed microporous structure, which is confirmed by the relatively large specific 

surface area evaluated by the standard BET method. The Dubinin theory of volume 

filling of micropores (TVFM) was employed to evaluate the structural and energy 

characteristics of the porous structure (see Table) and compared with the data obtained 

by the NLDFT method for a cylindrical pore model (Fig. 2).   
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Fig. 1. Nitrogen adsorption isotherm at 77K on the Ce-BTC sample. Light symbols – 

adsorption, dark symbols-desorption. 

Table 1. Structural-energy characteristics of the Ce-BTC sample determined from the 

isotherm of adsorption of standard nitrogen vapor at 77 K by the . 

Characteristic, Dimension Value 

Specific surface area, SBET, m
2
/g 770 

Specific volume of micropores, W0, сm
3
/g 0.32 

Effective diameter of micropores by Dubinin theory, 2х0, nm 0.43 

Limiting value of adsorption in micropores, а0, mmol/g 9.4 

Characteristic energy of adsorption of standard benzene vapors, Е0, кJ/mol 36.6 
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Fig. 2. Cumulative (triangle) volume and pore size distribution (circle) in the Ce-BTC 

MOF sample determined by the NLDFT method for a cylindrical pore model from the 

isotherm of adsorption of standard nitrogen vapor at 77 K.  

As follows from Fig. 2, the porous structure of Ce-BTC is characterized by a 

monomodal pore size distribution with a maximum at the pore diameter of about 4 Å, 

which coincides with the value of 2x0 (0.43 nm) determined by the TVFM equations. 

Thus, in our opinion, the developed monoporous structure of the Ce-BTC MOF 

sample opens up the possibility of using it for adsorption systems of molecular sieve 

separation of gas mixtures. 
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Greenhouse gases that appear because of human activity contribute to a change 

in the Earth's climate. Effective methods of carbon dioxide absorption are required to 

protect the environment and improve the ecological situation. In addition, the captured 

CO2 can potentially be used for many applications. The tasks of СО2 capturing and 

accumulating can be successfully solved using the methods based on reversible 

physical adsorption. 

Metal-organic frameworks (MOF) are promising adsorbents in comparison with 

other porous materials due to their 3D porous structure characterized by high values of 

the specific surface area and micropore volume [1]. These properties make MOF 

attractive porous materials with the possibility of use in various fields, such as 

biomedicine, catalysis, as well as adsorption. The structure and energy characteristics 

of the Al-BTC metal-organic porous structure make them promising adsorbents for the 

adsorption-based storage system for energy gases, for example, methane [2]. The use 

of aluminum-based MOF is also of great interest for the adsorption-based CO2 capture 

since the Lewis centers of Al
3+

 and hydroxyl groups located in the structure are 

characterized by the high-energy interactions with CO2 molecules [3]. 

In the present work, Al-BTC was synthesized by the solvothermal method 

described in [4]. The data on its porous structure were evaluated from the isotherm of 

standard nitrogen vapor at 77 K measured by the Quantochrome iQ analyzer. The 

nitrogen adsorption isotherm has a reversible part and a hysteresis loop, which 

indicates the presence of micro - and mesopores in the porous structure.  

The results of the analysis of the low-temperature N2 adsorption onto Al-BTC 

are listed in Table. The structure and energy characteristics of the MOF sample were 

determined using the Dubinin theory of volume filling of micropores (TVFM), the 

Kelvin equation was used to calculate the parameters of mesopores, and the standard 
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BET formula was used to evaluate the specific surface area. According to Table, Al-

BTC MOF has a highly developed porous structure predominantly composed of 

mesopores. 

Table. Structure and energy characteristics of Al-BTC. 

Adsorbent 
W0, 

сm
3
/g 

E0, 

кJ/mol 

х0, 

nm 
а0, mmol/g E, kJ/mol 

SBET, 

m
2
/g 

Wme, 

сm
3
/g 

Sme, 

m
2
/g  

Al-BTC 0.53 15.7 0.76 15.1 5.2 1530 1.22 440 

In the present work, the CO2 adsorption onto Al-BTC MOF regenerated at a 

temperature of 403 K under thermal vacuum conditions was studied. The isotherms of 

carbon dioxide adsorption at temperatures from 216.6 to 393 K and pressures up to 

120 kPa are shown in Fig.1. 

 

Fig. 1. Isotherms of CO2 adsorption on the Al-BTC MOF sample at temperatures from 

216.6 to 393 K and pressures up to 120 kPa. 

As follows from Fig. 1, the adsorption of carbon dioxide on the Al-BTC sample 

under standard conditions (T = 273 K and P = 100 kPa) reaches a=1.8 mmol/g or 11.5 

wt.%. A decrease in temperature leads to a sharp increase in CO2 adsorption up to 44.8 

wt.% at 216.6 K and 120 kPa. 

It was found that the Al-BTC MOF sample can be considered a promising 

adsorbent for carbon dioxide at pressures up to 120 kPa, which allows it to be used in 

storage systems. 
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Porous metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are a promising class of crystalline 

materials for a wide range of applications, such as gas storage [1], separation [2], 

catalysis [3], drug delivery [4], and water harvesting [5]. The variation of organic 

linkers and inorganic building units allows us to regulate their adsorption properties, 

surface area, pore size, and volume and adjust their physical and chemical properties 

according to the requirements of specific technological applications. The water 

adsorption in MOFs is of special interest for heat transformation applications [6,7]. 

Potential MOFs for such applications have to match three criteria [8]: the water 

adsorption isotherm has to be of S-type with a steep adsorption rise in relative pressure 

P/P0 range of 0.1 - 0.3, the adsorption capacity should be sufficiently high, and the 

structure of the MOF should be stable during a large number of adsorption-desorption 

cycles. 

Aluminum-based metal-organic framework CAU-10-H is a promising candidate 

for heat transformation applications due to its hydrothermal stability, appropriate 

adsorption properties, and low toxicity. The CAU-10-H framework consists of cis-corner-

sharing AlO6 polyhedra forming four-fold helical chains and isophthalate linkers (1,3-

benzenedicarboxylate) connecting each helical chain with four neighboring chains. In this 

work, the effect of the framework flexibility and structural defects on the mechanism 

of water adsorption in CAU-10-H was studied by the grand canonical Monte Carlo 

(GCMC) method. It was shown by the simulations that the rigid ideal MOF framework 

is hydrophobic. Consideration of the framework flexibility in adsorption simulation 

showed that CAU-10-H becomes more hydrophilic due to the unblocking of bridging 

μ-OH hydroxyl groups, previously inaccessible to water. The adsorption of one water 

molecule on such a μ-OH group leads to a tilt of the 4 nearest linkers (Fig. 1), resulting 

in two different linker configurations. In the first configuration, the plane of the 
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aromatic ring is almost perpendicular to the channel axis, and in the other, it is almost 

parallel to the channel axis. This observation was confirmed by X-ray powder 

diffractometry [9] for the wet CAU-10-H structure. Nevertheless, taking into account 

the framework flexibility in simulations did not allow us to reproduce the experimental 

pressure where the water adsorption begins, the adsorption capacity and the heat of 

adsorption at low coverage. 

 
 

Fig.1. Simulation snapshot of water molecule adsorption on the bridging μ-OH hydroxyl 

group in flexible ideal CAU-10-H structure model at low loading (left). Schematic 

representation of the "flapping" linker motion (right). 

In this study, we suggested that structural defects could be factors leading to the 

increase of the MOF hydrophilicity. The investigation of water adsorption for several 

CAU-10-H structures models with different concentrations and locations of structural 

defects demonstrated that even a small number of defects shifts the calculated 

adsorption “step” to experimental values and increases the adsorption capacity of the 

structure. It is shown that the heat of adsorption at low coverage exceeds the water 

heat of vaporization and is 50 - 53 kJ/mol, which is in good agreement with the 

experimental data [9,10]. It should be noted that the presence of defects in the structure 

also affects to the initial region of the adsorption isotherm. 

Thus, the investigation of the water adsorption in CAU-10-H demonstrated that 

both factors, the framework flexibility and the structural defects, have significant 

effects on the shape of the adsorption isotherm. Defects are primary hydrophilic sites 

where adsorption of water molecules at low P/P0 takes place. At the further increase of 

the water pressure in the system, the adsorption of water on the bridging hydroxyl μ-

Ow

H1
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OH groups occurs, causing structural changes, which leads to the subsequent filling of 

the whole pore space. The results obtained in this study reveal that the adsorption 

properties of MOFs for heat pump applications can be regulated not only by the linker 

functionalization but also by controlling the concentration and location of defects in 

the MOF structure. 
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 The present work is focused on the new adsorbents, which are multicomponent 

diamond-like semiconductors  solid solutions based on the reputable binary 

semiconductors of the A
III

B
V
, A

II
B

VI
 (InSb, ZnS) type [1]. It may be expected both the 

predictable effects caused by the unique physical, physical and chemical properties of 

the binary semiconductors and the unanticipated effects due to the complexity of the 

internal processes accompanying the formation of solid solutions. 

Solid solutions (InSb)x(ZnS)1-x(x=4, 8, 18, 23, 90, 95, 98 mol.%) were prepared 

following the practicable technology, involving the particular temperature heating 

program, the synthesis completion at a reasonably chosen temperature  1000 K, in 

evacuated, sealed quartz ampoules [2]. The completion of the synthesis and the 

formation of the structure of solid solutions were estimated by the results of X-ray 

studies which were later used in combination with the electron microscopical data for 

certification, determination of the structure, and basic structural characteristics of solid 

solutions. 

 X-ray studies were carried out on a D8 Advance diffractometer “Bruker” 

(Germany) in CuKα-radiation (λ = 0,15406 nm, Т = 293 К)  according to the wide-angle 

survey technique [1] with a position-sensitive detector Lynxeye. The decoding of the 

obtained X-ray patterns (diffractograms) was performed using the ICDDIPDF-2 

powder diffraction database; the lattice parameters refining was conducted using the 

TOPAS 3.0 (Bruker) software by the least-squares method.  

Electron microscopic studies were carried out on a JCM-5700 scanning electron 

microscope equipped with a nitrogen-free X-ray energy-dispersive spectrometer [2].  

The results of the X-ray studies (Fig. 1, 2) prove the formation of the 

substitutional solid solutions with the cubic structure of sphalerite in the InSb-ZnS 

system, according to the following criteria:  relative position and intensity distribution 

of the main lines in the X-ray diffraction patterns of the binary components and solid 
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solutions, depending on the composition of the lattice parameter values (а), interplanar 

distances (dhkl), density (ρr). Deviations from the smooth or linear dependences а = f 

(xZnS), dhkl = f (xZnS) at the boundary content in the ZnS system (77 mol.%), allowing 

unlimited mutual solubility of binary components (InSb, ZnS), i.e., the formation of 

substitutional solid solutions can be explained by some not clearly manifested 

structural change [3]. 

The solid solutions formation is also indicated by the absence of additional lines 

in the X-ray diffraction patterns corresponding to the unreacted binary components 

and the blurring of the main. 

  

Fig. 1. X-ray patterns of the InSb-ZnS system 

components: 1 – InSb, 2 – InSb0,90ZnS0,10, 3 – 

InSb0,23ZnS0,77, 4 – InSb0,18ZnS0,82, 5 – 

InSb0,08ZnS0,92, 6 – InSb0,04ZnS0,96 , 7 – ZnS 

Fig. 2. Dependences of the parameter of the 

crystal lattices а (2), interplanar space d111 (1) 

theoretical calculated crystal density ρr (3) on 

the composition of the components of the system 

InSb-ZnS  

 

According to the results of the electron microscopic studies (Fig. 3) the 

elemental compositions, surface structure, average particle sizes (lav ) of the system 

components, concentration dependences of the number of particles of a certain 

(average) size (nav = f (ХZnS)) were determined. 

It was concluded that the elemental composition of all components is in 

satisfactory agreement with the molar composition; the surfaces had a polycrystalline 

structure with the nonuniformly distributed crystallites, which are capable of forming 

agglomerations consisting of grains of various sizes. 
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Fig. 3. SEM-images of the InSb (а);  InSb0,90ZnS0,10 (b); ZnS (b) powders (c) in phase 

contrast mode. 

 Noting the extreme nature of changes with the parameter composition (а), 

interplanar distances (dhkl) of the crystal lattices of the InSb-ZnS system components, one 

cannot fail to mention a gradual decrease in density (ρr) with an increase in the zinc sulfide 

content in the system with a smooth forbidden bandwidth increase  ∆E (from 0.18 to 3.67 

eV) and the electronegativity difference ∆X (from 0.1 to 0.9) (Fig. 2). Thus, we observed an 

inevitable competition between the increase in the surface atoms coordinative unsaturation, 

respectively, the contribution of Lewis sites, and an increase in the ionic bond character, 

degree of surface hydration, consequently the contribution of Bronsted sites. With an 

increase in the relative contribution of the latter, an increase in the hydrogen index of the 

isoelectric state of surfaces (pHiso) in the sequence InSb → (InSb) x (ZnS) 1-x → ZnS is 

expected. 

Conclusion 

The practicable technology was used to obtain the solid solutions of the InSb-ZnS 

system, certified based on the results of X-ray and electron microscopic studies as 

substitutional solid solutions with a sphalerite structure. Based on the results of electron 

microscopic studies, the elemental composition of the InSb-ZnS system components was 

determined, which practically coincides with the molar composition, the average sizes (lav) 

and average numbers (nav) of the dominant particles and the surface structure. 

The consistent patterns in the composition of the studied properties were revealed, 

which are of both extreme (a = f (xZnS), dhkl = f (xZnS)) and smooth (nav = f (XZnS), ρr = f 

(XZnS)) character. 

The inevitable competition on the surfaces of the system components between the 

relative contributions of the acid Lewis and Bronsted sites was substantiated. Projections were 
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made on the nature of the pHiso change in the sequence InSb → (InSb)x ZnS)1-x → ZnS and, 

thus, on the activity of surfaces towards gases of a certain electronic nature. 
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The surface properties of solid bodies - adsorbents, materials undoubtedly are 

central to many technological processes, operation of devices, catalysts. 

In the present work, the chemical composition and acid-base properties of the 

new adsorbents - solid solutions (InSb)x(ZnS)1-x based on the relatively studied binary 

semiconductor compounds InSb and ZnS were studied. 

Solid solutions (InSb)x(ZnS)1-x (x = 4, 8, 18, 23, 90, 95, 98 mol%) were 

obtained using the practicable technology involving isothermal diffusion of the initial 

binary compounds (InSb, ZnS) and the fundamental available information on their 

bulk physical and physical and chemical properties [1]. 

The chemical composition of the surfaces of solid solutions and binary 

components of the InSb-ZnS system was evaluated using the IR spectra recorded on an 

Infra-LUM FT-02 infrared Fourier spectrometer with a multiply attenuation total 

reflectance attachment [1, 2]; acid-base properties - by the methods of hydrolytic 

adsorption (determination of the hydrogen index of the surfaces’ isoelectric state - 

pHiso), non-aqueous conductometric titration, mechanochemistry, IR spectroscopy 

multiply attenuation total reflectance attachment [1-3]. 

According to the results of IR spectroscopic studies, the chemical composition 

of the initial (exposed to air) surfaces of the InSb-ZnS system components is 

represented mainly by adsorbed (coordination-bound) water molecules (3500-3640, 

1630-1680 cm
-1

), ОН¯groups (3700-3750 cm
-1

), carbon-containing compounds (2360, 

2850, 2900-2920 cm
-1

) and surface atoms oxidation products [1]. After vacuum heat 

treatment (P = 5∙10
-4

 Pa, T=573673 K), the surfaces are freed from the adsorbed 

impurities to a large extent from their oxide phase, reaching the stoichiometric [1, 3]. 

Following the results of comprehensive research of the acid-base properties of 

the system components surfaces, the average strength, the nature of active (acid) sites 
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of various origins, their relative contribution, and the mechanisms of acid-base 

interactions were determined. 

The average strength of acid sites (pHiso) of the system components’ initial 

surfaces fits into the range of 6,3-6,6, conforming to the weak acidic region and 

growing in the sequence InSb → (InSb)x(ZnS)1-x → ZnS. 

During the identification of the acid sites nature, the results of non-aqueous 

conductometric titration and mechanochemical studies proved to be helpful. Curves of 

non-aqueous conductometric titration having three or more peaks (Fig. 1) indicate the 

presence of various types of acid sites on the specified surfaces. In line with the 

previously stated considerations (see, for example, [1]), coordination-unsaturated 

atoms (Lewis sites), adsorption water molecules, ОН¯ groups (Bronsted sites) can act 

as such. This is confirmed by the IR spectra of surfaces exposed to air: we note not 

only the presence of stretching vibration bands of the adsorbed water, OH¯ groups 

(Bronsted sites), but also the formation of donor-acceptor (coordination bonds) H2O
+δ

 

- Me
-δ

, CO2
+δ

 - Me
-δ

 with coordination-unsaturated atoms (Lewis sites) [1]. 

 

Fig. 1. Differential curves of non-aqueous conductometric titration of the InSb-ZnS system 

components exposed to air: a – InSb, b – ZnS.  

 

The results of mechanochemical studies clarified the role of coordination-

unsaturated atoms (Lewis sites). In the IR spectra of aqueous suspensions of dispersed 

components of the InSb-ZnS system, absorption bands were found, for which the ions 
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SbO4
3–

, SO4
2–

, SO3
2– 

are most probably responsible - residues of H3SbO4, H2SO4, 

H2SO3 [3] acids. The latter, as shown, in particular, in [3], are of surface origin, being 

the products of the interaction of water with coordination-unsaturated atoms located on 

the newly created surfaces, and in the process of mechanochemical action turn into the 

bulk, splitting off their residues (SbO4
3–

, SO4
2–

, SO3
2–

). Hydrolysis of the weak acid 

residues (SO3
2–

) can lead to alkalinization of the medium, which is in evidence. 

The connection between the surface and bulk properties comes under notice. 

Thus, the noted tendency of an increase in the basicity (pHiso) of the surfaces with an 

increase in the content of a more ionic component ZnS in the system corresponds to a 

similar tendency (an increase in pHiso) with an increase in such bulk properties as 

melting point (Tm), forbidden bandwidth (∆E), a difference of electronegativities (∆x). 

Thus, it is possible to predict acidity and activity of the surfaces toward gases 

of a certain electronic nature at the stage of studying volumetric (physical and 

physicochemical) properties and even at the stage of analyzing the available 

information on them, which facilitates the search for the requested materials of the 

advanced, in particular, sensor technology. 
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Due to several advantages over other developed methods, the spinel ferrites 

have been prepared by a sol-gel auto-combustion method using metal nitrates and 

citric acid as reactants. As a result, ultrafine nanopowders with a good homogeneity 

and narrow particle size distribution were obtained, exhibiting different structural and 

morphological properties of spinel ferrites. Thus, spinel ferrites with the general 

formula ZnFe0.5Cr1.5-yGdyO4 (y=0.02 and 0.08) were prepared using a stoichiometric 

ratio of the metal nitrates and the citric acid as the combustion agent. In order to 

achieve a pure spinel-phase formation, the samples were thermally treated at 500˚C 

and 700˚C. Thus, four samples have been obtained and characterized: ZFCG2-500, 

ZFCG2-700, ZFCG8-500, and ZFCG8-700, respectively. 

The prepared iron-based nanoparticles were characterized using various 

physical techniques. Thus, structural features were investigated by X-ray diffraction, 

and the registered patterns are shown in Fig. 1, showing a cubic spinel structure 

confirmed by (111), (311), (400), (422), (511) (400), (533) diffraction planes. The 

broadening of diffraction peaks indicates the presence of nanocrystallites of substituted 

zinc ferrites, whose size was estimated by using the Debye-Scherer formula and 

Williamson–Hall plot. The calculated crystallite sizes for the prepared samples are 

given in Table 1. An increase in the crystallite size has been observed as calcination 

temperature increases and Gd
3+

 concentration decreases. The last fact is most probably 

due to the substitution of Fe
3+

 ions that have a smaller ionic radius (0.645 Å) by Gd
3+

 

ions in the host spinel matrix, the last one having a higher ionic radius (0.938 Å) [1,2], 

mailto:tatyana.fk@gmail.com
mailto:maria.ignat@uaic.ro
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thus the substitution of Gd
3+

 ions into spinel ferrite nanoparticles stopping the lattice 

growth of nanocrystalline particles [3]. 

 

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of the synthesized iron-based nanoparticulate 

materials. 

 

Table 1. Textural and structural features of synthesized ZnFe0.5Cr1.5-yGdyO4 (y=0.02 

and 0.08) spinel ferrite nanoparticles. 

Sample  
DScherrer  

(nm) 

  (nm
-2

) 

(Scherrer 

method)× 10
−2

 

DW–H  

(nm) 

ε (W–H 

method)  

× 10
−3

  

SBET, 

m
2
/g 

Vt, cc/g 

STP 
Sμ, m

2
/g 

Vμ, 

cc/g 

STP 

dBJH, 

nm 

ZFCG2-500 9.2 1.18 6.0 − 3.4 50.8 0.128 0 0 12.1 

ZFCG2-700 19.5 0.26 13.3 − 1.7 16.7 0.023 3.6 0.002 3.0 

ZFCG8-500 6.8 2.16 3.9 − 6.6 56.1 0.119 1.7 0.002 10.0 

ZFCG8-700 13.9 0.51 9.0 − 2.3 22.6 0.037 3.8 0.002 3.2 

 

Textural properties of the prepared substituted zinc ferrite nanoparticles have 

been investigated by N2-sorption measurements (Fig. 2). The registered isotherms 

allowed us to calculate the BET specific surface (SBET), the total pore volume (Vt), the 

micropore specific surface area (Sμ), micropore volume (Vμ), and the mean pore size 

diameter (dmean pore) (Table 2). Ferrites synthesized at 500C, show a type IV isotherm 

(according to IUPAC), characterizing mesoporous materials, accompanied by a H2 

type hysteresis loop, showing a pore-blocking effect. On the other hand, higher 

calcination temperatures lead to ferrites characterized by Type II isotherms, indicating 

a nonporous or macroporous adsorbent.  

Tauc plots allowed one to evaluate the optical properties of the synthesized 

spinel ferrite nanoparticles (Fig. 3). Thus, the optical band gaps (  ) were estimated. 

One can be concluded: the gadolinium and calcination temperatures lead to a slight 

increase in the bandgap energy of the prepared ferrites. Thus, the obtained results 

recommend the synthesized spinel ferrite nanoparticles as suitable materials for 

visible-light photocatalysis applications. Thus, as an expanding field of applications, 
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the investigation of photocatalytic properties of the prepared samples will be focused 

further. 

 

Fig. 2. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms for the prepared spinel ferrite 

nanoparticles and corresponding BJH pore size distributions. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Tauc plots and direct bandgap energies for the synthesized spinel ferrite 

samples. 
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γ-alumina is widely used in various industries as a desiccant, catalyst support, 

and a component of many catalysts. This is due to the high values of the specific 

surface area and strength of the granules, as well as their inertness. When obtaining a 

hydrogenation catalyst, γ-oxide is often supported by metals: platinum, copper, and 

nickel.  

The aim of this work was the synthesis of hydrogenation catalyst support based 

on γ-alumina with high specific surface area, pore volume and granule strength. 

In this work, the support was obtained by molding from hydrargillite Al(OH)3, 

pseudoboehmite AlOOH, and γ-aluminum oxide γ-Al2O3 with a 20% nitric acid 

solution to a moisture content of 30÷50%. The resulting granules with a size of 

~0.5 mm were dried for at least a day at room temperature and 8 hours at 100 °C. The 

dried granules were fired for 3 hours at a temperature of 500 °C with a heating rate of 

3 °C/min. 

Additives of starch and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) were added to the molding 

mass in the amount of 5% by weight of dry matter to increase the porosity and strength 

of the granules. The additives affect the structure of the solvation shell of the dispersed 

phase and the structural and bulk mechanical properties. 

The specific surface area and pore volume were determined using low-

temperature nitrogen adsorption according to the BET method on the "Sorbi MS" 

hardware complex. Granules with additives of starch and PVA have pore volumes of 

0.163 cm
3
/g and 0.174 cm

3
/g, respectively. The specific surface of the samples is 

given in Table 1.  

Granules with a high specific surface area obtained from the coarse γ-Al2O3 

fraction had low strength even with 5% polymer additions. On the contrary, the fine 

fraction had high strength and low specific surface area. The optimal support was 
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found to be a sample of a fine fraction of hydrargillite, whose strength was sufficient 

even without additives. 

Table 1. Specific surface of the samples. 

Starting compound 
without 

additives 
+ 5% starch + 5% PVA 

γ-Al2O3 

Fine fraction ~ 2 μm 208.93.3 167.91.5 176.51.1 

Coarse fraction 

~ 30 μm 
– 267.018.0 296.627.1 

Al(OH)3 Fine fraction ~ 2 μm 229.0 ± 5.1 209.7 ± 6.4 203.6 ± 6.0 

 

The granules obtained from the pseudoboehmite and the coarse hydrargillite 

fraction fell apart during the drying process. The compressive strength of the 

remaining granules was measured on a balance by a static method. The results 

obtained for samples with sufficient strength are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Compressive strength of samples, kg. 

Starting compound 
without 

additives 
+ 5% starch + 5% PVA 

Al2O3 

Fine fraction 

~ 2 μm 
0.2±0.2 3.9±0.2 1.5±0.2 

Coarse fraction 

~ 30 μm 
– 0.5±0.2 0.4±0.2 

Al(OH)3 
Fine fraction 

~ 2 μm 
1.2±0.2 1.1±0.2 0.7±0.2 
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In its pure form, aluminum has low strength characteristics and is used as the 

basis of structural materials in the form of alloys with other metals. In particular, with 

the addition of copper, the properties of aluminum change significantly: strength 

increases, plasticity remains [1]. Since, according to the state diagram, the maximum 

solubility of copper in a solid aluminum solution is slightly more than 4%, it is 

impractical to introduce copper in an amount greater than 45%. Copper formates can 

be used to obtain copper powders or copper coatings on the surface of metals and 

oxides. When they are thermally decomposed, metallic copper is formed at the 

temperatures of 2202500
 
C [2]. 

The objects of the experimental study were the aluminum powder of the ASD-4 

brand, obtained by spraying molten metal with nitrogen, with an active metal content 

of 98.7±0.5%, and the ASD-4 powder impregnated with copper formate in a 

concentration of 1, 2, 3, 5% by weight. Adsorption measurements were carried out on 

the Gemini VII 2390 adsorption analyzer (USA), the principle of operation of which is 

based on the adsorption and desorption of gas on the external and internal surfaces (in 

the pores) of the studied samples of dispersed and porous substances and materials at 

the temperature of liquid nitrogen. The adsorption isotherms were measured, and the 

specific surface area and porosity of the powders were calculated. The results of the 

morphology study are presented. The average adsorption and desorption diameters of 

the pores and the differential distribution of the mesopore volume by diameter were 

calculated using the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method. The analysis of the 

porosity of materials by adsorption isotherms was based on the accepted interpretation 

of capillary condensation and evaporation mechanisms and related hysteresis 

phenomena [3]. According to the experiment, with an increase in the concentration of 

copper formate in the samples, the specific surface area increases, mesopores are 
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formed. Thus, for the sample ASD-4-1% Cu, the specific surface area was 0.9331 

m
2
/g, for the sample ASD-4-5%Cu  12 m

2
/g. The average pore diameter is 50Å. It 

was shown that the type of hysteresis loop formed by adsorption/desorption isotherms 

was determined by various mechanisms of condensation and evaporation and 

depended on the shape and size of the pores. The isotherms of samples with a copper 

formate content of 3, 5% are characterized by a vertical adsorption branch near the 

saturation pressure and a steep desorption branch in the region of intermediate 

pressures (P/P0 =0.40.5). According to the De Boer classification, hysteresis loops of 

this form are typical for samples containing a certain number of micropores. Thus, the 

area of micropores calculated by the Garkins-Yura method was 1.3084 m
2
/g for the 

ASD-4 sample of 5% Cu. The stepped shape of the hysteresis loop with a closing point 

in the range from P/P0 ≈ 0.49 to ≈ 0.47 may also indicate cavitation evaporation. The 

differential distribution of the pore volume over the effective diameters is 

characterized by one clear peak for the ASD-4 samples with 3, 5% Cu. A polymodal 

distribution was found for the ASD-4 samples with 1, 2% Cu. Since the activity and 

selectivity of the adsorbent affect both the dynamics and the rate of adsorption 

processes, knowledge of the structure of the adsorbent, the chemical nature of its 

surface, as well as the nature of the absorbed substance, contributes to more efficient 

use and expansion of their practical applications. 
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Hydrogenation of various classes of organic compounds is an obligatory stage 

in the main large-scale chemical industries. Knowledge and the ability to control the 

regularities of hydrogen adsorption on transition metals will allow one to understand 

the mechanisms of catalytic processes and create catalytic systems with predictable 

performance properties (activity, selectivity, stability of operation). Processes of 

different nature with the participation of hydrogen proceed under different conditions 

(pressure, temperature), while transition metals, most often nickel, cobalt, 

molybdenum, and copper, are used as catalysts. Methods for the synthesis of catalytic 

systems for processes such as methanation, hydrogenation, methanol synthesis, natural 

gas conversion, hydrofining of light oil products, etc., have a number of stages of the 

same type (sometimes their different sequence). The listed facts allow us to assert that 

the determining factor in the operation of a catalyst in a particular process is precisely 

the regularities of the adsorption of reactants. In this case, it is advisable for the 

reduction processes to consider the adsorption of hydrogen primarily; it is known that 

a completely dehydrogenated catalyst completely and often irrevocably loses its 

activity. 

The aim of this work was to study the hydrogen adsorption properties of bulk 

and supported catalysts for methanation, hydrogenation, methanol synthesis, and 

hydrofining of light petroleum products, including industrial samples. 

Skeletal nickel, skeletal copper, methanol synthesis catalyst (Cu 54.95 wt.%; Zn 

21.96 wt.%; O 19.75 wt.%; Al 2.9 wt.%; Mg 0.43 wt%) were used as samples of bulk 

catalysts. γ-Al2O3 with a specific surface area of 294 m
2
·g

-1
 was used as a substrate 

for the supported catalysts under study, including industrial samples. 

The adsorption properties of the catalyst were studied using a complex for 

simultaneous thermal analysis and mass spectrometry, which includes: a STA 449 F3 

Jupiter® NETZSCH synchronous thermal analysis device and a QMS 403 C Aëolos® 
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mass spectrometer, a PulseTA® reaction gas dosing system, an evacuation system, and 

high-temperature furnace and sensor for STA 449 F3 Jupiter®. The analysis of 

catalyst samples was carried out at temperatures from 30 to 950 °C in an argon 

atmosphere. 

The reduction of the catalysts was carried out in a stream of hydrogen under 

industrial conditions. Conditions for simultaneous thermal analysis and mass 

spectrometric analysis: heating rate 5 °C per min, ionization current 70 V, 

measurement resolution 5 pcs per s. The data on the molecular weights of the 

fragments were taken from the NIST international database. 

The data obtained make it possible to assert that molecular forms of hydrogen 

leave the surface of all catalytic systems already at room temperature; the maximum 

temperature of hydrogen desorption was observed at a temperature of 850 °C on an 

industrial sample of a methanation catalyst. The complex of the obtained data confirms 

the idea of the existence of the most reactive form of adsorbed hydrogen for each 

specific reaction. 
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In recent years, sorption-active materials with magnetic properties have been of 

particular interest to researchers. Basically, magnetic sorbents are used for water 

purification from pollutants of various nature [1]. The increased interest in magnetic 

materials is due to the possibility of using magnetic separation to remove the sorbent. 

The present work is devoted to the study of the influence of the conditions for 

the synthesis of magnetic materials based on layered double hydroxides on their 

physicochemical and sorption properties. 

Layered double hydroxides (LDH) are a class of natural and synthetic layered 

materials with high sorption activity with respect to organic and inorganic anions [2,3], 

as well as to metal cations [4,5]. 

The synthesis of samples of layered double hydroxides of the composition 

Mg5.7Сo0.3Al1.7Fe0.3(OH)16CO3 4H2O was carried out by different methods: by 

coprecipitation at variable pH with different deposition rates (2,5; 4 и 15 ml/min) 

(MgCo/AlMg-c-2,5; MgCo/AlMg-c-4; MgCo/AlMg-c-15), by coprecipitation followed 

by microwave treatment (MgCo/AlMg-mw) and coprecipitation with hydrothermal 

treatment (MgCo/AlMg-ht).  

The samples were studied in detail using a complex of methods of physical and 

chemical analysis. The MgCo/AlMg-c-2,5 sample was subjected to heat treatment 

(MgCo/AlMg-ox) in a muffle furnace for 2 hours at 600°C in an air atmosphere. 

According to X-ray diffractograms, all samples have a highly crystalline 

structure characteristic of the LDH class. For all materials, the presence of an 

extraneous phase was recorded, which presumably represents СoFe2O4 spinel. TEM 

micrographs of all samples show both the presence of hexagonal scales, typical of 

layered double hydroxides and elongated aggregates of lamellar particles, as well as 

crystals of a different shape, which are most likely the spinel phase. 
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The values of the texture characteristics of the sorbents are presented in Table 1. 

At room temperature, the samples exhibit magnetic properties. The values of 

magnetization in a saturated magnetic field for materials are approximately the same 

and vary in the range from 2 to 6 emu/g. 

 

Table 1. Textural characteristics of synthesized materials 

Sample Specific surface area, 

m
2
/g  

Pore volume, 

cm
3
/g 

Average pore 

size, А 

MgCo/AlFe-c-2,5 28.29 0.0840 118.198 

MgCo/AlFe-c-4  43.1845 0.1653 145.519 

MgCo/AlFe-c-15 55.90990 0.18312 115.923 

MgCo/AlFe-mw 47.3658 0.15899 130.042 

MgCo/AlFe-hd 48,9039 0.2684 296.008 

MgCo/AlFe-ox 75.3759 0.394463 210.130 

 

The sorption capacity of the samples was studied with respect to the congo red 

anionic dye at two temperatures (25 and 35 ° C). Sorption capacity was also studied 

for the MgCo/AlMg-ox sample after the sorption-thermal regeneration cycle at 600 °C. 

The maximum sorption rate at 25 °C has a sample obtained by the method of 

coprecipitation deposition with hydrothermal treatment (Fig. 1). According to the data 

obtained, the sorption equilibrium for the Congo red dye is reached on the 

MgCo/AlMg-hd sample after 60 minutes, and for other samples, it takes longer – from 

360 to 480 minutes. When the temperature rises to 35°C, the sorption equilibrium for 

the dye is reached from 40 to 200 minutes. 

Isotherms of sorption of Congo red by synthesized materials are constructed 

(Fig.2). The isotherms for all samples are similar, and they can be attributed to type IV 

(according to the BDDT classification), which characterizes the samples as 

mesoporous bodies [6]. The sorption capacities of the samples differ insignificantly. 

The Langmuir model well describes the sorption isotherms for all samples in a given 

concentration range. 

After sorption, a decrease in crystallinity was recorded for all samples, which is 

most likely due to the gradual destruction of the LDH structure and partial introduction 

of the dye into the interlayer space (Fig.3). 
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Fig. 1. Kinetic curves of congo 

red sorption on synthesized 

materials 

Fig. 2. Isotherm of sorption 

of congo red on synthesized 

materials 

Fig. 3. X-ray powder 

diffractograms of the 

MgCo/AlMg -hd sample 

before (1) and after (2) 

sorption 
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Microporous crystalline silicoaluminophosphate molecular sieves (SAPOs) are of 

great interest both for academic studies and industrial applications due to the presence 

of ordered molecular-size microchannels and the diversity of their topology and 

chemical composition. SAPO-n are widely applied in catalytic and membrane 

technologies. Crystalline silicoaluminophosphates are often called zeolite-like 

materials due to the primary structural unit of SAPO-n is a tetrahedral complex, in 

which the T-atom (Si
4+

, Al
3+

 or P
5+

) is located in the center, and four oxygen atoms are 

located in the vertices. Partial isomorphous substitution of T-atoms (Al or P atoms) for 

Si atoms changes the chemical composition of these microporous materials making it 

possible to vary their acid, ion-exchange and catalytic properties.  

There are several isomorphous substitution mechanisms of T-atoms in the SAPO 

framework for Si atoms [1]: substitution of an aluminum atom for a silicon atom 

(SM1), the substitution of a phosphorus atom for silicon and a proton (SM2), 

substitution of adjacent atoms of aluminum and phosphorus by two atoms silicon 

(SM3). The information about the concentration and the distribution type of Si in the 

SAPO-n framework can be obtained using a combination of experimental 

physicochemical characterizing methods. For example, determination of the silicon 

fraction with different local environments (
29

Si MAS NMR), determination of the 

number and strength of acid sites (TPD of ammonia), determination of the bulk 

chemical composition (ICP-AES), determination of the surface chemical composition 

(XPS). However, all these methods give only bulk results and cannot allow 

distinguishing Si in the SAPO framework from Si in amorphous SiO2. 

In this work, it is shown that the hydrogen adsorption at 77 K in the low-pressure 

range in the microporous SAPO-11 is sensitive not only to the Si concentration but 
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also to the Si distribution in the structure. We considered models of the “isolated” type 

of Si distribution, formed only by the substitution mechanism SM2, for cases of 1, 2, 

and 3 Si atoms per SAPO-11 unit cell and the model of “island” type of Si distribution 

formed by a combination of substitution mechanisms SM2 and SM3 for 5 Si atoms per 

unit cell. At the first stage, the geometry optimization and the energy calculation of the 

obtained structures was carried out by the molecular modeling method. The obtained 

results were refined by the DFT method for the most stable structures. The Henry 

constants of H2 adsorption were calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation method for 

the most probable structures. It is shown that Henry's constants increase with an 

increase in the Si concentration per unit cell substituted by SM2 and practically do not 

depend on the Si concentration per unit cell substituted by SM3. The dependence of 

Henry's constants on the Si concentration per unit cell of SAPO-11 substituted by SM2 

was calculated (Fig. 1). The obtained result can be used to solve the inverse problem 

of determining the Si concentration substituted by SM2 from experimental H2 

adsorption data at 77 K in SAPO-11. 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the dependence of Henry's constants on the silicon 

concentration substituted by SM2 per unit cell of SAPO-11. 
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The work also demonstrates the practical application of the obtained dependence 

for determining the silicon concentration substituted by SM2 for 3 samples of SAPO-

11 with different bulk Si concentration. The advantages of combining the proposed 

adsorption-based method with experimental physicochemical methods for determining 

the surface chemical composition, the bulk chemical composition, and determination 

of the number of acid sites are shown. The proposed approach can be adapted for any 

other heteroatom-containing aluminophosphate molecular sieves and can be applied to 

aluminosilicate zeolites. 
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Inorganic adsorbents are widely used for the selective removal of long-lived 

137
Cs and 

90
Sr radionuclides from liquid radioactive waste. Zirconium phosphates are a 

well-studied class of inorganic ion exchangers characterized by high affinity for 
137

Cs 

and 
90

Sr radionuclides [1]. Sodium-zirconium phosphates NaZr2P3O12 and calcium-

zirconium phosphates CaZr4P6O24, also known as NZP materials, are promising 

matrices for the long-lived radionuclides immobilization [2]. 

The purpose of this work is to develop a heterogeneous method for the 

synthesis of composite Zr-Ca-Mg phosphates and to study their adsorption 

characteristics to 137Cs and 90Sr radionuclides in the presence of electrolytes. The 

relevance of the work is due to the possibility of subsequent immobilization of 

radionuclides into solid-state NZP matrices by heat treatment of spent adsorbents [3]. 

Samples of phosphatized dolomite Ca0.7Mg0.3HPO4∙2H2O (PD-1) and 

Ca2.65Mg3 Ca2.65Mg3(NH4)1.3(PO4)4(CO3)0.3·6H2O (PD-2) were used for the synthesis 

of composite Zr-Ca-Mg phosphates by their heterogeneous interaction with a given 

volume of 2.0 wt. % ZrO(NO3)2 aqueous solution. The ratio of ZrO(NO3)2 /PD-1(PD-

2) was 2.2 and 6.6 mmol/g for PD-1 (PD-2)-2 and PD-1 (PD-2)-4 samples, 

respectively. The adsorption characteristics of the samples were determined under 

static conditions by continuously mixing a sample of 0.1±0.0001 g of adsorbent with 

20.0 cm
3
 of the solution for 24 h. The following solutions were used as the liquid 

phase during 
137

Cs adsorption: 0.1 and 1.0 mol/dm
3
 NaNO3, рН 6.0; tap water of 

Moscow city the following composition, mg/dm
3
: Na

+
- 6–8; K

+
- 4–5; Mg

2+ 
- 15–17; 

Ca
2+ 

- 52–56; Cl
- 
- 6–8; SO4

2-
 - 36–38; HCO3

- 
- 200–205; total salinity - 310–330; total 

hardness – 3.6–3.8 mg-eq/dm
3
, pH 7.6; and seawater sampled from Sevastopol Bay of 
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the Black Sea (total salinity – 21.2 g/dm
3
, рН 7.8). During 

90
Sr adsorption, the 

following model solutions were used: 0.1 mol/dm
3
 NaNO3, рН 6.0; 0.01 mol/dm

3
 

CaCl2, рН 6.0, as well as tap water and seawater of the above composition.  

All synthesized adsorbents are mesoporous, differing in specific surface area, 

volume, and pore size depending on the composition (Table 1). The highest values of 

the specific surface area of ~80-86 m
2
/g and the total pore volume of ~0.166-0.208 

cm
3
/g are characterized by PD-1-2 and PD-2-2 samples with the lowest zirconium 

content. At the same time, the average pore size varies slightly from 7.6 to 11.2 nm. 

 

Table 1 – Texture characteristics and chemical composition of adsorbents.  

Sample  Asp., 

m
2
/g

 

Vdes., 

cm
3
/g

 

Dav., 

nm 

Chemical composition (EDX analysis), at. % 

Ca Mg Zr P O 

PD-1-2 80 0.166 7.6 6.0 2.5 7.8 12.9 70.8 

PD-1-4 29 0.082 9.3 0.7 0.4 15.1 12.7 71.1 

PD-2-2 86 0.208 8.1 5.5 8.7 3.6 13.5 68.7 

PD-2-4 21 0.075 11.2 1.3 1.4 15.2 12.4 70.0 

 

The selective properties of composite phosphates to 
90

Sr and 
137

Cs radionuclides 

in various salt solutions are presented in Table 2.  

 

Table 2 – Distribution coefficient values (Kd) 
90

Sr and 
137

Cs on various 

adsorbents during adsorption from model solutions. 

Sample  

 

Kd values, cm
3
/g in solution: 

0.01 mol/dm
3
 

CaCl2 

0.1 mol/dm
3
 

NaNO3 

Tap water Seawater 

90
Sr 

PD-1-2 1.1×10
3
 1.5×10

3
 4.0×10

3
 275 

PD-1-4 195 180 1.5×10
3
 24 

PD-2-2 1.7×10
3
 4.1×10

3
 4.9×10

3
 540 

PD-2-4 820 1.5×10
3
 2.4×10

3
 150 

137
Cs 

PD-1-2 6070 280 4050 1950 

PD-1-4 5200 498 2.2×10
4
 1350 

PD-2-2 920 22 430 141 

PD-2-4 980 118 1260 363 
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The values of the 
90

Sr distribution coefficients (Kd) for all adsorbents have 

sufficiently high values when using tap water and 0.1 M NaNO3 solution as 

background solutions, while the sorbents PD-1-2 and PD-2-2 are not inferior to known 

natural and synthetic adsorbents. In calcium-containing solutions, the values of  Kd 

90
Sr decrease on all the studied adsorbents, while the adsorbents with the highest Ca 

and Mg content (PD-1-2 and PD-2-2) demonstrate the best selective properties. 

Comparative studies of a number of commercially available adsorbents with 

synthesized Zr-Ca-Mg phosphates have been carried out. Thus, for most adsorbents, 

Kd 
137

Cs decreases with increasing total salinity in the series tap water > 0.1 M NaNO3 

> seawater > 1.0 M NaNO3. The highest Kd values are characterized by samples based 

on Ca-Mg hydrogen phosphates (PD-1-2 and PD-1-4), which are noticeably inferior 

only to ferrocyanides-containing adsorbents and titanosilicates. 

Thus, the composite adsorbents based on mixed Zr-Ca-Mg phosphates (PD-1-2 

and PD-1-4) can be used for effective 
137

Cs and 
90

Sr radionuclides removal in one 

stage with Kd from 1.5×10
3
 up to 2.2×10

4
 cm

3
/g. 
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Many works have been devoted to the study of the photocatalytic properties of 

titanium dioxide with various additives and the number of which continues to increase. 

Based on TiO2 technologies, industrial methods for water and air purification using 

UV and visible range radiation have been created. The introduction of additives 

changes the course of the main stage of photo-stimulated processes (the absorption of 

a quantum of light and the appearance of electron-hole pairs), which is important for 

the adsorption and light driven reactivity of the reactants. 

This work aims to determine the effect of Co
+2

, Rh
+3

 and Ir
+3

 ions presence  on 

the surface of anatase and TiO2 xerogel powders on the rate of photodecolorization of 

aqueous solutions of methyl orange and 4-nitrophenol anions as model pollutants. 

Anatase (Aldrich, USA, ≥ 99%) and amorphous xerogel obtained from 

organogel (ACROS Organics C16H36O4Ti, C6H14O4, n-butanol) were dried at 120 
0
C 

and kept for 24 h in solutions of cobalt, rhodium, and iridium chlorides with salt`s 

content corresponded to atomic ratio M:Ti = 1:1000 in case of mono, binary and 

ternary modifiers M. The control sample was kept in water. Then the powders were 

calcined for 3 h at 450
0
C.  Photodecolorization (PDC) of tested substances was 

controlled by photometric method at the maxima of 465 nm (MO) and 403 nm (4NP). 

The dependences of the decrease in the optical absorption of solutions on the UV 

irradiation time t* (Hg-lamp 350) were represented as PDC degree t* or nt* 

(Fig.1). Initial photoactivity as PDC rate, normalized by t*=1 min (W1), was calculated 

via bilogarithmic anamorphose of nt* plot. A linear increase of the extinction E4NP 

with an t* increase was observed in homogeneous system due to 4NP dimers splitting 

and this fact was taken into account in calculation of the number of moles (n) of photo 

degraded 4NP ions. The photoactivity testing data were added by the analysis of the IR 

spectra and SEM data of the samples. 
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(a) M/xerogel TiO2 

 

(b) M/anatase 

 

Fig.1. The effect of the duration of UV irradiation on the photodegradation of MO (a) 

and 4NP (b) in an aqueous solution 

Among M
+n

 modifiers, rhodium ion is the most active (Fig. 1, Table 1,2), and it is not 

inferior to Au
+3

. In MO photodegradation kinetics, the activity of Rh
+3

/ xerogel TiO2 is 

2 times higher than that of Au
+3

 (W1= 0.055 g
1
min

1
). Note, photo decolorization of 

4NP ions does not decrease with irradiation time t* increasing, as in the case of Au
+3

 

and Co
+2

.  

Table 1. Photo degradation rates W1 (g
1
min

1
) for Methyl Orange solution with 

xerogel powders M
+n

/TiO2   

МО solution without М Co Rh Ir 

0.013 0.037 0.036 0.108 0.029 

 

Table 2. Photo degradation rates for 4NP anions with M
+n

/anatase powders W1, 

mmolg
1
min

1
 

Без 

М 
Co Rh Ir 

Co : Rh Co : Ir Rh:Co:Ir 

1:3 2:2 3:1 1:3 2:2 3:1 1:1:2 1:2:1 2:1:1 

0.007 -0.02 0.18 0.07 36.9 8.1 10.5 14.4 11.9 9.9 10.8 8.3 12.4 

 

Mono-additives in M
+n

/anatase samples are not active in 4NP photodecolorization 

compared to the double and ternary modifiers (Table 2), the composition of which 

affects the TiO2 photoactivity. The best are CoRh and CoIr pairs with a 3-fold excess 

of platinum metal ions and RhCoIr with an atomic element ratio of 2Rh : 1Co : 1Ir. So, 

the efficiency of titania surface doping by cations with an increase of photoactivity in a 

row Co
+2

 < Ir
+3 

< Rh
+3

 is shown, and it can be enhanced by a combination of ions with 

the greater activity for the samples with a higher rhodium content. 

0,0 

0,2 

0,4 

0,6 
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β МО 
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AlZr-xerogels, which are precursors of alumina ceramics, attract attention as 

environmentally friendly materials with high sorption properties. An important step in 

the sol-gel technology of oxide ceramics preparation is the primary heat treatment 

(hydrogel drying), because of the great influence of its conditions on the texture and 

morphology of the material after calcination. In order to obtain a high specific surface 

area after high-temperature treatments and other optimal performance of the Al2O3-

ZrO2(Yb2O3) system, a polymer structure-forming agent is added into the sol-gel 

synthesis in which the traditional drying stage at 180
o
C is 2-3 h of duration [1].  

The aim of this work is to compare mixed alumina-zirconia oxides prepared by 

the sol-gel method at 10
0
C and subsequent long thermal (1) or rapid microwave drying 

(2) of the hydrogel with and without xerogel calcination in terms of specific surface 

area, porosity, and adsorption of test pollutants – methyl orange and dichromate ions. 

The hydrogels were synthesized by the hydrolysis-condensation reaction by 

reverse precipitation of salts (Al(NO3)3•9H2O; ZrOCl2•8H2O; Yb(NO3)3•5,44H2O) 

with ammonia solution and surfactant-polymer addition (NH3•H2O; 

polyvinylpyrrolidone PVP) for 1 h at 10
o
C sol-gel synthesis temperature. The salt 

suspensions corresponded to molar percentages of 35%Al2O3-65%ZrO2(3%Yb2O3)-

PVP. One part of the hydrogel (1) was subjected to ordinary drying (180
o
C; 2 h) and 

the other (2) to microwave drying (W = 600W, 6 min). All samples were then calcined 

for 1 h at 500
o
C.  

The specific surface area and porosity of the obtained materials were analyzed 

(Tristar-3000). The adsorption capacity of two series of samples was compared in 

steady-state and kinetic mode by values of the degree of substance extraction (1), 

Gibbs adsorption per unit mass of sorbent Gm (2), and per unit surface GS (3) using 
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spectrophotometry (EcoView UV-Vis 1200). The analytical wavelength, extinction 

and concentration of sorbate anions were 462 nm; 18800 cmM-1; 0.075 mM for 

methyl orange (MO) and 368 nm; 4890 cmM
-1

; 0.330 mM for potassium dichromate 

(DCH).  

The xerogels had a mesoporous structure (Table 1). The samples with 

microwave drying were of the same pore diameter 3 and 6 nm respectively before and 

after calcination at 500
0
C. The specific surface area of the material after microwave 

treatment was 3.5 times less than that of sample 1, implying that the structure of 

xerogels 1 and 2 differed at the stage of their primary dehydration. The calcination of 

sample 1 resulted in a surface reduction of 2.4 times, while the surface of sample 2 

remained practically unchanged. The texture and particle shape of the microwave dried 

samples differ when compared to control sample 1 (SEM data).   

Table 1. Specific surface area and porosity of powders AlZr(Yb)-PVP 

1 
SBET, 

m
2
/g 

Vpores, 

cm
3
/g 

dpores, 

nm 
2 

SBET, 

m
2
/g 

Vpores, 

cm
3
/g 

dpores, 

nm 

180
o
C 427 0,326 3 MW 125 0,085 3 

500
o
C 176 0,242 6 500

o
C 131 0,162 5 

Despite the reduced specific surface area of the microwave treated samples, 

their adsorption characteristics, investigated under the same conditions, are no worse 

and, for MO, even better than those of the samples dried at 180
0
C. 

 Table 2. Adsorption of methyl orange (MO) and dichromate ions (DСR), where 

 in %; Gm in μmole/g, GS in μmole/m
2
 (adsorption time – 24h, 25 

0
С) 

 

Способ 

Drying  After calcination (500
o
C) 

МО DСR МО DСR 

β Gm β Gm β Gm GS β Gm GS 

1. 1800 62 11,6 70 114 76 14,2 81 71 119 0,675 

2. MW 75 13,9 70 114 85 15,9 121 79 129 0,870 

The kinetic dependences of adsorption of test molecules (Fig. 1) are non-linear 

and correspond to fast and slow adsorption stages. The rates of W0 (at t=0) and W 

respectively can be calculated from linear regression Gm= W0 + W∙t. The ratio W0/W 

shows the heterogeneity of the adsorption sites of the complex Al-Zr oxide sorbent. 
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Figure 1. Adsorption kinetics for the dye methyl orange and dichromate ions on 

AlZr(Yb) sorbents after heat treatment at 180 C (●), microwave drying (∎), and the 

same samples after calcination at 500 C (● and ∎). 

The data in Table 3 show that sample 1 loses its activity with respect to the 

adsorption of MO after calcination: the rates of W0 and W decrease by a factor of 7 

and 2, whereas in the sample with microwave drying W0 increases, and W does not 

change. The W0/W ratio is significantly higher for the microwave-treated sample. 

Table 3. Adsorption rates (min
1

)  

Sorbate Methyl orange Dichromate ion 

Sample 1 2 1-500 2- 500 1 2 1-500 2- 500 

W0 3.3 4.7 0.5 5.5 2.0 3.4 19.5 8 

W 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.8 1.4 

W0/W 8 26 2.5 28 2 17 24 6 

The same result is observed qualitatively for the adsorption of dichromate ions 

but with a more significant increase in the sorbent activity when using microwave 

drying.  

Thus it is possible to recommend microwave treatment before calcination of 

mixed oxide material in the technological process of AlZr(Yb)-PVP  nanopowders 

production at low sol-gel synthesis temperature.  
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According to the classification, highly selective polymeric sorbents as 

chromatographic carriers for the sorption of biologically active substances are 

subdivided by shape, divided into a block, monolithic, and granular. The selectivity of 

sorbents is primarily due to the synthesis method, for example, molecular imprinting. 

The essence of the molecular imprinting method lies in the self-organization of 

functional monomers around the target molecule (template). 

The study of the sorption of the target object (erythromycin) by molecularly 

imprinted polymer-carriers (MIPs) based on methacrylic acid, ethylene glycol 

dimethacrylate, and erythromycin methacrylate and synthesized in the form of a block 

with subsequent fractionation showed selective polyfunctional binding of the 

antibacterial antibiotic erythromycin. However, a large contribution of nonspecific 

binding was established due to the carboxyl groups of methacrylic acid and the 

hydrophobic polymer matrix [1]. To minimize nonspecific binding and, accordingly, 

increase the selectivity of sorbents, methacrylic acid was replaced by 2-hydroxyethyl 

methacrylate, which lacks ionic functional groups, and the presence of hydroxyl 

groups promotes the hydrophilization of the polymer matrix [2]. The ionic strength of 

the external solution did not affect the sorption of erythromycin by the hydrophilic 

MIPs, in contrast to the sorption on the control polymer. Therefore, it was carried out 

with the prevalence of non-ionic, in particular, hydrophobic interactions. A 

comparative study of the equilibrium and kinetics of sorption of erythromycin by 

synthesized sorbents shows that the equilibrium sorption capacity of hydrophilic MIPs 

for erythromycin exceeds those for hydrophobic MIPs, even though functional groups 

in polymers are located not only at imprint sites [3]. The kinetics of sorption of 

erythromycin on all studied sorbents was limited by internal diffusion, and the 
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effective diffusion coefficients increased with an increase of the erythromycin amount 

introduced during the synthesis.  

Monoliths traditionally have a prevailing contribution of convective mass 

transfer to the total sorption rate. The frontal sorption of erythromycin occurs not only 

in the interglobular space in the macropores but also in the intraglobular space due to 

the diffusion of small target molecules into the polymer matrix [4]. The flow rate of 

the mobile phase influenced the mass transfer of erythromycin molecules in the 

imprinted polymer matrix both during convection and diffusional mass transfer, in 

contrast to the control polymer (CP), in which the effect of the flow rate is traced only 

during diffusional mass transfer. Moreover, the imprinting of a polymer matrix by 

erythromycin molecules, regardless of the shape (architecture) of the sorbent, leads to 

the implementation of a quasi-equilibrium mode of sorption from a constantly renewed 

solution [5].  

The study of the frontal sorption of uremic toxin (uric acid) on a granular MIP 

based on 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate also showed 

the implementation of the selective process in a more regular mode as compared to KP 

[6]. 

Granular sorbents potentially have better kinetic characteristics when sorption is 

carried out from a constantly renewed solution since they are uniform in shape and 

have a large surface area. However, the synthesis of granules is carried out using 

stabilizers or emulsifiers, which are often toxic, and the resulting polymer is 

practically not washed away from them. The solution to this problem can be the 

synthesis of granules by emulsion polymerization according to the type of Pickering 

emulsions, in which nanoparticles are used as stabilizers of polymer-monomer 

droplets, which are less toxic and are capable of imparting additional properties (for 

example, biological) to the polymer matrix. 

Surface MIPs based on 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate and ethylene glycol 

dimethacrylate with respect to glucose [7] and cholesterol using Se nanoparticles as a 

stabilizer were synthesized via free-radical emulsion polymerization of the Pickering 

emulsion. The study of equilibrium sorption was shown that sites binding retain their 

complementarity to the target molecule only when sorption is carried out under 
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synthesis conditions. This leads to an increase in the affinity of the sorption surface 

and an improvement in the availability of sites binding, and simultaneously with the 

implementation of monolayer sorption, which will subsequently lead to an increase in 

selectivity. 

Thus, the solution to the problem of extracting small molecules from 

multicomponent mixtures can be the use of granular MIPs capable of efficiently and 

selectively extracting the target object from the solution. 
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The problems associated with excessive accumulation of metabolites in the 

body are solved by employing efferent methods of treatment (hemo- and 

plasmasorption) using hemosorbents. Hemosorbents must meet a number of 

requirements, one of which is high selectivity in relation to the target metabolite. 

Currently, immunoaffinity sorbents are used as highly selective hemosorbents; their 

production and use are expensive and unsafe. The creation of highly selective 

polymeric hemosorbents will make it possible to reduce the cost of both production 

and their further use. Taking into account the practical interest in highly selective 

sorbents, the development of a method for the synthesis of new surface-imprinted 

organic-inorganic sorbents, and the identification of the effect of the synthesis method 

on their physicochemical and sorption properties are relevant. 

Organo-inorganic sorbents surface-imprinted by molecules of cholesterol (Ch), 

were synthesized by Pickering emulsion polymerization (series 1, Ch-MIP-1) and 

precipitation polymerization in n-propyl alcohol (series 2, Ch-MIP-2). The synthesis 

was carried out by free radical polymerization of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate 

(HEMA) and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) similarly to [1], except 

reducing the amount of EGDMA to 14 mol.% to reduce the nonspecific binding of 

cholesterol with sorption sites. Cholesterol was added as template molecules at the 

final stage of granule formation for molecular imprinting in the surface layer. The 

amount of cholesterol was 2 mol.% (Ch-MIP-1-2, Ch-MIP-2-2), 4 mol.% (Ch-MIP-1-

4, Ch-MIP-2-4) and 6 mol. % (Ch-MIP-1-6, Ch-MIP-2-6) calculated with respect to 

the mass of monomers. Control polymers (СP-1 and СP-2) were synthesized without 

the addition of template cholesterol molecules. An increase in the amount of 

cholesterol added during the synthesis of Ch-MIPs led to an increase in the yields of 

both organic-inorganic and polymeric sorbents.  
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The morphology of the polymers was investigated using scanning electron 

microscopy. The addition of the Ch template in an amount of 6 mol.% led to the 

creation of more segregated Ch-MIP-6 matrices by both synthesis methods. 

Transmission electron microscopy showed the presence of Se
0 

nanoparticles in the 

matrix of organic-inorganic sorbents. The addition of Ch as template molecules 

promoted the formation of more homogeneous and structurally stable sorbent matrices, 

and an increase in the amount of template in the polymerization mixture led to an 

increase in the areas of accessible sorption surfaces in the solvated state for the target 

Ch molecule at a temperature of 37°C, corresponding to the synthesis temperature. 

In the study of the equilibrium sorption of Ch by synthesized sorbents (fraction 

160-315 μm) at temperatures of 25°C and 37°C, it was shown that the addition of 6 

mol.% Ch into the polymerization mixture promoted the formation of sorption surfaces 

of polymers of both series with high affinity for Ch molecules at the sorption 

temperature 25°C. The synthesis of polymer sorbents by the Pickering emulsion 

polymerization led to the formation of a sorption surface of Ch-MIP-1-6 with a high 

affinity for Ch both at the synthesis temperature (the temperature of the formation of 

imprint-sites) and at room temperature. The synthesis of Ch-MIPs by the Pickering 

emulsion polymerization led to an improvement in the availability at 37°C of sorption 

centers Ch-MIP-1-2 and Ch-MIP-1-4 compared to Ch-MIP-2-2 and Ch-MIP-2-4. 

Differences in cholesterol binding between imprinted and control polymers 

were established by IR spectroscopy. The registration of an additional peak in the IR 

spectra after sorption on Ch-MIP-1-6 indicated a change in the nature of cholesterol-

binding by imprint-sites formed by the Pickering emulsion polymerization. 

The dynamics of Ch sorption was carried out by surface-imprinted organo-

inorganic sorbents (fraction 160-315 μm) at 25°C. The optimal conditions for the 

implementation of the dynamic sorption process of cholesterol extraction were 

identified: the height of the sorption layer is 3.0 cm, the inner diameter of the column 

is 1.0 cm, and the flow rate is 0.25 ml/min, and the optimal sorbent with the highest IF 

is Ch-MIP-1-6. Under these conditions for the structural analog, cholic acid, a 

nonequilibrium mode of sorption dynamics was observed. 
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Extraction of cholesterol from blood plasma with Ch-MIP-1-6 synthesized by 

the Pickering emulsion polymerization was carried out more efficiently (29%) 

compared to CP-1 (14%).  

Thus, the imprinting of polymer matrices with 6 mol.% cholesterol led to: the 

highest yields after synthesis, the creation of more segregated Ch-MIP-6 matrices, as 

well as the largest values of the areas of available sorption surfaces for the target 

molecule at 37°C (corresponding synthesis temperature), to the formation of sorption 

surfaces of polymers with high affinity for Ch molecules at a sorption temperature of 

25°C, both organic-inorganic and polymer sorbents. The synthesis of Ch-MIPs by 

Pickering emulsion polymerization with the addition of 2 mol.% and 4 mol.% 

improved the accessibility of sorption sites; with the addition of 6 mol.% cholesterol 

into the polymerization mixture, it promoted the formation of a sorption surface with 

high affinity at 25°C and 37°C. 
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Principle limitations concerning the wide use of antitumor anthracycline 

antibiotics in oncologic practice relate to their resistance and side effects [1]. Great 

attention has been paying in recent years to modification of the antibiotics in use for 

the creation of better preparations for clinical use with various modes of action [2]. 

Different approaches, one of which is the modification of anthracycline antibiotics by 

nanoparticles, are used for this purpose. Metal and non-metal nanoparticles represent 

an effective solution to overcome bacterial resistance and to improve the efficiency of 

the antibiotics due to their antibacterial activity [3]. Selenium represents interest from 

this point of view as well due to its own antitumor activity [4]. Compared to other Se-

containing compounds, the nanoparticles of Se have much less toxicity and prevent the 

formation of cancerous tumors [5]. 

The purpose of this paper is to study spectral characteristics and intermolecular 

interactions in the synthesized nanocomplexes of the daunomycin antitumor 

anthracycline antibiotics (DM) and doxorubicin (DOX) by Se nanoparticle stabilized 

by polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP). 

DM and DOX anthracycline antibiotics consist of chromophore-tetracyclic 

anthraquinoid aglycon linked by a glycosidic bond with aminosugar of daunosamine. 

It is generally accepted that aglycon is a hydrophobic part of the antibiotic molecule, 

while the aminosugar of daunosamine represents its hydrophilic part. These antibiotics 

differ from each other by the presence of hydroxyl group in DOX instead of the 

methyl group in DM. The presence of hydroxyl group results in redistribution of 

electron density of the molecule, and this makes an influence on spectral 

characteristics of the molecule, so DM displays 6 absorption  

spectrum peaks (234, 252, 290, 480, 495, and 532 nm), while DOX shows 5 peaks 
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(248, 290, 485, 496, 535 nm). Absorption in UV is connected with absorption of 

aglicone groups, while aminosugar absorbs in the visible range due to electron 

transition between valent molecular orbitals of the oxygen atom embedded into a ring 

and amino group. The presence of the hydroxyl group also suggests that hydrogen 

bonds can be formed in addition to hydrophobic bonds. Triple complexes have been 

synthesized in water medium according to the method described in detail in [6]: the 

method involves that Se nanoparticles have been synthesized preliminary in the 

presence of PVP with follow-up introduction of DOX/DM. Concentrations СSe = 0.025 

mg/ml and СDOX/DM =0.05 mg/ml, concentration of PVP remains constant СPVP = 1.0 

mg/ml. Antibiotic concentration values when synthesizing triple complexes 

corresponded to the values at which they are used in medical practice (60 -75 mg/kg). 

The synthesized complexes were sedimentation stable during 6 months. The region of 

the visible spectrum on the absorption spectrum {Se+PVP} + DM (Fig. 1a, curve 3) is 

practically identical to DM (Fig. 1a, curve 1) that testifies the absence of interaction in 

the nanocomplex by DM aminosugar fragment. UV region of the spectrum of the 

complex differs from the UV region of the DM spectrum: there is no 290 nm peak, and 

hypochromic effect is observed at 232 nm and 252 nm, which testifies interaction with 

the components by aglicone due to hydrophobic interactions.  The hyperchromic effect 

is observed in the absorption spectrum {Se+PVP} + DOX in the visible part of the 

spectrum compared to DOX spectrum (Fig. 1a, curves 1 and 3) that testifies interaction 

in the nanocomplex by DOX aminosugar fragment. All characteristic peaks of DOX 

are observed in the UV part of the spectrum, and a hyperchromic effect is also 

observed that demonstrates the presence of interaction with the components of the 

complex by aglicone. 
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Figure 1. DM (a) and DOX (b) nano-complexes absorption spectra: 1 – DOX/DM; 2 - 

{Se+PVP} + DOX/DM; 3 - Se+PVP. 

Hence, the study of the absorption spectra of the {Se+PVP} + DOX and {Se+PVP} + 

DM systems demonstrated that, in the case of DM, the interaction proceeds through 

aglicone via hydrophobic bonds, while, in the case of DOX, it proceeds both through 

agclicone and aminosugar fragment of the molecule. 
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To separate ammonia from gas-air mixtures, condensation, absorption, and 

adsorption are used. The first two methods have significant disadvantages: they do not 

provide the required reduction of ammonia content in waste gases; they involve the 

use of complex equipment, and they are multi-stage. The ammonia adsorption by 

different sorbents is of interest. The use of ion-exchange polymer fibers has 

advantages in sorption rate, developed surface, and low resistance of the filtering layer 

compared to inorganic sorbents. 

To study ammonia sorption, chemisorption fibers VION KN-1 containing 

carboxyl groups and FIBAN K-1 including sulfogroups were used. Modification of 

fibrous sorbents with ions of metal complex formers, such as Cu, Ni, Co, Cd, etc., 

increases the sorption capacity for ammonia by 2-3 times. Therefore, Cu
2+

 and 

Ni
2+

cations were chosen as fiber modifiers. 

To study sorption in the desiccators, we created atmospheres with a volume 

concentration of ammonia ranging from 5 to 250 mg/m
3
. The pressure of ammonia in 

the gas phase was determined from literature data; the volumetric concentrations were 

calculated using the Mendeleev-Clapeyron equation for a temperature of 293 K. 

The fibers were modified with Cu
2+

 and Ni
2+

ions by saturating the fibers in salt 

solutions with a concentration of 0.1 mol/dm
3
 for 24 h. Then, the fibers were dried to 

constant weight and weighed in cups with lids. The weight of the fibers was 

0.15±0.001 g. The cups with fibers were placed in desiccators and kept at a 

temperature of 293 K for 24 h. After the ammonia sorption process on copper and 

nickel samples, the fibers acquired the colors characteristic of amino complexes. The 

fibers were extracted, and the ammonia absorbed by the fiber was desorbed with 0.1 

mol/dm
3
hydrochloric acid solution. Desorption was performed under static conditions 
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at a temperature of 293 K for 1.5 h. In this case, the fiber took its original color, which 

indicates the destruction of the complexes and the transition into the solution of the 

complex former cations and ligands. In an acidic medium, ammonia transfers to 

ammonium cation. To determine the concentration of ammonium ions, I-130 

ionometer with an ion-selective electrode was used. The amount of the sorbed 

substance (mol/g) was calculated by the formula: 

А 
С  

 
 , 

where m is the weight of the fiber sample, g; V is the volume of the hydrochloric acid 

solution, dm
3
; С is the concentration of ammonium ions, mol/dm

3
.  

The results of the studies are presented as a graphical dependence of the amount 

of sorbed ammonia on the volume concentration of ammonia in the gas phase (Fig. 1a, 

b). 

 

 

Fig. 1. Isotherms of ammonia sorption on VION KN-1 (a) and FIBAN K-1 (b) fibers 

modified withNi
2+

 ions - 1, Cu
2+ 

ions - 2. 

 

The shape of isotherms is described by the Langmuir theory. At low 

concentrations, sorption increases linearly with increasing concentration. At high 
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concentrations of the sorbate, the saturation of the adsorbent surface is achieved.In this 

case, the amount of adsorbed substance no longer depends on the concentration; it is 

constant and corresponds to the limiting adsorption. 

The sorption isotherm can be represented in the Langmuircoordinates for 

calculating the quantitative characteristics of sorption. The dependence graphs of the 

ratio P/A = f(P) are a straight line. According to the straight-line equations, the 

limiting adsorption value A and the sorption equilibrium constant can be calculated 

(Table). 

The Langmuir equation describes the shape of isotherms. The sorption 

isotherms presented in the Langmuir coordinates have a coefficient of determination 

R
2 

close to 1.  

 

Table. Quantitative characteristics of ammonia sorption on modified fibers 

Fiber Fiber 

modifier 

Monolayer 

capacity, А∞ 

Sorption 

equilibrium 

constant, К 

Coefficient of 

determination,R

2
 

VION KN-1 Ni
2+

 9.930 1.029 0.9998 

Сu
2+

 9.775 1.081 0.9994 

FIBAN K-1 Ni
2+

 7.918 3.538 0.9994 

Сu
2+

 6.431 1.205 0.9994 

 

The monolayer capacity determined from the isotherms shows that the fiber 

modified with nickel ions is a more efficient sorbent than the fiber modified with 

copper ions. At the low content of ammonia in the gas phase, the fiber VION KN-1 in 

the copper form has an increased sorption affinity to ammonia. 

The results of the study can be used to develop systems for gas emissions after 

treatment and to control the ammonia content in the air. 
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In the previous studies [1], we have shown the possibility of fixing anionic 

palladium complexes [PdCl4]
2-

 on a polymer support with a conjugation system. 

Polyvinylene (PV) as a support was used. It was formed during the alkaline 

dehydrochlorination of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) under the bases action [2]. The 

formation of dispersed palladium particles on the PV in a result of sorption was 

observed. 

In this work, two types of polymer supports are compared: 1) PV and 2) 

alkaline complexes of PV, which are formed during the interaction of PV with NaOH 

(PV-OH). Earlier in our work, the ability of PV to form complexes with alkalis was 

noted [3]. To assess the effect of the –OH active centers on sorption of the palladium 

chloride complexes, the PV-OH support was chosen. The selected method of PV 

treatment provided the content of the centers of 6.6 mmol-eq / g or 263 mgNaOH / 

gPV on the PV-OH. 

Adsorption isotherms of palladium complexes on the studied supports were 

plotted. The isotherms were described using the Langmuir equation in the following 

form: 

 

 
 

    

   
 

 

   
 

 

  
    

, where 

 

am- the value of adsorption, which corresponds to the capacity of the layer 

k- constant of adsorption equilibrium 

 

Fig. 1 is shown a linear view of the obtained isotherms. 
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Fig.1. Linear view of palladium adsorption isotherms on PV and PV-OH 

 

The value of the determination coefficient (R
2
) for both isotherms is close to 1. 

This confirms the correctness of the adsorption description by Langmuir’s model. 

According to obtained data (Tabl.1) the adsorption processes for PV and PV-OH are 

different. The values of am and k for PV-OH are twice as many as for PV. The 

maximum amount of adsorbed Pd reaches 6 wt. % for PV and 9.7 wt. % for PV-ON. 

The higher adsorption capacity of PV-OH can be related to the interaction of the -OH 

groups of the surface PV-OH with [PdCl4]
2-

. As a result, the formation of hydrolyzed 

polynuclear forms of palladium occurs. The adsorption of palladium on PV probably 

occurs as a result of the interaction of [PdCl4]
2-

 complexes with the PV’s conjugation 

system. 

Table 1. Absorption characteristics of supports, which were formed by 

dehydrochlorination of PVC 

Support k, l/mmol am, mmol Pd/g Сmax Pd, wt %. 

PV 2.6 0.63 6.0 

PV-ОН 4.8 1.04 9.7 

 

Catalysts Pd/PV and Pd/PV-OH were obtained by reduction of palladium with 

sodium formate. And then, they were tested in the hydrogenation reaction of 

PV 

PV-OH 
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nitrobenzene (50 ᴼC, 1.0 MPa, solvent C2H5OH). All catalysts are ensured complete 

conversion of the nitrobenzene in hydrogenation reaction, but the PV-OH catalysts is 

outperformed the PV-based catalysts in activity. Hydrogenation reaction rates for 

samples with the same metal content (of 5.8 wt.% Pd/PV and 5.9 wt.%Pd/PV-OH) are 

1.9 and 5.8 mmol H2/(gcat*min), respectively.  

Thus, the use of PVC-based polymer supports makes it possible to obtain 

effective nitrobenzene hydrogenation catalysts. Modifying the PV surface with alkali 

contributes to an increased adsorption capacity and a strong fixation of palladium on 

the support. 
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Environmental pollution is an urgent problem in modern society. The role of a 

comprehensive analysis of changes in the environment and its potential for self-

recovery and self-purification is important. In this paper, coastal sands are selected as 

objects of research to assess the adsorption characteristics and their functions in 

protecting groundwater and underlying soils from pollutants. The aim of the work is to 

study the mechanisms of surface phenomena in the sands by considering their 

adsorption-desorption characteristics in relation to iron (III), nickel (II) ions, petroleum 

products, and surfactants. 

The samples of sand used A, B, G and K are selected on the banks of the rivers 

and Bacbo Bay in Vietnam. The physical and chemical characteristics of the sands are 

presented earlier [14]. The preparations FeCl3·6H2O (mark “Pure” GOST 4147-74), 

NiCl2·6H2O (mark “Pure for analysis” GOST 4038-79), gasoline А-92 (GOST 32513-

2013) and engine lubrication (“Demand drive plus” by company “Pure Polaris”, USA), 

surfactants (С14H29SO4Na, C16H33SO4Na, C17H33COONa mark “Pure”) were used to 

simulate pollutants. The adsorption properties were studied by classical methods of 

colloid-chemical studies. Standard methods were used to determine the concentrations 

of the studied solutions. Fig. 1 shows some results of generalization of processes 

adsorption-desorption of iron (III) ions under different conditions. 

   
Fig. 1. Adsorption-desorption of iron (III) ions on the surface of sands:  

■ – A;  – B;  – G;  – K.  
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Figure 1a shows the isotherms of the adsorption of iron (III) ions on the surface 

of sands at a temperature of 298 K. Figure 1b shows the process of desorption in 

dynamic conditions, and on Fig. 1c, this process occurs under static conditions (for 

example, sand B is shown). 

Figure 2 presented the kinetic regularities of the processes of adsorption and 

desorption of nickel (II) ions at a temperature of 298 K; in Fig. 3, the features of the 

adsorption-desorption processes of surfactants on the example of tetradecyl sulfate 

sodium are shown, and Figure 4 demonstrates the dependence of the retention of 

petroleum products on the experimental conditions (the height of the sand layer in the 

column).  

  
Fig. 2. Adsorption-desorption of nickel (II) ions. Sand designations are the same 

It can be seen that the adsorption equilibrium in the system occurs in ~ 180 min; 

the adsorption process is irreversible (fig. 2b). 

  
Fig. 3. Adsorption-desorption С14H29SO4Na. Sand designations are the same 

It can be seen that the sand retains a significant part of surfactants and 

petroleum products from solutions. The research results showed that the surface 

processes are of a different nature and are accompanied by molecular adsorption, ion 

exchange, film formation, and other effects. 
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Fig. 4. Adsorption-desorption of petroleum products:  

а – gasoline А-92; b – engine lubrication. Sand designations are the same 

Thus, the studied sands, like many other mineral materials, can play an 

important role as barriers in protecting groundwater and underlying soils due to their 

adsorption characteristics. 
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In the process of industrial, household, and other human activities, the 

formation of various types of dangerous wastes inevitably occurs. Industrial 

wastewaters generated by various enterprises are the most significant environmental 

hazard to human health and the environment. Since most of the production processes 

occur in the aquatic media, the main part of toxic impurities enters the environment 

with wastewater. The main toxicants contained in industrial wastewater are: 

compounds of non-ferrous and heavy metals (Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Sr, Cd, Ba, Hg, Tl, Pb, 

etc.); organic compounds (petroleum products; surfactants; dyes; pesticides, etc.), as 

well as radioactive elements, both natural and technogenic origin (radionuclides of 

uranium, thorium, radium, cesium, strontium, plutonium, etc.) 

Depending on the phase-dispersed state of impurities in aqueous solutions, 

various physic-chemical methods of wastewater treatment are used: thermal, 

precipitation, sorption, membrane. The choice of the most effective treatment method 

depends on the chemical composition of the effluent, the requirements for the quality 

of treatment, and economic factors. 

In accordance with the modern classification, impurities present in aqueous 

solutions by phase-dispersed composition are divided into two large groups: insoluble 

(heterogeneous systems) and soluble (homogeneous systems). The insoluble state of 

impurities is represented by coarse, finely dispersed, and colloidal particles. The 

soluble state is represented by various ionic forms, uncharged complexes, neutral 

molecules of high molecular weight compounds, surfactants, etc. 

Methods of sedimentation, mechanical filtration, membrane filtration (micro- 

and ultrafiltration), coagulation are used to remove insoluble forms of impurities. 

Mechanical filtration is used for purification from coarse particles, from fine and 
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colloidal impurities - membrane filtration. The coagulation method is universal and 

allows one to purify wastewater from all types of insoluble forms of radionuclides. 

Membrane filtration methods (nanofiltration and reverse osmosis) and sorption 

processes are used to remove soluble forms of impurities. The reverse osmosis and 

nanofiltration processes provide the purification from all singly and multiply charged 

ions and molecules with a molecular weight above 100. Sorption methods for 

removing soluble forms of impurities are based on physical adsorption or ion exchange 

processes. In physical adsorption, the removal of impurities occurs due to the 

adsorption of the components of the solution on the surface of the solid (adsorbent). 

Solids with a high specific surface area and a branched pore system (active carbons, 

silica gels, polymer adsorbents, natural and synthetic aluminosilicates, etc.) usually use 

as an adsorbent. Physical adsorption methods are mainly used to purify wastewater 

from impurities of organic compounds (oil products, surfactants, dyes, etc.). 

In wastewater treatment by ion exchange, organic ion exchange resins and 

inorganic sorbents are used as ion exchangers. Organic ion-exchange resins are used 

mainly for the complete or partial demineralization of water and the removal of 

multiply charged heavy metal ions. Inorganic sorbents based on natural and synthetic 

aluminosilicates and zeolites, titanates, and titanosilicates of alkali metals, phosphates 

of titanium and zirconium, ferrocyanides of transition metals are used mainly for the 

sorption of long-lived radionuclides of cesium and strontium. Inorganic sorbents have 

high chemical, thermal and radiation resistance, as well as increased, in comparison 

with organic ion exchangers, selectivity to certain ions. 

Thus, modern technologies using various physical and chemical methods make 

it possible to effectively purify industrial waste and natural waters of various chemical 

compositions from a wide range of toxic impurities. 
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Ion-exchange fibers VION are used to purify gaseous media from toxic and 

corrosive components: SO2, SO3, NH3, to extract metal cations Cu
2+

, Ni
2+

, Co
2+

, Pb
2+

, 

Zn
2+

, Cd
2+

, Mn
2+

, Fe
2+

 from aqueous media. Major advantages of fibers are highly ion 

exchanger purification, adsorption and regeneration rate is 1015 times higher than for 

granular materials, a high exchange capacity enough large chemical resistance, and 

ability to maintain the exchange capacity of more than 100 cycles after "sorption-

regeneration." 

Fiber VION KN-1 is a cation-exchange, carboxyl-containing, chemisorption, 

weakly acidic fiber with a three-dimensional mesh. The polymer has a high exchange 

capacity of carboxyl groups (6.5-6.8 mmol/g), characterized by a high adsorption rate, 

hygroscopic resistance, hydrophilicity, and high surface area. The VION KN-1 

synthesis technology is well-known and easily implemented in polyacrylonitrile fiber 

factories, which will make this fiber available for use. 

Carboxyl cation exchangers are highly selective towards ions with a small 

radius of the non-hydrated ion. The intense forcefield of carboxyl groups in ion 

exchangers leads to increased electrostatic interaction with the counter-compensates 

for the energy costs of their dehydration. Literature data on the selectivity of carboxyl 

ion exchangers to metal cations are very contradictory [14]. There is reason to 

assume that for a fibrous carboxyl ion exchanger, the most probable series of cations 

selectivity is Cu
2+ 

> Pb
2+ 

> Ni
2+ 

> Zn
2+ 

> Cd
2+ 

> Ca
2+ 

> Mg
2+ 

> Na
+
. 

In this work, we studied the exchange of doubly charged cations Cu2 Cu
2+

, 

Pb
2+

, Mg
2+

, Ca
2+

 etc. on fibrous carboxylic sorbent VION KN-1 in sodium form using 

the method of variable concentrations to obtain sorption isotherms, the calorimetric 

method used to establish the thermal effects of sorption and the IR spectroscopic 

method to determine the type of sorption centers formed in the polymer. Ion exchange 
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isotherms have a typical form corresponding to the Langmuir isotherms. The sorption 

exchange capacity increases in the order Cu
2+ 

> Ni
2+

> Pb
2+

 > Zn
2+ 

> Cd
2+ 

> Ca
2+ 

> 

Mg
2+ 

> Na
+
  and ranges from 5.3 mmol / g to 2.9 mmol/g. 

The affinity of copper (II) cations for carboxyl fiber is significantly higher 

than other transition metal cations and lead (II) cations with comparable selectivity. 

This is probably due to the difference in the positions of the cations Ni
2+

, Pb
2+

, Zn
2+

, 

Cd
2+  

 in the series of selectivity. 

It was found by IR spectroscopy and sorption analysis that an ion-coordination 

bond is formed in the polymer between the counterions of transition metals and the 

carboxyl groups of VION KN-1. Ion exchange is accompanied by absorption of heat, 

wherein the sorption enthalpies have low values of 2.5 to 21 kJ / mol, increasing with a 

rise in the degree of filling fiber sorbate. 

Based on the results of the study, a technological scheme for wastewater 

treatment using ion-exchange fiber has been proposed, including units for reagent 

treatment, thin-layer sedimentation of wastewater, sludge dehydration, deep 

clarification on mechanical filters, and additional wastewater treatment on ion-

exchange filters. 
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The asymmetry of transport properties is an important feature of bilayer 

membranes. When the direction of the driving force (pressure gradient or 

concentration gradient, electric field) changes, the flux of solvent, solute, and electric 

current correspondingly can change significantly. In the latter case, an asymmetry of 

the current-voltage characteristic is observed. It leads to a significant difference in the 

limiting current density when the orientation of the membrane in the measuring cell 

changes. This property can be promising while creating membrane diodes when a 

bilayer membrane passes current well in one direction and practically does not pass it 

in the other. 

The aim of the work was to establish and quantify the asymmetry of the current-

voltage curve of a bilayer composite membrane based on a thick layer (280 µm) of 

cation-exchange perfluorinated membrane MF-4SC and a thin (1 µm) non-conducting 

layer of poly(1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne) (PTMSP) depending on the direction of the 

external electric field. 

The current-voltage characteristics (CVC) were measured in a 0.05 M solution 

of HCl and NaCl, which was pumped at a volume rate of 15 ml/min. A constant 

electric current was applied to the polarizing electrodes with a given sweep speed of 

1·10
-4

 A/s or 5·10
-5

 A/s using a current source. The voltage drop ΔE on the test 

membrane was measured using Luggin-Haber capillaries, connected on both sides to 

the surface of the membrane and attached to silver-chloride electrodes linked to a 

multimeter, from where the signal was fed to a computer. The CVC of this sample has 

a characteristic form for ion-exchange membranes: typical areas (ohmic, limiting 

current plateau, and overlimiting) are well distinguished on curves (Fig. 1).  

As can be seen from Fig.1, there is a significant CVC asymmetry, which we 

described quantitatively using our homogeneous model of fine porous bi-layer 

membrane [1]. The homogeneous model was applied successfully to bi-layer 
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membranes consisting of a pure MF-4SC layer and a layer modified by halloysite 

nanotubes functionalized with polyaniline [2]. 

 Fig.1. 

CVCs of bi-layer MF-4SC/PTMSP membrane in 0.05M NaCl (left) and HCl (right) 

electrolyte solutions. 

Thus, with the orientation "w", that is, by the MF-4SC layer faced to the 

counterion flux, the value of the limiting current density is 2.5 and 2.8 times higher in 

the case of the NaCl and HCl solutions, respectively. The conductivity in the ohmic 

region and in the region of overlimiting currents is also higher in the case of the "w" 

orientation. At the same time, in the ohmic section, the difference between these 

values is approximately 1.8 times for both solutions, and in the overlimiting mode  

3.8 times for an acid solution and 2 times for a sodium chloride solution. In addition, 

the extent of the limiting current plateau also depends on the orientation of the sample 

to the counterions flux: a more extended plateau is observed in the case of the 

orientation "s", that is, by a layer of non-conducting polymer PTMSP faced to the flux 

of counterions. The obtained layered composite is important for potential applications 

as membrane sensors and diodes [3]. 
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Chromatographic methods are widely used for the separation and isolation of 

radioactive elements in radiochemical technology, using strongly basic anion 

exchangers. The operating conditions of ion-exchange materials, as a rule, are rather 

harsh and are associated with the effect of ionizing radiation, oxidants and 

temperature on the ion exchangers. In this regard, it is of great importance to ensure 

the reliability, stability and safety of technological operations with sorbents. During 

the period of operation of radiochemical plants, a number of accidents occurred in 

sorption systems using anion exchangers [1,2,3], which led to the release of 

radioactive substances into the environment and significant material costs for 

eliminating the consequences. The analysis of these accidents shows that the cause 

of the destruction of the sorption columns and the release of their contents were 

exothermic processes of interaction of the anionite with nitric acid oxidants, 

accompanied by significant heat and gas release..  

An attempt to create a model of thermal oxidation of anion exchanger, using 

the example of AB-17×8 in nitrate form, has been made in this work. It done with 

the aim of further using the results obtained for a comparative assessment of the 

safety of technological processes with promising brands of sorbents. To obtain the 

initial calorimetric data, we used a combined method of differential scanning 

calorimetry and thermogravimetry (DSC-TG) using a synchronous thermal analyzer 

STA 449 F1 Jupiter (manufactured by NETZSCH). 

Before the experiment, the ion exchanger was preliminarily converted into 

the nitrate form and dried in air at room temperature to constant weight. A sample of 

the substance was placed in a corundum crucible with a lid; aluminum oxide was 

used as a reference sample. To obtain the initial calorimetric data on heat release 
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versus temperature, a dynamic heating mode was used at a rate of 1.2 and 4 K / min 

from room temperature to 800 ° C in an air atmosphere and nitrogen atmosphere. 

Experimental baselines were obtained to calculate the total thermal effect. 

Figure 1 shows the curves of the dependence of the heat rate production and 

weight loss on temperature for AV-17×8 in nitrate form. There are several peaks on 

the heat release curve, which indicate the occurrence of oxidation reactions. The 

most interesting for further detailed consideration for us are the reactions occurring 

in the temperature range up to 400 ° C.  

 

Fig.1. Dependence of heat flow (1) and change in mass (2) on temperature for the 

sorbent AV-17×8 

Based on the analysis of the results of DSC-TG experiments, kinetic equations 

were proposed for the processes occurring in the temperature ranges 170-250 ° С 

(stage 1), 250-300 ° С (stage 2): 

Stage 1 (n1-order reaction):  

 

Stage 2 (n2-order reaction):  

 

where wi is the reaction rate (heat release), sec
-1

; T is temperature, K; k0  

preexponential factor, 1/sec; R is the universal gas constant, 8.31 J / (mol K); a  the 
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depth of transformation at this stage; Eаi — activation energy, kJ / mol; ni is the order 

of the reaction. 

Additional DSC-TG experiments in an inert atmosphere (nitrogen) showed that 

the air oxygen present acts as a catalyst for the decomposition of the nitrate form AB-

17 × 8 and increases the total thermal effect of the second stage of the process, while 

the exothermic effect of the first stage of the process does not affect the composition 

of the atmosphere.  

Experiments in an inert atmosphere made it possible to refine the kinetic 

parameters of the second exothermic effect, which amounted to lnk0 = 35.4 ± 1.4ln 

(1/sec); Ea = 185.2 ± 5.2 kJ / mol; n = 1 ± 0.09; Q = 660 ± 45 kJ / kg. Calculations 

carried out using the refined parameters show that the value of the critical temperature 

for the AB-17×8 anionite in nitrate form under the experimental conditions is in the 

range of 247-252 ° C. At a thermostat temperature of 255 ° C, a thermal explosion is 

predicted in ~ 2300 sec. The experiment carried out showed that the ignition of the 

anionite occurred after ~ 2600 sec, which, taking into account a number of 

uncertainties in the initial parameters of the system, can be considered a quite 

acceptable estimate. At temperatures of 220 and 235 ° C, both the model and the 

experiment show the absence of a thermal explosion. 

Thus, the developed model using the results of DSC-TG experiments on 

samples of theAV-17×8 anionite of small mass (about 10 mg) allows describing 

processes using gram amounts of sorbent and can be used to assess the safety of 

various technological processes using anioniteAB-17×8 in nitrate form. 
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Due to the development of technology and the intensive growth of industry, the 

requirements for respiratory personal protective equipment (RPE), including filters for 

gas masks and respirators, are becoming more stringent.  

Earlier, we have shown that due to the improvement of working conditions and 

labor protection, there is a need for compact, lightweight filters, which have low 

breathing resistance, high efficiency of protection against particles, as well as effective 

protection against gases and vapors at their low concentration up to 3 permissible 

exposure limits (PEL) in accordance with GOST 12.1.005-88. Creating such a filter, 

equipped with a united gas and particle element with a low resistance to airflow during 

breathing, is an urgent task 1. 

The practice analysis and research of using adsorbents showed that the element 

can be used in flat or corrugated forms, and the element shall be obtained either from 

filtering material used together with an adsorbent for protection against particles or the 

adsorbent in the form of a filtering adsorbing material. As a rule, microporous 

activated carbon based on a coconut shell with different adsorbent activity and particle 

size is used as adsorbent particles [2]. 

It has been established among the range of adsorbents for co-use with filtering 

material, the most promising, in our opinion, is a bulk material enclosed between two 

non-woven substrates, in the form of polymer fibers deposited with activated carbon 

particles, which makes it possible to achieve a sufficiently high level of breakthrough 

time, presumably due to the creation of local zones of high turbulence around activated 

carbon particles. 

An experimental number of studies based on the use of filtering adsorbing 

material with various types of adsorbents obtained by applying chemical ingredients to 

the surface of activated carbon pores have been set. The comparative tests of filtering 

about:blank
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adsorbing material, simulating test conditions of compact, lightweight filters have been 

performed. Based on the analysis results, the optimal filtering adsorbing materials 

have been determined.  

As follows from the research: 

(1) The combination of the filtering material and the activated carbon 

impregnated with chemical additives has been tested and evaluated in the compact 

lightweight filters. The essential physicochemical and sorption parameters of 

adsorbents are determined: activated carbon and activated carbon impregnated with 

chemical additives. 

(2) It has been revealed that the combination of filtering material and adsorbents 

with a low depth of layer is identical in comparison with gas and combined filters for 

gas masks and respirators, equipped with adsorbents with a high depth of the layer of 

the chemical filling. Specifically, the compact lightweight filters with the required 

increased degree of genericity action are possible in case of using the principle of a 

multifunctional two-layer chemical filling with immiscible layers, when one layer is a 

multicomponent absorber obtained after the process of using the principle of chemical 

indifference or impregnating salts of acidic and basic nature. The choice of the second 

layer is due to the requirements for the degree of genericity action of the compact 

lightweight filters (ammonia absorber, activated carbon, etc.). The principle of 

chemical indifference is fulfilled when the salts with the same anions are used as 

impregnating additives. Or the two multicomponent absorbers in the multifunctional 

chemical filling are used: the first when using the principle of chemical indifference, 

and the second using salts of acidic and basic nature [3].  

(3) It has been revealed when selecting the combination of filtering material and 

adsorbent in the RPE against particles upon reaching the highest possible breakthrough 

time, the determining factor is the adsorbent grains degree of freedom from the 

binding substance and the increased intensity of their interaction with the gas-vapor 

flow, presumably due to the creation of local turbulence in the layer. 

In general, the methods of combining filtering materials and adsorbents have 

been studied and systematized as a prerequisite for creating a new class of the 

lightweight particle RPE - gas masks and respirators with additional protection against 
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gases and vapors, which shall result in standardization of the requirements for such 

RPE and relevant filters. 

On practical grounds, the development of the filtering adsorbing material 

obtained by different methods, with chemical ingredients applied on the surface of 

activated carbon pores, will expand the range of lightweight RPE with improved 

ergonomic properties and will make it possible to select the compact lightweight filters 

for protection against various harmful chemicals and its combinations. Industrial 

personnel working in areas with high concentrations of particles and low 

concentrations of harmful chemicals in the air will have additional opportunities to 

preserve their health and life.  
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Climate change is a widely discussed topic, and therefore, both scientific and 

industrial researchers are working in this field. Carbon dioxide plays a crucial role 

within this challenge since CO2 is mainly responsible for the blanket, trapping the heat 

in the atmosphere.  

Simple literature research reveals that in the last 4 years, around 18,000 

different papers were published dealing with the topic of CO2 adsorption. Often new 

materials are discussed, highlighting the strong interest [1].  

For the characterization or the suitability testing of new materials, single-component 

isotherms are classically recorded. With the help of common adsorption models, such 

as the Ideal Adsorbed Solution (IAS) theory, the ideal separation behavior is then 

calculated [2]. The IAS theory is only applicable to "ideal adsorption processes", since 

the original theory is based on hypotheses, e.g., that the framework is 

thermodynamically inert [3]. Therefore, this theory has limitations for materials such 

as zeolites [4], MOFs [5], or carbon-based materials, which mostly result in an over-

evaluation of the material. A prediction of real competitive adsorption behavior based 

on only pure component isotherms is hard to realize but highly desirable [6]. The 

alternative way for experimental characterization is to include co-adsorption processes. 

However, this process can be very complicated since numerous parameters such as 

temperature, total pressure, and the composition of the gases, and thus the partial 

pressure, must be taken into account.  

With the mixSorb S and the mixSorb SHP devices from 3P Instruments, it is 

now possible to record both single-component isotherms up to a pressure of 8 bar (mix 

Sorb S) / 50 bar (mixSorb SHP) and multi-component isotherms on one instrument. 

In this study, different approaches are compared to prove the robustness of this 

method. For this purpose, isotherms of CO2 and CH4 were recorded using dynamic 
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manometry, classical gravimetric adsorption, and so-called step breakthroughs on a 

mixSorb SHP. 
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Surface mass spectrometry is a group of mass spectrometric techniques that 

uses different methods to ionize compounds from different surfaces. Most often, 

accelerated atoms (fast atom bombardment, FAB), field-accelerated ions of heavy 

elements (secondary ions mass spectrometry, SIMS), or high-energy photons 

generated by lasers of various types (surface assisted laser desorption / ionization, 

SALDI) are used for ionization. Unlike other methods of surface research, SALDI has 

a much simpler device, a set of many sample preparation methods depending on the 

task and a large set of parameters for regulating ionization conditions. Typically, the 

method is used to study samples crystallized on the surface or thin films in the imaging 

mass spectrometry (IMS) mode. In this mode, it is possible to search for target 

compounds on the surface of thin films and build diagrams of their distribution over 

the surfaces. The authors have shown that the use of this method is not limited only to 

thin films, and with a slight modification of the equipment, it is possible to study 

surfaces of any thickness. It is shown that the modified method can be used to assess 

the contamination of surfaces of structural materials made of stainless steel, 

galvanized, copper, bronze, brass and others. The method perfectly detects organic 

impurities, inorganic compounds, oxides of the base metals of the alloy, which makes 

it possible to assess the damage to the surface during the operation of the material. In 

this case, it is also possible to qualitatively determine the impurities of other metals 

that affect the performance of the material. In addition, the fundamental possibility of 

studying polymer compounds of great thickness is shown. In this case, it is possible to 

determine not only impurities (salts, by-products of synthesis, plasticizers, and others), 

but also the degree of polymerization and the type of polymer in one experiment with 

a combination of surface and matrix ionization. It should be especially noted that the 

method is capable of studying the surface morphology of various materials. For this, a 
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marker substance (aromatic or heterocyclic compound or cluster-forming inorganic 

salts) is applied to the surface under study, according to the distribution of which on 

the surface microscopic damage or chemical inhomogeneities can be detected. The 

method is indispensable in itself as an express control of exploited surfaces, as well as 

in combination with chromatography, fluoroscopy and thermal desorption mass 

spectrometry to obtain information on the effect of environmental components on 

various materials and to develop the physicochemical bases of these processes. 
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